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PART C
Sl

LEGAL NOTICE NO. 173 OF 2012

SWAZILAND TOURISM AUTHORITY ACT, 2001
(Act No. 2 of 2001)

THE SWAZILAND TOURISM AUTHORITY (GRADING OF ACCOMODATION
ESTABLISHMENTS) REGULATIONS, 2012

(Under Section 27)

In exercise ofthe powers conferred by Section 27 ofthe Swaziland Tourism Authority Act,

2001, the Minister ofTourism and Environmental Affairs makes the following Regulations-

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

. Objectives ofthe grading scheme

ARRANGEMENT OF REGULATIONS

. Citation and commencement

. Interpretation

. General factors to be considered when grading facility

. Grading committee

. Use ofthe "Star" logo

. Notice of assessments

. Frequency of assessments

. Re-grading

Accommodation establishment, not the owner, to be graded

Customer feedback

Specified room rate bracket for each star grade

Grading procedure

Appeal procedure

Requirements for grading

Gradingcriteria by class of accommodation establishment

Calculation ofthe overall score

Overall score for each grading band and what the stars mean

Citation and commencement

l. (1) These Regulations may be cited as the Swaziland Tourism Authority (Grading of

Accommodation Establishments) Regulations, 2012.
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(2) These Regulations shall come into force on the date of publication in the Gazette.

Interpretation

2. In these Regulations, unless the context otherwise requires, words or expressions used in
the Act have the same meaning as in these Regulations -

"grading" meansthe process ofassigning star ratings to accommodation establishment according

to their quality standards;

"orading committee" means the committee established in regulation 5; and

"star log" meansthe official symbolto be used in grading accommodation

Objectives ofthe grading scheme

3. (1) The objectives of the grading scheme are to- _

(a) improve the quality of accommodation establishments in Swaziland;

(b) ensure that graded establishments have a distinctive and globally recognized

marketing tool;

(c) assist consumers and tour operators to make an informed selection decision; and

(d) harmonize standards with those in the region for the benefit of customers.

(2) The gradingexercise shall be a voluntary exercise where an accommodationestablishment
may apply to the Authority.

Generalfactors to be considered when grading afacility

4. (1) Only accommodation establishments registered under the relevant Regulations may

apply for grading under these Regulations.

(2) The grading committee shall, when grading an accommodation establishment consider

the following-

(a) the environmentand location of the accommodation establishment,

(b) the quality and condition of available facilities in different accommodation
establishments;

(c) the market served by the establishment and whetherthe facilities and services are in
line with the needs of the market, i.e. grading shall be undertaken on a “fit for

purpose" basis; : :

(d) the quality ofavailable services (intangibles);

(e) the quality of service delivery (intangibles); and

(f) the quality and condition of available facilities (tangibles),
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(3) An accommodation establishment shal! be graded based onthefacility or service it has
and it shall not be penalized for not having a specific facility or service.

Grading committee

5. (1) The Board shall appoint a committee to be knownas the grading committee.

(2) The committee shall be composed of the following members-

(a) two persons representing the Authority;

(b) three persons representing the hospitality industry;

(c) a person representing the Ministry responsible for tourism; and

(d) a person representing the Swaziland Standards Authority.

(3) The grading committee shall be the only committee responsible for the grading ofall
accommodation establishments in Swaziland.

Use ofthe "Star" Logo

6. (1) The Authority shall use the "Star Logo"as the official symbol to be used in grading
accommodation establishments and the !ogo shall only be used by the Authority orits designated
agent for grading purposes.

(2) All accommodation establishments shall specify both the star grading and category.

(3) Only a graded accommodation establishment may display the correct star logo.

(4) The “Star Logo Plaque” shall remain the property of Authority and shal! only be
displayed whileit is still valid.

(5) A person shall not use the star logo for any purpose other than that issued by the

Authority.

(6) A person who contravenes sub - regulation 5 commits an offence and is liable, on

conviction, to a fine not exceeding five thousand Emalangeni or to imprisonmentfor a period

not exceeding oneyear orto both.

Powers ofinspectors

7. (1) A grading inspector shall notify the manager or a personin charge of an accommodation

establishment of an intended visit for assessment of that establishment.

(2) The manageror person in charge of the accommodation establishment shall assist the
inspector with any information or documentation that the inspector may need during the course

of the assessment.

(3) Notwithstanding sub-regulation (1), an inspector may, in the discretion of the inspector,
visit an already graded accommodation establishment unannouncedfor a grading assessment

and that grading shall follow the same procedure as an announcedvisit.
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(4) A person who unreasonably refuses,fails or gives an assessor false information commits

an offence andis liable, on conviction,to a fine not exceeding three thousand Emalangenior to
imprisonment for a period not exceeding six monthsor to both.

Frequency ofassessments

8. (1) Anaccommodation establishment shall be assessed and gradedat least once a year and
the grading is only valid for twelve months.

(2) An accommodation establishment may be assessed more than once a year where -

(a) anumber ofcomplaints have been received from customers;

(b) an inspectorfinds that the conditions noted during the annual assessmentindicated
that a return visit is necessary; or

(c) an inspector makes an unannounced spot check.

Re-grading

9. (1) When an assessmentis carried out and an establishment gets a lower grading than
before, the assessor may give the managerorperson in chargeofthe accommodation establishment

a period not exceeding three months to make the necessary improvements.

(2) During the three months the accommodation establishment shall maintain its current
grading.

(3) If the establishmentstill fails to comply on reassessment after the 3 months, a lower

grade shall be awarded.

Accommodation establishment, not the ownerto begraded

10. (1) Grading ofan accommodationestablishmentshal! only be attachedto the accommodation
establishment and not to the ownerof the establishment.

(2) An accommodation establishmentshall be re - assessed and re-gradedifit -

(a) changes ownership;

(b) changed, altered or modified in any way due to a changein property or management;
or

(c) changes furniture andfittings.

(3) When an accommodation establishment changes ownership, the new managementshall

notify the Authority of that change.

Customerfeedback

11. (1) The managerorperson in charge ofan accommodation establishmentshall put in place
a customer feedback process.

(2) The feedback process shall_be in the form of feedback boxes, websites, direct mail

feedback cards or forms.
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(3) The feedback process sha]! not form part-of the grading scheme, but may form part of

the monitoring system.

Specified room rate bracketfor eachstargrade

12. The owneror a person in charge of an accommodation establishment mayset the price of
using the facility basing it on the star grade.

Gradingprocedure

13. (1) The-owner or manager of an accommodation establishment who intends to have the

establishment graded shall apply to the grading committee using the prescribed application
form for grading and indicate the grade anticipated or wanted.

(2) A grading inspector shall notify the owner or manager of the accommodation
establishmentof the intention to undertake the grading assessment.

(3) A grading recommendation shall be agreed during the assessment exercise with the

establishment.

(4) Based on the scores and deliberations of the Committee, the Chairperson shall either
award the gradingorinitiate a re-grading if in doubt.

(5) Ifa higher grading is scored than the one applied for, the establishment may choose

which level it wants to maintain.

(6) An ownerofan accommodation establishmentshall also be required to comply with all
relevantstatutory regulations, including,fire, health and safety regulations.

(7) An inspector may requestthat relevant documentation,certificates be presented at the
time of the assessment and these may include, amongother things -

(a) business registration which entitles the establishment to legally operate;

(b) public liability insurance;

(c) liquorregistration whichentitles the establishmentto sell alcohol beverageslegally;

(d) compliance with local authority regulations including - registration underthe

Registration ofAccommodation Establishments Regulations, 2008;

(e) compliance with building regulations, in particular with regard to accessibility;

(f) fire safety certificate; and. —

(g) hygiene regulations.

Appealprocedure

14. (1) If the owneror a person in charge of an establishmentis not satisfied with the grade
obtained, the owner may apply for a re-assessment.

(2) The grading committee shall ensure that the re-assessment is undertaken within two

weeksof the receipt of the complaint.
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(3) Ifafter the re-assessment mentioned in sub-regulation (1), the owneror person in charge

of the establishmentis still not satisfied with the outcome, the owner may appealto the Chief
Executive Officer of the Authority. who shall have the final ruling in the matter.

(4) The costs for the re- assessmentshall be borne by the applicantif after the appeal the
grade remains the sameoris lower than the original one.

(5) If an establishment is upgraded after an appeal, the applicant shall be refunded any
money charged for the re- assessment.

Requirementsforgrading

15. The standard for grading an accommodation establishmentshal] be as set out in Schedules 2,

3,4, 5.

Grading criteria by class ofaccommodationestablishment

16.(1) A grading inspector shall use a 1-10 point system per criteria, where 10 is the most
compliant and 1 is the least compliant.

(2) The grading assessor shall award a score of between I and 10 for each criteria assessed

and the score shall be defined as follows-

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Standard Rate

Excellent 10

Very good 9

Good , 8

Standard 6 or7

Acceptable 5

Poor 3 o0r4

Unacceptable Lor2  
 

Calculation ofoverall score

17. The total numberof points awarded to an establishment shall be added up and divided by

the maximum number of points that could be achieved forthat particular assessmentandthis

shall then be presented in percentage grading bands.

Overall scorefor each grading band and whatthe stars mean

18. The overall grading ofan accommodation establishment and the meaning ofthe stars shall be
as set out in Schedule 1.
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SCHEDULE1

REQUIREMENTS FOR REGISTRATION AS A HOTEL

Requirementsfor registration as a hotel

An accommodation establishment may be registered as a hotel if the establishment-

‘(a) Comprises at least ten bedrooms for accommodation ofguests, all ofwhich shall be en-

suite bedrooms;

(b) Offers full meal service; and

(c) Meets minimum requirements designatedfor hotels in the Registration ofAccommodation
Establishments Regulations, 2008.

GRADING PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA METHODOLOGY

1. Physical Facilities: Exterior

1.1 Exterior

(a) Signage

(b) Driveway

(c) Guest parking

(d) Ground and Gardens

(e) Appearance of Buildings

2. Physical Facilities: Interior

2.1 Bedrooms

(a) Bedding

(b) Beds

(c) Decoration

(d) Furniture & Fittings

(e) Flooring

(f) Ceiling/Roofing

(g) Floor space layout

(h) Temperature control

(i) Lighting

(jf) Accessories
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2.2 Bathroom

(a) Towelling

(b) Decoration

(c) Fixtures & Fittings

(d) Flooring

(e) Ceilings/Roofing

(p Lighting

(g) Floor space/layout

(h) Accessories

2.3 Public Areas

(a) Signage

(b) Decoration

(c) Furniture & Fittings

(d) Flooring

(e) Ceiling/Roofing

(f) Lighting

(g) Atmosphere & Ambience

2.4 Conference Facilities

(a) Signage

(b) Decoration

(c) Flooring

(d) Furniture & Fittings

(e) Ceiling/Roofing

- (f) Lighting

(g) Atmosphere & Ambience

2.5 Dining Areas

(a) Decoration

(b) Furniture & Fittings
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(c) Flooring

(d) Ceiling / Roofing

(e) Lighting

(f) Table Appointment

(g) Menu Presentation

(h) Atmosphere & Ambience

3. Housekeeping .

(a) Bedrooms

(b) Guest Bathrooms

(c) Public/Conference areas

(d) Public Toilets

(e) Dining Areas/Restaurants

4. Food & Beverages & Services

(a) Breakfast: Presentation

(b) Breakfast: Quality

(c) Breakfast: service

(d) Meals: Presentation

(ec) Meals: Quality

(f) Meals: Service

(g) Room Service: Service

(h) Room Service: Quality

(i) Bar/Drinks: Presentation

(j) Bar/Drinks: Quality

(k) Bar/Drinks: Service

5. General Service & Services

(a) Reservations

(b) Check-in & Check-out ~

(c) Porter Service



(d) Friendliness & Attitude

(e) General Efficiency

(f) Public/Conference Area Service

(g) Guest Service

6. General

(a) Staff Appearance

(b) Tourist Information

(c) Access to Communication
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REQUIRED OVERALL SCORE FOR EACH GRADING BAND:

 

GRADING BAND WHAT THE STARS MEAN?
 

5-Stars

.
treowr ow vr
Overall score of 91% - 100%

Items to score 9 or 10

No morethan 3 itemsto score 8

Numberof unacceptable items 0

OUTSTANDING

The category has exhibit an exceptionally high degree
of service and hospitality, striking and luxurious

facilities with attention to fine detail.

 

4-Stars

er ovr trouvk
Overall score of 81% - 90%

EXCELLENT

The property has added luxury and comfort; a high

emphasis is placed on quality, décor, service,

hospitality, additional facilities.

 

VERY GOOD

The property has additional services andfacilities with

greater emphasis on comfort, quality décor, expanded

amenities, hospitality and services such as, but not

limited to, room service and optional turndownservice.

«

 

Items to score 8 or more

No more than 3 tems to score 7

All service elements to score 8,9 or 10

Number of unacceptable items 0

3-Stars

Ler sor oex &
Overall score of 71% - 80%

Items to score 7 or more

No morethan 4 items to score 6

All service elernents to score 8,9 or 10

Number of unacceptable items 0

2-Stars

gy oruc A

Overali score of 61% - 70%

Items to score 6 or more

No more than 4 items to score 5

All service elements to score 7, 8,9 or 10

Numberof unacceptable items - 2 GOOD

The property maintainsthe attributes offered at the 1-

star level, while showing noticeable enhancements in

room décorand quality of furniture,fittings and

equipment. It must meet needs ofcomfort and

cleanliness,

It must provide good, expanded and reliableservice and

hospitality.   
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1-Star

Overall! score of

60%

Items to score

No morethan 4 items to score

All service elements to score

9 or 10

Numberofunacceptable items 
51% -

5 or more
4

7, 8,

3  

FAIR

A property that provides a modest

accommodation. The establishmentis

functional, emphasizing clean and comfortable
roomsand reliable, limited but good service

and hospitality.

 
 

The minimum requirements for Hotels for registration purposesasset out in the "The Registration
ofAccommodation Establishments Regulations, 2008"is adequate for general registration and
grading purposes. Some additional minimum requirements for the top grades (4 and 5
star) are specified below and must‘be adhered to in order for hotels to achieve a four or
five star grading:

 

Description 4 Star § Star

 

General *For 4 and 5 star hotels a higher level of general
ambience and spaciousness shal} be required in
all areas of the hotel e.g. spacious corridors,
bedrooms, etc. Some considerations may be
taken oflimitations in olderor historic

properties.

*New, purpose built 4-star hotels
that have more than 3 floors,

should havelifts installed.

*If not in the nearby vicinity (easy walking
distance), 4- and 5-star hotels should
offer a utility shop open daily from at least 24

*For 4 and5 star hotels a higherlevel of general
ambience and spaciousness shall be required in al |
areasofthe hotel e.g. spacious corridors, bedrooms,

etc. Some considerations may be taken oflimitations
in older or historic properties,

*New, purpose built 5-star hotels that
have more than 3 floors, should have

lifts installed.

If notin the nearby vicinity (easy walking distance),
4- and 5-star hotels should offer a
utility shop open daily from atleast 24 hours.

 

Reception *Facsimile service on the premises, stamps &
mailing facilities and Messagesfor
guests to be recorded & and handed over when
collecting keys,etc.

*A 24 hour wake-upcall service should be
madeavailable by telephone.

*Facsimile service on the premises, stamps & mailing
facilities, and Messages for guests to be recorded &
and delivered when collecting
keys, or key cardsetc.

+A 24 hour wake-up call service should be made
available by telephone.

 

Food &

Beverage
Services  * There should be a served beverageservice in

the public lounge and bararea.

» Service ofalcoholic beverages may be

provided throughoutthe day.

¢ NOTE:Minibars in roomsare acceptable.  » There should be a served beverage service in the

public tounge and bararea.

« Service of alcoholic beverages may be provided

- throughoutthe day.  ¢ NOTE:Mini bars in roomsare acceptable.
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Bedrooms Room size must be comfortable and adequately

accommodateal! the furniture provided.

» T he bedroom should haveat least two seating
chairs.

« If appropriate andfit for the purposetelevisions

must have a remote control and wide choice of

channels should be provided.

¢ Air-conditioning and/or other formsof heating

or cooling are preferred in conditions where

extreme day and/or night temperatures are

experienced.

* There should be a hairdryer in each room.

¢ All bedding/linen should be clean and debris
andstain free. A top-sheet, under-sheet and a

base cover should be on each bed,

e Wireless internet service should be avaifable in

all bedrooms.

» Room size must be comfortable and adequately

accommodateall the furniture provided.

¢ T he bedroom should have at least two seating chairs.

¢ New purpose built S-star hotels should offer at least |
Suite.

¢ lf appropriate andfit for the purpose televisions must
have a remote control and wide choice of channels

should be provided.

» Air-conditioning and/or other forms of heating or

cooling are preferred in conditions where extreme

day and/or night temperatures are experienced. All 5-

star hotel rooms should haveair-conditioning.
7

» For 5-star hotels there should be safe in each room.

¢ There should be a hairdryer in each room.

« All bedding/linen should be clean and debris and
stain free. A top-sheet, under-sheet and a base cover
should be on each bed.

» Wireless internet service should be availablein all

bedrooms,

 
Bathrooms + A bath and shower should be available (the

shower may be overthe bath).

+ A rangeof guest amenities should be provided.

» If swimmingfacilities are provided a separate

towel to be used should be madeavailable for each

guest.

+ A bath and shower should beavailable (the shower
may be overthe bath).

-|* A rangeof guest amenities should be provided.

* New,purpose built 5-star hotel bathrooms should have

a separate bath and shower.

* A rangeof quality guest amenities should be provided.

« if swimming facilities are provided a separate towel to

be used should be madeavailable for each guest.

 

Lounge + A loungeor seating area should be provided in
the lobby area,

* A separate lounge with seating facilities should be
provided.

 

Stationary * Stationary folders containing stationary, writing

paper, envelopes anda directory of services should

be provided.

* Stationary folders containing stationary, writing paper,
envelopes and directory of services should be
provided.

 

Newspapers * Newspapers should be made available upon
request,

* Newspapers should be made available upon request.

 

Telephone  *A telephone should be provided in the bedrooms
and the unit charges should be made known.

* This service should be provided for 24-hours a  day

* A telephone should be provided in the bedrooms and
the unit charges should be made available/known.

* This service should be available for 24-hrs a day.
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Service following :

 

Laundry eA Provision should be made for the * A Provision should be made for the following:

* Same day, dry-cleaning; and
Laundry service.
e Valet service until 17:00

* Same day dry-cleaning; and
Laundry service.
© Valet service until 17:00

NOTE:Dry-cleaning service may be waived,

 
 

hotel.  

NOTE: Dry-cleaning service may be with due regard to the geographical location if
waived, with due regard to the contracted out.
geographical location if contracted out.

Restaurants. + A full service restaurant opento residents should {* A full service restaurant open to residents should be
be available if no alternative restaurant/s of high {available if no alternative restaurant/s of high standards
standardsare available in the vicinity of the hotel. jare available in the vicinity of the hotel.

A full hot meal served in a suite is also acceptable, {A full hot meal served in suite is also acceptable,

where the establishment offers full dining facilities where the establishment offers full dining facilities in
in each suite(i.e. table, crockery, cutlery, eachsuite (i.e.

condiments, linen, glassware, etc).

* Roomservice should be provided (18 hours in 4-

star hotels). This may be outsourced, but should be }* Room service should be provided (24 hoursin 5-star

of a standard that confonnsto the standard of the hotels) This may be outsourced, but should be of a

table, crockery, cutlery, condiments, linen, glassware,

etc).

standard that conforms to the standardofthe hotel.   
 

1. PHYSICAL FACILITIES: EXTERIOR

1.1 Exterior

 L.Exterior Grading

Score

Description

 
a) Signage- external to property

_ and on grounds.
9-10 Signs in excellent condition (like new). Attractive and blends well into the

environinent. Provides clear indication of location of establishment and
facilities. Sins are visible during the day and at night.

 

Signs in good condition (but clearly not new). Reasonably attractive and
blends reasonably with the environment. Provides indication of location of

lestablishment and facilities. Signs are visible during the day andatnight.

 

Signs in reasonable condition, but clearly ageing. Inappropriate for the
environment, Providesindication oflocation of establishment and
facilities. Signs are only visible during the day.

 

Signs in poorcondition (someletters no longervisible or difficult to read).
Inappropriate for the environment. Location of establishment and facilities
not clear (ie arrows in wrongdirections or fades, etc). Signs are not even

clearly visible during the day.

 

Limited or No signage.

 
b) Driveway - maybetar,

brick, gravel, or any other

fit for purpose surface.

 
Drivewayin excellent condition, with well-maintained road surfaces and
excellent drainage. Accessible by all types of vehicles. Driveway width
conduciveto traffic movingin both directions (either by two way driveway
or specific passing nodes).
 

Driveway in good condition, with maintained road surfaces and good
drainage. Accessible byall types of vehicles. Driveway width eonducive to
traffic moving in both directions (either by two way driveway or specific

passing nodes}.
 

6-7
Drivewayin reasonable condition, but some small potholes/ puddles or

uneven road surfaces. Reasonable drainage. Accessible by all types of

vehicles. Traffic can only movein one direction, but passing areas have
been allowed for and are clearly marked.
 

Drivewayin poorcondition, with many uneven surfaces or somelarge

potholes/ puddles. However drivewayis still drivable but not by all types
of vehicles. Traffic can only movein one direction and no passing areas

have beenallowed for.
  Drivewayin a terrible condition - poorly surfaced with many large

potholes/ puddles. Drivewayis barely drivable even in a 4x4 vehicle 
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¢) Guest Parking 9.10 Clearly marked parking bays (where appropriate to style ofestablishment)
in a secure environment. External security lighting. Sufficient parking to be
made available for guests
 

Organised (where appropriateto style of establishment) and secure
parking. Marked bays where appropriate. Some external security lighting.
Sufficient parking to be made available for guests.

 

Parking in secure environmentbut not necessarily organized or clearly
marked. Limited external security lighting provided. Sufficient parking to
be made available for guests.

 

Little attempt to control parking. Owners/staff vehicles taking up most of
the available parking space. Noexternallighting provided. Insufficient
numberofpays in relation to number of rooms.

 

Limited or No parking available,

 

 

d) Grounds & Gardens underthe
control or managementof the

hotel may include a
swimming pool.

Evidenceof systematic programme of maintenance- well tended formal
gardensorattractive “natura” environment. Tidy and well-lit pathways.
Attractive appearance throughout the year. No disorder or rubbish and no
evidenceof litter. Provision of garden furniture appropriate to the nature ofthe
marketattracted to the establishment. No clutter/ disorder around service areas
(if accessible/ visible to guests).

 

High standards of maintenance in formal gardens. Outlying areas may be more
“natural”. Pleasant and tidy appearance throughoutthe year. No cluttes/
disorder around serviceareas(if accessible/visible to guésts). Good external

lighting.
 

No overgrown, tangled areas (whether formalor natural garden).Immediate
surrounds kept tidy and wel maintained (whether formal or natural garden.
Lawns,if any, cut regularly through the season and edges trimmed. Evidenceof|
some attempt to produce a pleasing effect with someinteresting design.
Uneluttered access to accommodation. Someexternal lighting. Clear access.

 

Gardens and enclosed area around establishmentare kept under controf. Little
attemptat interesting design. Domestic disorder kept to a minimum.

 

Neglected and overgrown appearance, weeds in most areas. Rubbish andclutter}
visible and untidily stacked. Disorderly appearance. Poorlighting.

 

 
e) Appearance of buildings Absenceof weathering, fresh well-maintained paintwork, and an overali clean

and "new"look, no unsightly staining and well-maintained paintwork or wall
finishing. Visible outbuildings or annexesto be ofa similar standard. External
lighting. Addition ofattractive architectural features (applicable to market), etc

 

High quality paintwork and stone/ brickwork though somenatural weathering
may be present. All areas of paintwork to be in well- maintained condition.
Someadditional external features to enhance appearance,

 

6-7
Paintwork, windows,drains,etc in goodstate ofrepair, though not necessarily
recent. No obviousstructural defects or damage. "Plain" architectural features
butstill appropriate to the market.

 

3- 4-5

Woodwork generally in sound condition, though some areasof paint may be
ageing and rather weathered, Small defects, damages,crack,etc. No evidence
of recent repairs, paintwork,efc.

   Generally neglected buildings. Obviousstructural defects or damage
(crumbling brickwork, cracked stone). Flaking paint, illegible signs,rotting  exposed wood.
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2. PHYSICAL FACILITIES - INTERIOR

2.1 BEDROOMS

Accommodation establishment may comprise of different types of rooms(i.e. rooms with
different looking structures, or built at significantly different time periods) then grading

should be completed for each type, and the average score for the sections applied.

 

a) Bedding Grading

Score

Description

 

9-10
High quality linen to be laundered and well toned. Comfortable linenfit in

relation to bed size. A good supply ofpillows, cushions. Thick, weighty

blankets with spares available (season and location dependent). Good
quality duvet (season and location dependent) coordinated with high

quality bedroom décor and/or a separate bedcover, Bedcovers thickly
quilted or similar high quality.
 

All bed linento be of high quality though may not be in a brand new

condition - coordinated with other soft furnishings.
 

Sheets well toned, but not necessarily best quality linen. Medium quality

bed covers/ spreads butfree from stains, holes and wear.

 

Linen ofcheaper polyester mixture, thinning, faded. Thin pillows/ duvets.

 

12

Cheaplinen with fraying edges,holes, faded. No pillowsorstained pillows|

with holes.
 

b) Beds 9-10 Bedsizes frequently larger than standard single size. Bed ofhigh quality

with sound mattresses.In excellent condition. Decoration or interesting bed

frames(if appropriate; excellent quality). Headboardsoffering a degree of

comfort and free from head or other stains.
 

Very goodfirm mattresses and sound base. Bedto be of high quality

though maynotbe in a brand new condition. If appropriate, bed frames
maybeof an olderstyle, but in good condition and good quality.

 

6-7

Standard domestic quality bed frames, divans and mattresses -all in sound

condition.If appropriate, headboards may be a simple wooden board or
continental pillow.

 

3-4.5
Domestic mattresses that are well used, thin on divan base. Tendency to

move or creak. No flaccid, broken struts, uneven legs, wobbly headboards
(if appropriate) or sloping frames(if appropiate).
 

Concave mattress shape withlittle or no resistance or bounce. Legs loose,

caster/s missing stains marks and holes. Creaking frame,flaccid support.

 

c} Decoration 9-10 High quality wall covering (paint or wallpaper). Attentionto detail,

thoughtful coordination ofpatterns, colours andtextures. Ifplain décor

then addition of high quality pictures, art objects, etc although somestyles

require a "minimalist" approach. All work should look professional and be

well executed.

 

High quality wall covering, but neednot be in excellent condition. Signs of|

wear andtear (i.e. scratches, water splashes, finger marks,etc). Room

décor may range from excellentto good.
 

6-7   Goodjob of applying wall covering of average quality. Somepictures in

good frames, Attempt to coordinate pattems and colours. No jarring

mismatch of colours andstyles. Décor may be some years old but not

damaged,scratched, torn orstained. Room decor may range from

excellent/ very goodto good.  
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 3-4-5 Ageing decorthatis only of an average quality to begin with.
Substandard application of paint/wallpaper. Little attention to
detail. Plain style with no adornment. Some wear andtear.

 

1-2 Low-grade materials poorly executed. Mis-matchofstyles and

colours. Noticeable wearandtear, stains, splashes, scratches,
tears, etc. Few pictures/graphics(if any) or wall hangings.
Unsightly pipe work, exposed wiring. Signs of damp.

 

d) Furniture & Fittings 9-10 Excellentintrinsic quality and in excellent condition. Furniture
of sound construction,attractive professional finish and

detailing. Little or no sign of ageing, wear andtear orill-use.
Ample hanging space. Attractive comfortable easy seating with
upholstery in excellent condition (inside or on patio). Full, well-
fined curtains with appropriate accessories, in working order.
Blinds/shujters in excellent condition and of excellent quality.
Curtains/blinds/shutters blocking external light. Electronic goods
ofexcellent quality and in excellent condition.

 

High intrinsic quality of materials may show somesigns of use.
Alternatively new, good (as opposed to excellent) quality
furniture andfittings. Curtains to be full and good
quality/condition/ blinds/shutters in good condition and of good
quality. Curtains/blinds/shutters blocking externallight. Good
quality electronic in good condition.

 

Furniture and fittings which may have been “excellent” or “very
good”, but through ageing, showing signs of wear andtear.
Alternatively medium quality range of materials and

construction in sound and useable condition. There should be no
damage,stainsor fraying furniture. No jarringly uncoordinated
styles — all furniture to be ofa broadly similar standard. Medium
quality electronic goods in good working order.

 

3-4-5 Fumiture of average quality and in well-used condition.Little
coordination ofstyles, someslight damage may be apparent, but

all items capable of use. Surfaces not well maintained. Thin,
short, skimpy curtains, Some stains, marks onsoft fittings. Out-
dated electronic equipment but in good working order or new
equipmentin poorstate ofrepair.

 

Low quality materials, poor construction, damaged, marked or
scratched. Uncoordinated styles. Thin, unlined curtains,stained,

worn upholstery. Electronic goods: very old, not working,
components broken, badly tuned, channels not conform to
directory, etc. ‘

  e) Flooring  9-10  If fitted carpets, high quality fitted carpets (high percentage
wools content), goodthick pile and underlay, professionallylaid

and in excellent condition. High quality woodenortiled
flooring, professionallylaid and in excellent condition with high
quality occasional rug or mats. Screed flooring acceptableif of

excellent quality and fits with overall design.
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High quality carpet beginning to show some signs of ageing
(flattering or wearing). No stains, burns or marks,ete.

Alternatively carpet with higher percentage of man-madefibre

but in new condition, Woodenortiled flooring in need of
buffing but with high quality rugs(if used). Screed flowing

acceptable if of good quality and fits with overall design.

 

6-7 High quality carpet with flattening in areas of most traffic but
allin sound condition - may be some small discolouration in
places. Alternatively, cheaper new carpet. Woodenortiled

floorsa little scratched in places. Screed flooring acceptable if

of good quality and fits with overall design —may show
signs of ageing orlack of maintenance. Painted cementfloors

acceptable,if of good quality and fits with overall design.
 

3- 4-5 Carpets show considerable use- flattened spots, bleaching by

windows, some thinning. Unprofessionalfitting - ripples,

rough ill-fitting edges thin orno underlay. There should be no
holes, tears, burns of other defects that render the carpet

unsound. Vinyl or low quality flooring. Chipped woodenor
tiled floors. Screed flooring acceptable if of reasonable quality

(but not necessarily in good condition) and fits with overall
design. Painted cementfloor acceptable, but must be in

reasonable condition.
 

 Distinct signs of wearing - visible canvas/backingfabric,

patches, stains, discolouration, obvious searns. DIY fitting -

gaping joints, gaps between carpet and wall. Several

unmatched styles or newercarpets laid on top of damage or
worn- through older ones. Wooden floors that need a new coat

of varnish with ageing, worn andstained rugs. Missingtiles

and obvious chips. Screed flooring in poor condition. Painted

cementfloors in poor condition. 
 

f) Ceiling/Roofing 9-10 All types of ceiling/ roofing acceptable as longas it is of excellent
quality, in good condition and professionallyfitted. No flaccid

ceilings/ beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping,
cracking orsplitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated with
no marksor stains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted no flaccid
ceilings / beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping,

cracking orsplitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated.
 

Goodjob ofceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/ roofing of
average quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently

applied, although not necessarily professionally done.
 

[4s
Poor quality ceiling/ roofing, adequately fitted, but no evidence of
flaccid or splitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained paintwork

‘treatment poorly done.
   Poor quality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places, evidence |.

of water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/ treatment old and

adequately done.  
 

¥
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g) Floor space/ Layout 9-10 A spacious, well-planned room with furniture in convenient
places. Ease of accessfo all furniture, cupboards, wardrobes,
drawers, etc. A sitting area with sufficient space to relax (if market
appropriate). Space to put luggage so that it does not clutter the
room and obstruct access. Easy accessto all facilities. TV visible
from sitting area or bed. Unrestricted view offull mirror. All plug
points functionally located.
 

Reasonably spacious room with good accessto all furniture and
facilities. No areas ofrestricted access or obstruction, Not
necessary to have a separate sitting area but room must belarge
enough to comfortably contain an easy chair in addition to the
standard bedroom furniture (if market appropriate). All plug points
functionally located.
 

Room large enough to contain all necessary furniture and to allow
accessto all facilities but there may be someslightly restricted
areas. A chair may serve a dual purpose - easy seating and
dressing table. To allow access some care may be taken in the
positioning and design of furniture. Notall plug points are
functionally located.
 

Cluttered feel to room. Overlarge furniture for floor space. Need to
move some things to get to others. Awkward opening of drawers,
cupboards, wardrobes, etc. Little room for luggage. Few plug
points are functionally located.
 

1-2 Furniture too \arge or plentiful for room. Access to mostfacilities
restricted or awkward. No plug points are functionally located.

 
h) Temperature Control 9-10 Thermostatically and individually controlled heating and/or

cooling system capable ofmaintaining a comfortable room

temperature. Appropriate to size and location of room. Apparatus

in excellent condition,
 

Individual control by guiestat all times. Ageing but excellent

apparatus. Good quality and quiet wall mountedair-conditioners.

 

Effective heating and/or cooling provided in rooms when

appropriate (under individual control). Not necessarily the most

up to date system. Large,slightly noisy, wall mounted air

conditioners apply here.
 

Free standing apparatus able of maintaining a reasonably

comfortable temperature in room. Ageing appliances.

 

Old low quality appliances. Heat/cold only available close to

apparatusi.e. apparatus unable to maintain a comfortable
temperature throughout the room.
 

i) Lighting Overall high standard ofillumination in room. Controllable

dimness/ glare - either through dimming switches or a number of
individually controlled lights/ lamps. Light sourcesin all
appropriate places - especially for shaving, make-up, Contact
lenses, reading, etc. Bedside lighting control separate for each
occupant. All lights and shades of high quality manufacture and

in excellent order. No wobbly connections, bunt shades,flimsy

basesthatfall over, etc.
 

Provision ofmore sourcesoflight than is strictly necessary i.e.

more than just centre and bedside lights. High quality fittings,
lamp bases,etc.

 

6-7
Provision of more sourcesoflight than is strictly necessary i.e.
more than just centre and bedside lights. High quality fittings,
lampbases, etc.

 

3-4-5
Minimum illumination in room. Restricted natural light.
Fittings ageing, beginning to look scruffy

  1-2 Dim, gloomylighting. Low quality fittings and appliances. Light

in inappropriate places. Poor natural light. Hidden controls. Shades burnt, scruffy, stained, etc.  
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i) Accessories A wide rangeto be providedofthe followinglist of high quality
extras for guests e.g. fruit bowl, plants, satellite television,

remote controls, books and magazines, mendingkit, potpourri,
shoe polishing cloth or pad, biscuits, mineral water, sweets/
mints/ chocolates, tea tray with variety of teas/ hot chocolate/
coffees/ milk, comprehensive well presented room information,
mini-bar, ton and toning board (on request), hair dryers (on
request), plug adaptors (on request).
 

A reasonable proportion ofthe above,
 

6-7 A small selection of the above.
 

3-4-5 Oneor two items only ofaverage quality.
   1-2   One or two items only of very poorquality.
 

2.2 BATHROOMS

All bathroomsshould have sufficient space to allow freedom ofmovementfor guests and access

to all fittings. All grades must have en-suite bathrooms which shall include only a bath or only

a shower. 4 and 5-star hotels must have a bath and shower; showercould be in the bath.

 

a) Towelling Grading
score

Description

 

9-10
Full range of towel sizes - bath sheet (optional), bath towel,
hand towel, face cloth for each guest. Provision of towelling
tobes. Thick,heavy,fluffy quality with plenty ofpile. Replace
daily or after each use (unless guest requests otherwise with
particular reference to environmentalissues).
 

Range oftowels including bath sheet/ towel and hand towel per
guest But not quite such heavy quality as found in excellent.
Changed frequently or at guest’s request,
 

Good quality bath and hand towels in sound condition.

 

Moderate quality towels, showing age, Rather thin,fraying
edges, small size. Faded.
 

Very thin, small, scratchy, old, fraying, some holes,stained,

faded. Lowabsorbency.
 

b} Decoration

 
Highest quality wall coverings.Tiles well fitted. Grouting in
excellent condition. No marks, stains, condensation damage. No

peeling wallpaperorflaking paint. In excellent condition.
 

Maybe high quality finish but not always recent - somesigns of
wearbutall in sound condition. Alternatively, may be recently
decorated but not with the highest quality materials, though a

good and professional job.
 

6-7

"|Not necessarily recently decorated though in sound condition and
reasonable quality materials used. Some signs of wear.
  3- 4.5. -  Lowerquality materials, ageing, and evidence ofpoor standard

of DIY. Poor condition with some evidence of damp and marks.  
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Lowerquality materials, ageing, and evidence of poor standard
ofDIY. Poor condition with some evidence ofdamp and marks.
 

/No decoration or very tired and old style. Damp/ condensation
marks. Cheap very low quality finish, unprofesstonally applied.

Sealant or grouting mouldy. For paintwork significant chipping or
flaking and for wallpapersignificant peeling.
 
 

c) Fixtures andfittings 9-10 High quality, solid, well-madefittings in excelfent order and

matching style. High quality finish. High quality bath. Attractive
showerscreen in excellent condition if separate shower.
Attractive shower curtain/ screen in excellent condition if shower/

bath are combined. Good sized washbasin. Easily used,
responsive controls. Hot wateratall times.
 

Generally high quality fittings throughout, but not necessarily
new. Good-sized bath. Shower screen or good quality curtain (if

necessary to keep surrounding area free from water). All

porcelain in good order~ no cracks, crazing or dull finish, no
stains. Matching and coordinatedstyles.
 

6-7
Standard domestic range of bathroomfittings. Sturdy steel or
acrylic bath. Bathroom may have a showeror a bath. May be
showing some wear but in sound, clean condition. No small baths
or under-sized showers with awkward access. Hot wateratall

reasonable times.
 

3 45 Ageingfittings - dull finish to porcelain, chrome wearingoff.
Weak showerpressure. Intermittent hot waterorat restricted
hours. Fittings not matching. Out of date style or colour, well
used. Rough DIYgrouting/ sealant. Some “module” bathrooms
with very restricted space and inconvenient layout.
 

Bath enamel chipped,stained, dull and cheap plastic bath that
moves and creaks. Very small shower with trickle of water.
Stained or mouldy grouting/ sealant and cheap, thin shower
curtain. Cracked washbasin ortoilet. I! fitted cheap plastic toilet
and cover. Discoloured plastic cistern. Plastic taps, loose or
broken towel rail. Evidence of cigarette burns, damage,etc.

 
 

 
d) Flooring 9-10 Highestquality floor coverings. Tiles wellfitted. Grouting in

excellent condition. No marks, stains, condensation damage.

Flooring well-fitted and free from stain or water damage.
 

High quality floor covering ortiles but not alwaysrecent - some
signs of wear butall in sound condition, Alternatively, may be
recently decorated but not with the highest quality materials,
though a good and professionaljob.
 

6-7
Standard quality bathroom flooring. Somesigns of wear but no
stains or marks. Not necessarily recently decorated though in
sound condition.
 

3- 4-5
Lowerquality materials, ageing, and evidence of poorstandard
of DIY. Poorcondition with some evidence of damp and marks.
   Very tired and oldstyle. Damp/ condensation marks, Cheap very

low quality finish, unprofessionally applied. Sealant or grouting
mouldy, carpet rotting, smelly. Area aroundtoilet discoloured,
damp.
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e) Ceiling/Roofing 9-10 Ceiling/ roofing to be of excellent quality and professionally

fitted, no flaccid ceilings/ beams/poles or evidence ofwater

leakage, seeping, crackingorsplitting or damp/ condensation

marks. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated with no marksor

stains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted, no

flaccid ceilings/ beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage,

seeping, cracking orsplitting or damp/ condensation marks.

Professionally painted/ stained/ treated.
 

6-7

Goodjob ofceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/ roofing of

average quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently

applied, although not necessarily professionally done. In sound

condition but some evidence of damp/ condensation marks.
 

3-4-5
Poor quality ceiling/ roofing, adequately fitted, but no evidence of

flaccid or splitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained paintwork /

treatment poorly done. Some evidence of damp/ condensation

marks.
 

Poorquality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/splitting in places, evidence

of water seepage. Stained paintwork,paintwork/ treatment old and

adequately done. Significant evidence of damp/ condensation

marks.
 

f) Lighting 19-10 Lighting effectiveness for all purposes - shaving, make-up, and

contact lenses, particularly at washbasin/ shaving point.

Excellent quality fittings.
 

High standardoflight fittings - centre, main light plus adequate

shaving light, possibly supplementary lights.

 

Centre light and shaving light, well positioned providing adequate

light.
 

Dim centre light and awkwardly placed shaving light. Stark

fluorescent tube on ageingfittings.

 

Gloomy, badly placed, ageing, damagedlightfittings.

 

  
g) Floor Space/ Layout Conveniently laid out bathroom with easy accessto all facilities.

Plenty of provision for laying outtoiletries and hanging up

clothes, etc. A high level of spaciousness.
 

Good-sized rooms with accessto al] facilities. May be room for

only one person at a time. No awkward comers or obstructed

parts. Good spacefortoiletries.
 

6-7

Adequate size of room for one person, but no awkward access or

inconvenientposition of facilities, etc. Adequate space for

toiletries.
 

3-405
Restricted space leading to small bath or shower, small

washbasin and awkwardaccess. Limited spacefortoiletries.

   Very small roomwith facilities in separate small rooms. Very

awkward access. Limited room for drying/ dressing. Small
washbasin, crampedaccesstotoilet.    
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h)

 

Accessories 9-10 High quality toilet paper (for example 3 ply). A wide range of the
followinglist of excellent quality accessories provided in the
bathroom e.g. wrapped soap, shampoo,moisturiser, aftershave,
cologne, showergel, conditioner, tooth brushes, tooth paste,
shower cap,toilet bags, tissues, cotton woolballs, cotton buds,etc.
 

A reasonable proportion of excellent quality items from the above
list. No well-used ageing bottles, scrappy sachetsor sticky
containers. High quality toilet paper.
 

A smal] range from the above,all in good condition and of good
quality. Medium quality toilet paper.
 

One or two items from the abovelist ofaverage quality (wrapped
soap or showergel is compulsory).
  One or two items from the above list of poor quality

{(wrapped soap or shower gel is compulsory). 
 

2.3 PUBLICAREA

 

a) Signage (Internal) Grading

Score

Description

 

9-10
Signs in excellent condition. Signs easily readable. Signagefits in
with the decor. Areas open and not opento guests are clearly

indicated.
 

Signs in good condition (although clearly not brand new). Signs
readable. Signagefits in with the décor. Areas open and not open

to guests are clearly indicated.
 

6-7

Signs in reasonable condition but showing somesigns of ageing

and decay. Notall areas open and not opento guests are clearly

indicated. Signagefits in with the décor.
 

3-4-5
Signs in poor condition with clear signs of ageing and decay.
Areas open and notopen to guests are not always indicated.

Signs do notfit in with the décorofthe establishment.
 

1-2

Limited or No signage within the establishment.

 

b)

 
Decoration 9-10 High quality wall covering in excellent condition. Evidence of

coordinated design. Artwork, art objects, etc which fits with the

design ofthe establishment. No evidence of ageing, wear and

tear. High quality professional finish.

 

Use of high quality materials, though not necessarily in excellent

condition. Alternatively more moderate quality materials if

recently decorated, Attempt to coordinate design with additional

attractive features. No scratches, chips, stains, or scuffs.

Professional workmanship. ‘
 

6-7

Standard "domestic" style and quality of décor, some ageing but

no major wear and tear. Use of wal] hangings, pictures, etc. Good

workmanship.

 

3- 4-5

Moderate quality, ageing. Some slight damage, wear andtear.

Dated style. Substandard application of décor. Little design input

or coordination. Tired.
 

1-2 Very old, faded, damaged wail covering. Evidence ofdamp/ water
penetration. Grubby marks. Evidenceof neglect. Unsightly paintwork or exposed wiring.
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c) Furniture & Fittings High degree of comfort and luxury. High quality in excellent

condition. Attractive, coordinated extras. Decorative, occasional
pieces in main room/s and corridors.
 

High quality furniture but not necessarily new. All in sound

condition. Alternatively, more moderate quality furniture in
excellent condition. Comfortable easy seating.
 

Mediumto high quality of manufacture but showing some wear
and tear. May be rather dated but sound. Alternatively, new
furniture of medium quality.
 

3- 4-5

Uncoordinated style. Ageing seating. May show marks, sparse

arrangement. Notparticularly comfortable orattractive. Low quality. :
 

Low quality, uncomfortable, ageing furniture. May show some

damage ~ scratched, loose arms/ legs: Stained or grubby

upholstery. Dated, jaded, unattractive.

 

d) Flooring If fitted carpets, high quality (high percentage wool content),
good thick pile and underlay, professionally laid and in

excellent condition. High quality woodenortiled flooring,

professionally laid in excellent condition with high quality
occasional rugs or mats. Screed flooring acceptableif of

excellent quality and fits with overall design. Artistically

finished cement floors of high quality and workmanship

acceptable - merely painted cementfloors not acceptable.
 

High quality carpet beginning to show somesigns of ageing

(flattening or wearing). No stains, burns or marks,etc.

alternatively carpet with iigher percentage of man-made fibre
but in new condition. Woodenortiled flooring in need of

buffing but with high quality rugs (if used). Screed flooring

acceptable if of good quality and fits with overall design.

Artistically finished cementfloors of good quality and
workmanship acceptable-merely painted cementfloors not

acceptable.
 

6-7 High quality carpet with flattening in areas of mosttraffic but

all in sound condition — may be some small discolouration in

places. Alternative cheaper new carpet. Woodenortiled floors

alittle scratched in places. Screed flooring acceptableif of

good quality and fits with overall design — may showsigns of

- jageing or lack of maintenance. Painted cementfloors

acceptable, if of good quality and fits with overall design.

 

3-4-5 Carpets show considerable use — flattened spots, bleaching by

windows, some thinning. Unprofessionalfitting ~ ripples,
roughill-fitting edges thin or no underlay. There should be no

holes, tears, burns or other defects that render the carpet

unsound. Viny} or low quality flooring. Chipped wooden or

tiled floors. Screed flooring acceptableif of reasonable quality
(but not necessarily in good condition) andfits with overall

design. Painted cementfloor acceptable, but mustbe in
reasonable condition. >

   Distinct signs of wearing — visible canvas/backingfabric,

patches. Stains, discolouration, obvious seams. DIY fitting -

gaping joints, gaps between carpet and wall. Several unmatched

styles or newercarpets laid on top of damage or worn through

older ones. Wooden floors that need a new coat of varnish with

ageing, worn and stained rugs. Missingtiles and obvious chips.

Screed flooring in poor condition. Painted cementfloors in  poor condition.-
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©) Ceiling/Roofing 9-10 All types ofceiling/roofing acceptable as longas it is of

excellent quality, in good condition and professionallyfitted.

Noflaccid ceilings/beams/poles or evidence of water leakage,

seeping, crackingorsplitting. Professionally
painted/stained/treated with no marks or stains.

 

Ceiling/roofing of good quality and professionally fitted no
flaccid ceilings/beams/poles or evidence of water leakage,
seeping, crackingorsplitting. Professionally

painted/stained/treated.
 

67 Goodjob ofceiling/roofing application and ceiling/roofing of

average quality, Paintwork/staining/treatment competently

applied, although not necessary professionally done.

 

3-4-5 Poorquality ceiling/roofing adequately fitted, but no evidence

of flaccid or splitting. Ceilings/roofing slightly stained

paintwork/treatmentpoorly done.
 

Poorquality ceilings/roofingflaccid/splitting in places,

evidence of water seepage. Stained paintwork,

paintwork/treatment old and adequately done.

 

 

 
f) Lighting 9-10 Overall high standard of illumination givingsufficient light forall

appropriate purposesbutalso designed for goodeffect - showing
off features of rooms/corridors. All lights and shades of high
quality manufacture andin excellent order. No wobbly
connections, burnt shades,flimsy bases that fall over, etc. No harsh

fluorescent tubes.

 

High quality fittings with more than adequate spread illumination
for practical use. Occasional lamps, readinglights, perhaps picture
lights.
 

Morethan minimallighting. Medium quality fittings in sound
condition. No burntshades, ageing lamps, etc. Mainlight plus

one or two small occasional.lamps, No extralights for effect.
 

Enoughlight for practical use, but nothing more, No occasional
lamps,etc. Fittings dated, ageing, discolouration.Stark,
unattractive, harsh lighting.
   Low quality fittings in poor condition - exposed, fraying wires,

wobbly fittings, loose plugs. Dim, gloomyeffect with dark areas.
Glaring,irritating, harsh fluorescent lights with no diffuser.
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8) Atmosphere

& Ambience

9-10 Harmonious combination of décor, lighting and comfortable
furniture. Soothing coordinated effect. Interesting architectural

features, spacious rooms. No intrusive noise
 

Comfortable, relaxed feel. May be some busy activity or music

background butnotintrusive. Coordinated décor, finishing, etc.
 

Comfortable seating area but may be used for other things at
times. A degree of activity/ noise butnotirritating.
 

3-4-5  Busy area with numerousactivities going on - "corridor" effect.

Harshlighting, intrusive noise. Awkward seating, cooking smells,

notparticularly comfortable.
 

1-2
Uncomfortable, awkward seating in an area clearly used for other
purposes. Loud noise, very loud TV/ Radio/noise. Smoky,old,
persistent cooking smells. Draughty. No personai touches, nothing
to look at or read. 
 

2.4 CONFERENCE FACILITIES
 

a) Signage (Internal) Grading

score
Description

 

9-10
Signs in excellent condition with clear indication of the internal
layout of conferencearea. Signseasily readable. Signagefits in
with the décor. Areas open and not opento guests are clearly

indicated.
 

Signs in good condition (although clearly not brand new) with
clear indication of the internal layout of conference area. Signs
readable. Signagefits in with the décor. Areas open and not
open to guests are clearly indicated.
 

6-7
Signsin reasonable condition but showing somesigns of ageing
and decay. Signs provide indication of the internal layout of
conference area, but not always clear. Not all areas open and not

open to guests are clearly indicated. Signage fits in with the décor.

 

3+ 4.5
Signs in poor condition with clear signs of ageing and decay.
Areas open and not open to guests are not indicated. Signs do
not fit in with the décor ofthe establishment.
 

1-2
Limited or No signage within the conference area.

 

b) Decoration 9-10 High quality wall covering in excellent condition. Evidence of
coordinated design. Artwork, objects d’art, ete whichfits with the
design of the establishment. No evidence of ageing, wear andtear.
High quality professional finish,

 

Use of high quality materials, though not necessarily in excellent
condition. Alternatively more moderate quality materials if
recently decorated. Attempt to coordinate design with additional
attractive features. No scratches, chips, stains, or scuffs.

Professional workmanship.
 

Standard "domestic" style and quality of décor, some ageing but
no major wear and tear. Use of wall hangings, pictures, etc. Good
workmanship
 

3-4-5
Moderatequality, ageing. Some slight damage, wear and tear.
Dated style. Substandard application of décor. Little design input
or coordination. Tired.
 

1-2
Very old, faded, damaged wall covering. Evidence of damp/ water-

penetration. Grubby marks. Evidence of neglect. Unsightly
paintwork or exposed wiring.
  c}) Furniture & Fittings 9-10 High degree ofcomfort and luxury. High quality in excellent

condition. Attractive, coordinated extras, Decorative, occasional

pieces in main room/ s and corridors.
   High quality furniture but not necessarily new. All in sound

condition, but may have “lived-in" feel. Alternatively, more
moderate quality furniture in excellent condition. Comfortable  
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6-7
Medium to high quality of manufacture but showing some wear
and tear. May be rather dated but sound. Alternatively, new

furniture of medium quality.

 

3-4-5 Uncoordinated style. Ageing seating. May show marks, sparse

arrangement. Not particularly comfortable orattractive. Low
quality.
 

Low quality, uncomfortable, ageing furniture. May show some

damage - scratched, loose arms/ legs. Stained or grubby
upholstery. Dated, jaded, unattractive.
 

d) Flooring 9-10 If fitted carpets, high quality (high percentage wool content),
good thick pile and underlay, professionally laid and in
excellent condition. High quality wooden ortiled flooring,
professionally laid and in excellent condition with high quality
occasional rugs or mats.
 

High quality carpet beginning to show somesigns ofageing
(flattening or wearing). No stains, burns or marks,etc.

Alternatively carpet with higher percentage of man-made fibre

but in new condition. Woodenortiled flooring in need ofbuffing
but with high quality rugs (if used). ~
 

High quality carpet with flattening in areas of most traffic butall
in sound condition - may be some small discolouration in places.
Alternatively cheaper new carpet. Woodenortiled floorsa little

scratched in places.
 

3- 4-5

Carpets show considerableuse - flattened spots, bleaching by
windows, some thinning. Unprofessionalfitting - ripples, rough

ill-fitting edges thin or no underlay. There should be no holes,
tears, burns or other defects that render the carpet unsound.

Vinyt or low quality flooring. Chipped woodenortiled floors.
 

Distinct signs of wearing - visible canvas/ backing fabric, patches,
stains, discolouration, obvious seams. DIY fitting -gapingjoints,
gaps between carpet and wall. Several unmatchedstyles or newer
carpets laid on top of damage or wornthrough older ones.
Woodenfloors that need a new coat of varnish with ageing, worn
and stained rugs. Missingtiles and obvious chips.
 

 
e) Ceiling / roofing 9-10 All types ofceiling/ roofing acceptable as long asit is of excellent

quality, in good condition and professionally fitted. No flaccid
ceilings/ beams/poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping,
crackingorsplitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated with
no marksorstains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted, no
flaccid ceilings/ eams/ poles or evidence of water leakage,
seeping, crackingorsplitting. Professionally painted/ stained/

treated.
 

6-7

Good job of ceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/ roofing of
average quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently

applied, although not necessarily professionally done.
 

3-4-5
Poor quality ceiling/ roofing, adequately fitted, but no evidence
offlaccid orsplitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained,
paintwork/ treatmentpoorly done.
   Poorquality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/splitting in places, evidence

of water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/ treatment old and
adequately done.
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f) Lighting 9-10 Overall high standard of illumination giving sufficientlight for all

appropriate purposesbut also designed for good effect. All lights

and shades of high quality manufacture and in excellent order.

Lights dimmabte.
 

High quality fittings with more than adequate spreadillumination

g for practical use. Lights dimmable.   
6-7 More than minimal lighting. Medium quality fittings in sound

condition. Some lights dimmable.
 

3- 4-5 Enoughlight for practical use, but nothing more. Fittings dated,
ageing, discolouration. No lights are dimmable.
 

1-2 Low quality fittings in poor condition - exposed, fraying wires,

wobblyfittings, loose plugs. Diin, gloomy effect with dark areas.

Glaring,irritating, harsh fluorescentlights with no diffuser. No

lights are dimmable.
 

 

g) Atmosphere & 9-10 Harmonious combination ofdécor, lighting and comfortable

Ambience furniture. Soothing coordinated effect. Interesting architectural

features, spacious rooms. Nointrusive noise in conference

rooms.

8 Good combination ofdécor, lighting and furniture. Limited

intrusive noise in conference rooms. Reasonably spacious rooms

Coordinated décor, finishing, etc.
 

6-7 Reasonable combination of décor, lighting and furniture. Some

intrusive noise in conference rooms. Roomssmall. Someeffort

towards coordinated décor, finishing etc.
 

3- 4-5 Little coordination of décor,lighting and furniture. Significant
intrusive noise in conference rooms. Sinai] rooms.

 

1-2 Nocoordination of décor, lighting and furniture. Significant

intrusive noise in conference rooms. Extremely cramped rooms.     
 

2.5 DINING AREA(S)

Atleast one dining area should be providedfor the service of breakfast and other meals

(if served).

a) Decoration 9-10 High quality wall covering in excellent condition. Evidence of

coordinated design. Artwork, art objects, etc which fits with the

design of the establishment. No evidence of ageing, wear and

tear. High quality professional finish.

 

 

Use ofhigh quality materials, though not necessarily in excellent

8 condition. Alternatively more moderate quality materials if

recently decorated. Attempt to coordinate design with additional

attractive features. No scratches, chips, stains, or scuffs.

Professional workmanship.

Standard "domestic" style and quality of décor, some ageing but

6-7 no major wear and tear. Use of wall hangings,pictures,etc. Good

workmanship.

 

 

Moderate quality, ageing. Someslight damage, wearandtear.

3- 4-5 Dated Style. Substandard application of décor. Little design input

or coordination. Tired.
 

Very old, faded, damaged wall covering. Evidence of mould,

1-2 damp/ water penetration. Filthy marks on the decoration.
Evidence of neglect. Unsightly paintwork or exposed wiring.
 

b) Furniture & Fittings 9-10 High quality in excellent condition. High degree of comfort and

luxury. Attractive, coordinated extras, Decorative, occasional

pieces in main roomy sand corridors. Well spaced chairs of

appropriate height for tables. Coordinated design and spacious

tables.     
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-

High quality furniture but not necessarily new. All in sound
condition. Alternatively, more moderate quality furniture in
excellent condition. Comfortable easy seating. May not
necessarily be of the same design though coordinated. Good

sized tables.
 

6-7
Medium to high quality of manufacture but showing some wear
and tear. May be rather dated but sound. Alternatively, new
furniture of medium quality. Tables large enough for uncluttered
use. May be a mix of styles and ages, but all in good order.
Design may take precedence over comfort.
 

3.4.5
Uncoordinated style. Ageing seating. May show marks, sparse
arrangement. Notparticularly comfortable orattractive. Low

quality. May be quite a mixofstyles, ages, designs, shapes and
heights. Tables close together.
 

Low quality, uncomfortable, ageing furniture. May show some
damage- scratched, Ioose arms/ legs. Stained or grubby
upholstery. Dated, jaded, unattractive. Inadequate table size —
cluttered and inconvenient.
 

ce) Flooring If fitted carpets, high quality (high percentage wool content), good
thick pile and underlay, professionally Iaid and in excellent
condition. High quality woodenortiled flooring, professionally

laid and in excellent condition with high quality occasional rugs or
mats. Screed flooring acceptable if of excellent quality and fits
with overall design. Painted cementfloors not acceptable.

 

 
High quality carpet beginning to show somesignsofageing
(flattening or wearing). No stains, bums or marks,etc.
alternatively carpet with higher percentage ofman-madefibre but
in new condition. Woodenortiled flooring in need of buffing but
with high quality rugs (if used), Screed flooring acceptable if of
good quality and fits with overall design. Painted cementfloors
not acceptable.
 

6-7 High quality carpet with flattening in areas of mosttraffic butall
in sound condition - may be some small discolouration in places.

Alternatively cheaper new carpet. Wooden ortiled floorsa little
scratched in places. Screedflooring acceptable if ofgood quality
and fits with overall design — may show signs ofageingorlack of
maintenance. Painted cementfloors acceptable, if of good quality
and fits with overall design.
 

Carpets show considerable use — flattened spots, bleaching by
windows, somethinning. Unprofessionalfitting — ripples, rough
ill-fitting edges thin or no underlay. There should be noholes,
tears, burns or other defects that render the carpet unsound. Viny!

or low quality flooring. Chipped woodenortiled floors. Screed
flooring acceptableifof reasonable quality (but not necessarily in
good condition)andfits with overall design. Painted cement floor
acceptable, but must be in reasonable condition.
   Distinct signs of wearing ~ visible canvas/backing fabric, patches,

stains, discolouration, obvious seams. DIY fitting - gapingjoints,
gaps between carpets and wall. Several unmatched styles or newer
carpets laid on top of damage or worn through older ones. Wooden
floors that need a new coat of varnish with ageing, wom and
stained rugs. Missingtiles and obviouschips. Screed flooring in

 

poor condition, Pained cementfloors in poorcondition.  
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d)  Ceiling/Roofing 9-10 All types of ceiling/roofing acceptable as longasit is of
excellent quality, in good condition and professionally fitted. No
flaccid ceilings/beams/poles or evidence of water leakage,
seeping, cracking orsplitting. Professionally
painted/stained/treated with no marks orstains.
 

Ceiling/roofing of good quality and professionally fitted, no

flaccid ceilings/beams/poles or evidence of water leakage,
seeping, cracking orsplitting. Professionally
painted/stained/treated.

 

6-7 Goodjob ofceiling/roofing application and ceiling/roofing of
average quality. Paintwork/staining/treatment competently

applied, although not necessarily professionally done.

 

3-4-5 Poorquality ceiling/roofing, adequately fitted, but no evidence of
flaccid or splitting. Ceilings/roofingslightly stained,
paintwork/treatment poorly done.

 

Poor quality ceilings/roofing flaccid/splitting in places, evidence
of water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/treatment old
and adequately done. 
 

e) Lighting 9-10 Overall high standard ofillumination giving sufficient light for all
appropriate purposes butalso designed for good effect-showing off
features of rooms/corridors. Aillights and shadesof high quality
manufacture and in excellent order. No wobbly connections, burnt
shades,flimsy basesthat fall over, etc. No harsh fluorescent tubes.

 

High quality fittings with more than adequate spread illumination
for practical use. Occasional lamps, readinglights, perhaps picture

lights.
 

More than minimallighting. Medium quality fittings in sound
condition. No burnt shades, ageing lamps, etc. Main light plus
one or two small occasional lamps. Noextra lights for effect.
 

Enoughlight for practical use, but nothing more. No occasional
lamps,etc. Fittings dated, ageing, discolouration. Stark,

unattractive, harshlighting.
 

Low quality fittings in poor condition - exposed,fraying wires,
wobblyfittings, loose plugs. Dim, gloomyeffect with dark areas.

Glaring,irritating, harsh fluorescent lights with no diffuser.
  f) Table appointment   9-10  

An emphasis on high standard style and high quality (stainless

steel, silver, etc) (as per the market requirement).All pieces of
‘icutlery and crockery matching and coordinated and ofhigh
quality. No wear, damage, cracks, chips, etc. Additional features
stich as bud vases, candlesticks, coasters, etc. Good quality linen/
cloth napery. Large napkins. Equally high quality accessories ~ ice
bucket, sauce boats, jam pots, etc. Provision of appropriate styles
ofcutlery for different functions and different glasses/ crystal for

different uses,
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Items of similar style and quality as in "excellent" but perhaps
more limited in range, fewer glasses, smaller napkins.
Alternatively, high quality domestic crockery rather than
professional china. Fine glass rather than crystal, good quality
stainless steel rather than silver, etc. Limited wear, damage,etc.
 

6-7

Middle to high range domestic cutlery and crockery - all in sound
condition and main service matching. Perhaps accessories of

different style but good quality. Thick (multi-ply) paper napkins.
Short tablecloth.
 

3- 4-5
Variety of styles and quality, some damage, wear andtear
(fadingofpattern or glaze). Thin napkins. No accessories.
Sauces in bottles/ packets.
 

Mis-match patterns. Cracks, chips, well-used appearance. Pyrex
or low quality functional crockery. Small, thin (one-ply) napkins.
Sticky sauce bottles on table.
 

MenuPresentation
(could be written, printed
hard copy menu, on
black board similar
or verbal)

Excellent standard ofpresentation. If hard copy,clear, informative

layout. Attractive design in excellent condition - no grease,
thumbprints, wine stains, written correlations, etc. Wine set out in

clear sections and majority of items available (if not available
notified on presentation oflist). If verbal, presentation is clearly
understood and all items described in detail. Majority of items on
menuavailable andif not available notified on presentation of~
menu.
 

High standard ofpresentation. If hard copy may show little
wear, though not dirty. Where a few wines-or items are not
available - clearly marked or verbally specified. If verbal,

presentation is understood and most items described in detail.

 

Goodstandard ofpresentation.If hard copy,intelligible layout but
not too top quality production. Clean, not worn or grubby. Large

majority of wines and items available and those that are not -
clearly marked or verbally specified. If verbal, presentation
reasonable and understood and some items described in detail.
 

Poor standard ofpresentation. Ifhard copy, scrappy appearance,
well used, stained. Many wines out of stock - not marked, vintages

wrong. If verbal, presentation poor and noteasily understood and
few items described in detail.
 

No menupresentationorifpresentation of unacceptable quality. If
hard copy,dirty, dog-eared. Difficult to read. Wine list out of date,
bearslittle relation to what is available. If verbal, not understood

and no items described in detail.
 

 
h) Atmosphere

& Ambience
9-10 Harmonious combination of décor,lighting and comfortable

furniture. Soothing coordinated effect. Interesting architectural
features, spacious rooms, Nointrusive noise.
 

Comfortable, relaxed feel. May be some busy activity or music
background but notintrusive. Coordinated décor, finishing,etc.
 

Comfortable seating area but may be used for other things at
times. A degree ofactivity/ noise butnotirritating.
 

Busy area with numerousactivities going on - "corridor" effect.
Harshlighting, intrusive noise. Awkward seating, cooking smells,
not particularly comfortable.
   Uncomfortable, awkward seating in an area clearly used for other

purposes. Loud noise, very loud TV/ Radio/noise. Smoky,old,
persistent cooking smells. Draughty. No personal touches, nothing
to lookat or read.
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a) Bedrooms Grading
score

Description

 

9,10
High standard ofcleanliness,attention to detail. Well-made beds,

gleaming surfaces, no smears or marks. Evidence ofthorough, not

just superficial cleaning. No blow bulbs or broken equipment.

Turndown service, room tidied, any trays taken away. Curtains
drawn in the evening.
 

High standard of cleanliness butattention to detail may not come
up to the same standard as "excellent". One or two small areas of
maintenance missed.
 

6,7
No dust, efficient vacuuming. Equipment and room accessories
not perhaps quite as tidy and well arranged as they might be.
Occasional lapse in maintenance - odd bulb blown. All surfaces
free from dirt and polished.
 

Surfaces smeary/ dusty. Evidence of neglect of vacuuming under
beds andin inaccessible corners, Pieces of paper, debris in corners

and under furniture, blown bulbs, dusty light shades.
 

1,2
Heavy dust on surfaces, high and low. Debris in wardrobe/

drawers, Bits of paper, threads and otheritems,grit, etc on
carpet. Long term neglect.
 

b) Guest Bathrooms 9-10 Meticulousattention to hygiene. All surfaces gleaming. Clean,
fresh smell. High levelofefficiency.
 

Generally very high standard, but perhaps one or twoslight

lapses.
 

No evidence of dust/ hairs/ grime. Surfaces all clean. Floor
vacuumedandfree from dust. Slight discolouration of enamel/
grout.
 

Generally clean but lacking attention to detail - dust on low and
high surfaces and in inaccessible places. Surfaces and enamel
dull. Flooring discoloured.
 

1-2%

Low standard of housekeeping- dust on all surfaces. Long-term
encrusted grimein inaccessible places, dirt and hairs on floor, in

corners. Flooring around toilet stained, smelly.
 

¢) Public/Conference

Areas

9-10 Al! well vacuumed. All surfaces, high and low, dust free, no

cobwebs. Table surfaces well polished no smears. Ashtrays clean.
No fingerprints on doorplates,light switches, etc. flowers well
arranged, Newspapers, books, etc up to date and tidy.
 

Generally very good level of vacuuming and dusting. Everything
tidy and well arranged.
  6-7 High level of cleanliness. Easy seating area -some books,

magazines, etc on tables. - 
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3-4-5
Clean but with some dust on high and low surfaces. Personal
clutter. Books and magazinesoutofdate, in untidy piles. Dying
houseplants. Smears on surfaces.
 

Generally neglected housekeeping - carpet badly vacuumed.All

surfaces dusty. Cobwebs, dead insects. Dead/ wilting plants.

Ashtrays unemptied. Newspapers/ books onfloor. Dirty glasses/
cupson tables.
 

d) Public toilets ‘Meticulousattention to hygiene. All surfaces gleaming. Clean,
fresh smell. High level ofefficiency.

 

Generally very high standard, but perhaps one or two slight
lapses,

 

Noevidence of dust/ hairs/ grime. Surfaces all clean. Floor
vacuumed andfree from dust.

 

Generally clean but lacking attention to detail - dust on low and
high surfaces and in inaccessible places.
 

Low standard of housekeeping - dust onall surfaces. Long term
encrusted grime in inaccessible places, dirt and hairs on floor, in
corners. Flooring aroundtoilet stained, smelly.
 

e) Dining
Area/Restaurants

 
High standard of cleanlinessin all areas - no evidence of previous
meal. Efficient vacuuming. Tables always set-up to high standard.

 

Generally high standard of cleanliness - no dust, etc. May be
someclutter. Pile of menus, winelists, etc.

 

6-7
Alwaystidy and clean in time for beginning of mealservice.
Generally good standards ofdusting, tidiness.

 

3- 4-5
‘Not alwaysatits tidiest. Bottles, glasses, menus on surfaces.

Generally clean but may be some dust on high or low surfaces.
Some tables remain unset during meal service. Pot plants and
flowers neglected.
  1-2 Dusty, crumbs oncarpet, surfaces smeared,ring marked, dead/

dying flowers. Untidy piles ofmenus etc scattered around, Marks,   stains on tablecloths, dirty ashtrays.

 Gj

4, Hopp & BEVERAGE & SERVICES

rope
In the case where restaurants are outsourced, it would be graded as part ofthe establishment

premises. If takeaway meals are offered as a room service (i.e. menus of external take away
operators are provided in the rooms), room service requirements shall apply.

 
a) Breakfast presentation

 

 

 

Grading |Description
Score

Cold buffet neatly set out, attractive containers. May opt for
9-10 plated cold courses, preferably refrigerator counter. Wide range

of hot and cold food. Preferably
plated main course and eggs cooked to order (on request).

Smaller items on buffet or fewer cold courses. Less attention to
8 detail. Smaller range of cooked items,

  Standard range of cold courses. Limited range of choice for
cooked items. Somechoice available.   
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3-4-5

Only basic breakfast and limited choice for cold and hot courses.

 

1-2

Badly presented. Dull combination. No choice.

 

b) Breakfast quality 9-10 High quality fresh ingredients (where appropriate) and wide
choice. Specialty foods and unusual dishes. Wide selection of
breads and pastries.
 

High quality ingredients. Perhaps lowerskill in execution, but
noticeable attemptto provide high quality and some unusual
items. Eggs cooked to order (on request).
 

All ingredients of good quality - good cooking, but no unusual or

sophisticated dishes.
 

Low quality ingredients.

 

1-2

Low quality ingredients, badly cooked.

 

c) Breakfast Service 9-10 ‘Cheerfulfriendly, polite, well-trained staff. A cheerful meet and

greet. High standard ofpersonalcleanliness. Prompt andefficient
service. Correctcutlery and glasses supplied. Dirties to be cleaned

and top-ups noted.
 

Well-motivated staff that shows evidence ofaspiring to excellent

standard, but mayfall little short and who could benefit from

moretraining.
 

Shallingness to be helpful andattentive. More enthusiastic than
polished, but trying to do their best. Would benefit from further

training.
 

Lowskills but basically pleasant. Informality bordering on

inefficiency - notreally interested, but responds in reasonably
helpful way to requests. Conversely well skilled andtrained but

lacking social skills - arrogant, insensitive.
 

1-2

Surly, indifferent, poorly skilled staff. Slow service. No

professionalism orinterest.

 

d) Meals: Presentation 9-10 Well laid out on appropriate plate with attractive and appropriate
garnish. Pleasing combination of colours, textures, and shapes.

Attention to care and execution with attention on visual appeal.
Calvary to be attended and rehabilitated. Buffet replenished/

refreshed.

  Obvious care and attention to detail with visual effect but
perhaps not with the highest degree ofskill. Tendency to

standardise garnish.
 

6-7

Attractive arrangement and garnish. Neat arrangement onplate.

 

3-4-5
Noreal attempt to enhance appearance. Novariety of colours/
textures. No careful arrangement. Somedrying out of food,
wrinkled skin on source. Notparticularly hot.
  1-2 Badly presented, No garnish. Dull combination. Lukewarm. 
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€) Meals: Quality 9, 10 Skilful use offinest, fresh (where appropriate) ingredients. Could
be simple style but with great attention to detail and quality.
Everything prepared to the right degree. Good balance on menu
with something for moretastes.
 

Evidence ofaiming for highest quality but may not quite reach
top level of execution. High quality fresh (where appropriate)
ingredients.
 

6,7
Maybe a mixtureoffresh ingredients (where appropriate) and
high quality prepared meals, Obviouscare andattention paid to
preparation but perhaps domesticin style.
 

34,5
Low quality food or expertly prepared. Not very appetizing but
edible.
 

1,2
Lowest quality ingredients, poorly prepared. Burnt, dried out,
oversalted. Unappetizing. Inedible.

 

f) Meals: Service 9-10 Cheerful friendly, polite, well-trained staff. Well-informed about

food and wine. High standard of personal cleanliness. Prompt
and efficient service. Correct cutlery and glasses supplied for
each meal. Good timing on courses and drinks. Any further needs
responded to.
 

Well-motivated staff that shows evidence of aspiring to excellent
standard, but mayfal] a little short and who could benefit from

moretraining.
 

6-7
Shallingness to be helpful and attentive. More enthusiastic than
polished, but trying to do their best. Would benefit from further

training.
 

3- 4-5
Lowskills but basically pleasant. Informality bordering on
inefficiency- not really interested, but responds in reasonably
helpful way to requests. Conversely well skilled andtrained but
lacking social skills - arrogant, insensitive.
 

Surly, indifferent, poorly skilled staff. Slow service. No
professionalism or interest.

 

g) Room Service: Service 9-10 High standard of promptness and efficiency. Telephone answered
promptly. Order delivered with minimal delay. Attentive manner.
Orderscorrect - no items wrong or missing. Appropriate
condiments. Attractive presentation. Cutlery and napkin provided.
Dirties removed at earliest convenience.
 

Order taken in pleasant manner. Delivered in reasonable time.
Pleasantattitude. Order correct. Asked if anything else required.
Tray collected from outside room. If outsourced tray (table),
plate, and cutlery is provided by the accommodation establishment
on whichthe guest can place their food.
  6-7 Ordertaken efficiently. No undue delay. Order correct but

condiments absent.
 

3-4-5
Someitems on room service menunot available. Some delay in
answering phone. Lengthy wait. Orders partially correct no

napkin, knife and fork.Indifferentattitude. Told to leave tray
outside room-not collected for several hours.
  1-2 Longdelay in answering phone. No knowledge of whatis

available. Room service not available until chefs comein for
shift. Order wrong. Notray. Dirties never/ taken long to clear away.
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h) Room Service: Quality Skilful use of finest, fresh (where appropriate) ingredients. Could
be simple style but with great attention to detail and quality.
Everything prepared to the right degree. Well balanced menu.
 

Evidence ofaiming for highest quality but may notquite reach
top level of execution. High quality fresh (where appropriate)
ingredients.
 

Maybe a mixtureof fresh (where appropriate) ingredients and
high quality prepared meals. Obvious care andattention paid to

preparation but perhaps domestic in style.
 

Low quality food or inexpertly prepared. Not very appetising but
edible. :
 

Lowest quality ingredients, poorly prepared. Burnt, dried out,

oversalted. Unappetising. Inedible.
 

i) Bar/ Drinks:

Presentation

Appropriate glasses for all beverages. Beverages presented,
poured and displayed appropriately - according to internationally
accepted etiquette and the guest’s specific request. Wide variety in
beverage presentation. Wide variety of different glass types
available as necessary. Guests asked how they would like their
beverage presented.
 

Somevariety in different presentation styles for beverages, but
overall standard presentation techniques. Presentation good, in
appropriate glasses. Wines stored and poured appropriately.
 

6-7
Beverage presentation standard, yet unexciting. Overall good

use of different glasses.
 

3- 4-5
Limited rangeof different glass types. Some attempt at basic
etiquette.
 

‘Beverages presented in inappropriate glasses,tins, etc. No
knowledgeof basic beverage presentation etiquette.
 

j) Bar/Drinks: Quality 9-10 Knowledgeable wine advisorto assist diners with their wine

choice - with knowledgeofin-stock wines. Excellent variety of
wines and beverages available. Wines from a variety of different
cultivars available. Excellent description of wines available
(verbalor written) - including year. A variety of good quality
winesavailable by the glass. Excellent variety of beverages,

liqueurs, liquor,etc - including a variety ofdifferent brands per

type of beverage.
  Good range of winesfroma variety of cultivars. Good variety of

appropriate beverages - but perhaps only one brandperoption.
Possibly only local beverages (with limited international brands)
available. Good description of wines (verbal or written). 
  
  6-7 Wines from a numberofdifferent cultivars available but limited

choices within each. Alternatively, good numberofdifferent
brands within limited cultivar range. Good, standard range of

beverages.
 

3-4-5 Limited range of standard wines and beveragesavailable.

 

  No variety and choicein beverages - only unbranded products

available.
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5. GENERAL SERVICES & SERVICES

 

a) Reservations Grading

Score

escription

 

9-10
Efficient, friendly and helpful reservation process- all details
taken down correctly and checked andall necessary information
given and confirmation provided or offered. Reservation

completely correct on check-in.
 

Reservation dealt with promptly and friendly although nottotally
efficient. All necessary information taken and provided.
Confirmation provided or offered. One or two errors on
reservation on check-in.
 

6-7

Reservation dealt with reasonably well and friendly but not
efficient. Only most necessary information taken and provided.
Confirmation provided or offered. Some errors on reservation on
check-in.
 

Reservation dealt with poorly. Only minimal information taken
and provided. Many errors on reservation upon arrival. No
confirmation ofreservation provided/ offered.
 

1-2
Notpossible to make a reservation or reservation processtotally
unfriendly andinefficient. No confirmation ofreservation
provided/ offered. No booking found onarrival.
 

b} Check-in & Check-out 9-10 Prompt, thorough check-in. All necessary information given to
guests - layout of property, available facilities, meal times,etc
(on request). Prompt attention. Bill correct in all details. Items

explained by receptionist on request. Guests asked if they

enjoyed their stay. Positive last impression, Staff weil versed in

all methods ofpayment.
 

Efficient check-in. Perhaps not always given full information
aboutfacilities. Promptattention. Attemptat excellence, but

perhaps lacking professional polish. Cheerful, bill correct.
 

Registered, given key and directed to room. Bill correct, Staff

obviously shalling and trying to be helpful.

 

Nameand address taken. Minimal information given. Key given

no directions to room. Bill unclear (some charges not explained).

Arithmetic wrong. Staff unable to explain why charges madebut

sort things out in time. Lack training.
 

1-2

Administrative errors not proficiently rectified. Surly manner.Bill
wrong and unexplained, Staffs have no idea and are unshalling to

assist customer. Long wait. Staff unable to cope with some forms

ofpayment.

 

¢) Porter service 9-10 ~|Smart, helpful mannerofstaff readily available. Good knowledge

of hotel facilities and local area.
 

Shalling and friendly, and reasonably knowledgeable about most

matters - shalling to find out. May have other duties but

endeavours to be prompt.
  6-7  Memberofstaff available to carry bags, though there may be some

delay. Cheerful, but not necessarily skilled in dealing with matters

outside hotel environment- happy to help where he/she can.  
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3-4-5 Long delay in getting bags to room. No further help or
information. Responds to requests to information or help in
indifferent way.
 

1-2
Bags ignored and/or taken to wrong room with error not
proficiently rectified. Great difficulty in finding a porter when one
is required. Unforthcoming, unhelpful ~ clearly resents having to
carry other people’s bags. Notinterested in helping guests.

 

d) Friendliness & Attitude 9-10 Warmfriendly smile. Helpfulattitude. Help with luggage and
provision of information aboutthe establishment. All
establishments attemptto establish a good rapport and show
shallingness to please.
 

Cheerful demeanour and attitude. Guests shall be shown to room
and given necessary information- told to ask if anything else

required.
 

6-7
Pleasant appearance. Shallingness to help when asked.

 

3-4-5
Neutral behaviour- no particular enthusiasm - just doing the job.

 

1-2
Surly or rude behaviour. Clear indifference to guests, irritation at

being asked for anything.
 

e) General Efficiency 9-10 Excellent level of efficiency. Any messages forwarded promptly.

Efficient communication with other departments - summoning
porter, booking restauranttable,etc.
 

Very goodlevelofefficiency. Good responses to any requests,
but guest’s needs aren’t anticipated.
 

6-7
Good level ofefficiency. All requests dealt with pleasantly.

 

3-4-5
Fair level ofefficiency. Rather unshalling response to any
requests,
 

1-2

Poorlevel ofefficiency. Marked reluctance to give any help.

 

f) Public/Conference Area
Service

9-10 Efficient, attentive service from smart, shalling staff. Needs of
guests anticipated. Polished, professional manner. Drinks
correctly served and presented.
 

Brilliant, shalling staff, helpful and attentive, though perhaps lacks
the final polish. Show shallingness when anything requested,
though may have to go awayto ask.
 

Staff always present and respond helpfully when asked. Shalling
though could possibly benefit from further training.
 

Staff difficult to locate at times. Do whatthey are asked without
enthusiasm. No rapport. Little interest.
 

Surly inefficientstaff - missing for long periods.of time. No
shallingness to be helpful. Ignoring customerthey are serving.
Little product knowledge,no interest.
  g) Guest Services   Excellentlevel ofefficiency and complete attemptto assist with

all reasonable services/ items required and find appropriate
solutions. -
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Very good level of efficiency. Good responses to any requests,

but guest’s needs aren’t anticipated and guests requests are

sometimesnotfulfilled.
 

Good levelofefficiency. All requests dealt with pleasantly, but

many requests notfulfilled.
 

Fair level ofefficiency. Rather unshalling responseto any requests

and mostrequests notfulfilled.

 

Poorlevel of efficiency. Marked reluctance to give any help and

all requests are notfulfilled.

 

6. GENERAL
 

a) Staff Appearance-
Uniforms, together with

name tags are a necessity

9-10 Clean, neat, appropriate clothes. A general smart, well-groomed

appearance,

 

Approaching excellent, but lacking the final touch. Perhaps

some itemsa little ill fitting. All clothing clean.

 

A noticeable attempt to be smart. Nostains, tears, ete but dressed

for comfort rather than smartness.

 

3+ 4-5
Clothes starting to look worn, rumpled, lived in, but basically

clean. Hair a bit uncontrolled.

 1-2 Dirty, stained, frayed, holed clothes, dirty shoes. Hands and finger

nails grubby. Hair unwashed and out of control. Unshaven.

Smelly.
 

b) Tourist Information 9-10 Information packs in bedrooms or in reception/ lounge on

immediate and surrounding area as well as accommodation

specific information. Books, pamphlets on matters of local

interest, leisure facilities, etc. Personally prepared information.

Staff well versed on relevant tourist information. Staff shalling to
assist and inform tourists on the local area. High attention to

personalised itineraries and personal interest in guest’s

information requirements.
 

Asfor excellent but limited range. Staff not as well versed.

 

Few pamphlets available on surroundingarea:Staffable to
assist but not well versed.
 

Limited information at reception only. Staffs have very limited
knowledge.

 Limited or No information or out-of-date information, Staff

unable to assist.

 

 c) Access to

Communication

9-10 24-hour access to external and internal communicatione.g.

telephone, internet, etc in bedroom orin establishment. Direct

dialling available within guest rooms. Communication facilities and
equipmentin excellent condition. Clear and visible communication

to guests on the availability of communicationfacilities and how to

access it. Knowledgeable, friendly and prompt assistance to guests

in the use of communication.

   18-hour access to external and internal communicatione.g.

telephone, internet, etc in bedroom orin establishment. Direct

dialling available within guest rooms.

Communication facilities and equipmentin good condition.

Clear and visible
communication to guests on the availability ofcommunication

facilities and howto accessit. Friendly and helpful (but not

necessarily knowledgeable) assistance to guests in the use of

communication.  
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Reasonable access to external and internal communication
throughoutthe day e.g. telephone, internet, etc either in
bedroom orin establishment. Communication facilities and
equipmentin reasonable condition. Some communication to
guests on the availability of communication facilities and
how to accessit, but inconsistent. Friendly and helpful (but
not necessarily knowledgeable) assistance to guests in the
use ofcommunication.
 

3-4-5 Poor access to external and internal communication throughout

the day e.g. telephone,internet, etc either in bedroom orin

establishment, Communicationfacilities and equipment in poor
condition. No communication to guests on the availability of
communication facilities and how to accessit. No assistance to
guests in the use of communication.
    Limited or no access to communication.
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GUESTHOUSES : SCHEDULE3

Requirementsfor registration a guesthouse

An accommodation establishment may be registered as a guest house, if the establishment:

(J) provides accommodation andat least breakfast facilities to guests;

(2) comprise at least five bedrooms for accommodation by guests, which-

(a) is separate from any private dwelling on the premises; or

(b) ifpart ofor attachedto a private dwelling, are separated from the dwelling by means
of walls and securable doors;

(3) meets the minimum requirements set out in the Registration of Accommodation

Regulations,2008.

GRADING PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA METHODOLOGY

The grading criteria have been developed based on guest expectations;

1. Physical Facilities: Exterior

1.1. Exterior

(a) Signage

(b) Driveway

(c) Guest Parking

(d) Ground and Gardens

(e) Appearance of Buildings

2. Physical Facilities: Interior

2.1 Bedrooms

(a) Bedding

(b) Beds

(c) Decoration

(d) Furniture & Fittings

(e) Flooring

(f) Ceiling / Roofing

- (g) Floor Space/ Layout
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(@) Lighting

(j) Accessories

2.2 Bathroom

(a) Towelling

(b) Decoration

(c) Fixture & Fittings

(d) Flooring

(e) Ceilings / Roofing

(f) Lighting

(g) Floor Space’/ Layout

(h) Accessories

2.3 Guest Access Areas

(a) Signage

(b) Decoration

(c) Furniture & Fittings

(d) Flooring

(e) Ceiling/ Roofing

(f) Lighting

(g) Atmosphere & Ambience

2.4 Dining Areas

(a) Decoration

(b) Furniture & fittings

(c) Flooring

(d) Ceiling / Roofing

(e) Lighting

(f) Table Appointment

(g) Menu Presentation

(h) Atmosphere & Ambience
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3. Housekeeping

(a) Bedrooms

‘(b) Guest Bathrooms

(c) Guest Access Area

(d) Public Toilets

(e) Dining Areas

4. Food & Beverages & Services

(a) Breakfast: Presentation

(b) Breakfast: Quality

(c) Breakfast: Service

(d) Meals: Presentation

(c) Meals: Quality

(f) Meals: Service

(g) Bar/Drinks: Presentation

(h) Bar/Drinks: Quality

(i) Bar/Drinks: Service

5. General Service & Services

(a) Reservations

(b) Check-in & Check-out

(c) Porter Service

(d) Friendliness & Attitude

(e) General Efficiency

(f) Guest Service

(g) Staff Appearance

(h) Tourist Information

(i) Access to Communication
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REQUIRED OVERALL SCORE FOR EACH GRADING BAND:

 

GRADING BAND [WHAT THE STARS MEAN?_
 

§-Stars

Overall score of

Itemsto score
No morethan 3 items to score
unacceptable items

91% - 100%
9 or 10

8 Numberof
0

OUTSTANDING
The category has exhibit an exceptionally

high degree of service and hospitality,
striking and luxuriousfacilities with
attention to fine detail.

 

4-Stars

we oe or ee
Overall score of
Items to score
No morethan 3 itemsto score

All service elements to score
Numberof unacceptable items

81% - 90%
8 or more

7
8, 9 or 10

0

EXCELLENT
The property has added luxury and
comfort; a high emphasisis placed on

quality, décor, service, hospitality,

additional facilities.

 

3-Stars

xe &
Overall score of

Items to score
No morethan 4 items to score

All service elements to score
Numberof unacceptable items

71%-80%
7 or more

6
8,9 or 10

0

VERY GOOD
The property has additional services and
facilities with greater emphasis on
comfort, quality décor, expanded
amenities, hospitality and services such as,

but not limited to, room service and
optional turndown service.

 

2-Stars

Overall score of 61% - 70% Items to

score 6 or more

No morethan 4 items to score

All service elementsto score

Numberof unacceptable items

5

7, 8,9 or 10

2

GOOD
The property maintainsthe attributes
offered at the 1-star level, while showing
noticeable enhancements in room décor

and quality of furniture,fittings and

equipment. It must meet needs of comfort

and cleanliness. It must provide good,

expanded andreliable service and
hospitality.

 

1-Star

er
Overall score of 51% - 60% Items to

score 5 or more

No morethan 4 items to score

All service elementsto score

Numberof unacceptable items

4

7, 8,9 or 10

3

FAIR
A property that provides a modest
accommodation. The establishmentis

functional, emphasizing clean and

comfortable roomsandreliable, limited

but good service and hospitality. 
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Someadditional minimum requirements for the top grades (4 and5 star) are specified below and
must be adhered to in order for lodges to achieve a fouror five star grading:

 

 

 

 

 

 
adequately accommodateall the
furniture provided.

*The bedroom should haveat least

twoseating chairs.

«If appropriate andfit for the

purpose televisions must have a remote
control and a wide choice ofchannels should
be provided.

¢Air-conditioning and/or other forms of

heating or cooling are preferred in conditions

where extreme day and/or night temperatures
are experienced.

*There should be a hairdryer-in each room.

*All bedding/linen should be clean and debris
andstain free.
A top-sheet, under-sheet and a base cover

should be on each bed.

*White bedding and linen should be used.

Wireless internet service should be available

in all bedrooms  

Description 4 Star 5 Star

General ¢  {fnot in the nearbyvicinity (easy +  [fnot in the nearby vicinity (easy
walking distance), 4~ and 5-star Guest walking distance), 4- and 5-star Guest
houses should offera utility shop open houses should offer a utility shop open
daily from at least 24 hours. daily from at least 24 hours.

Reception . Facsimile service on the premises, [+ Facsimile service on the premises,
stamps & mailing facilities and stamps & mailing facilities and
Messagesfor guests to be recorded Messagesfor guests to be recorded &
& and handed over whencollecting and delivered when collecting keys
keys,etc. etc.

. . A 24 hour wake-upcall service . A 24 hour wake-upcall service

- should be made available by should be made available by
telephone. telephone.

Food & e There should be a served beverage | There should be a served beverage
Beverage service in the public lounge and/or service in the public lounge and/or
Services bararea, bararea.

. Service of alcoholic beverages * Service of alcoholic beverages should
should be provided throughoutthe be provided throughoutthe day.
day. . NOTE: Mini bars in rooms are
. NOTE:Mini bars in roomsare acceptable in someestablishments
acceptable establishments

Bedrooms *Room size must be comfortable and *Room size must be comfortable and
adequately accommodate alf the furniture
provided.

*The bedroom should have at least two seating

chairs.
*New purposebuilt 5-star Guest houses should

offer at least 1 suite.
*If appropriate andfit for the purpose
televisions must have a remote control and a

wide choice of channels should be provided.

*Air-conditioning and/or other formsofheating

or cooling are preferred in conditions where

extreme day and/or night temperatures are
experienced.

All 5-star Guest house rooms should have air-

conditioning.

e For 5-star Guest houses there should be

a
safe in each room.

*There should be a hairdryer in each

room.
*All bedding/linen should be clean and

debris and stain free. A top-sheet,
under-sheet and a base cover should

be on each bed.
White bedding andlinen should be
used.

“|. Wireless internet service should be

available in all bedrooms
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residents should be available ifno

alternative restaurant/s of high
standards are available in the vicinity
of the Guest house. A full hot meal
served ina suite is also acceptable,

where the establishmentoffers full
dining facilities in each suite (i.e.

table, crockery, cutlery, condiments,

linen, glassware,etc).

* Room service should be provided (18 *
hoursin 4-star Guest houses). This *
may be outsourced, but should be ofa -

standard that conforms to the standard
of the Guest house.  

Bathrooms *All guest bedrooms should have en- +All guest bedrooms should have en-
suite or private bathroom facilities. suite or private bathroom facilities.

*A bath and shower should be
*A bath and showershould be available (the available (the shower may be over

shower may beover the bath). the bath).

“All new, purposed built 5-star
*A range of guest amenities should be guest house bathroomsshould
provided. have a separate bath and shower.

+A range of quality guest amenities
*If swimmingfacilities are provided a should be provided.
separate towel to be used should be made +If swimmingfacilities are provided aseparate
available for each guest. towel to be used should be

made available for each guest.

Stationary * Stationary folders containing stationary, * Stationary folders containingstationary,
writing paper, envelopes and a directory of writing paper, envelopes anda directory of

services should be provided. services should be provided.

Newspapers * Newspapersshould be made available + Newspapers should be made available
and delivered to guest roomsdaily and delivered to guest roomsdaily

Telephone *A telephone should be provided in the *A telephone should be provided in the
bedrooms; and the unit charges should be bedrooms; and the unit charges should be

made known. made available/known.
*This service should be provided for 24-hours j|*This service should beavailable for 24-hrs a
a day day.

Laundry A Provision should be made for the following {A Provision should be made for the following:
|Service : * Same day dry-cleaning; and

* Same day, dry-cleaning; and + Laundryservice.
« Laundry service.

NOTE:Dry-cleaning service may be waived,

NOTE:Dry-cleaning service may be waived, |with due regard to the geographicallocationif

with due regard to the geographicallocation if jcontracted out.

contracted out.

Restaurants e A full service restaurant open to e A full service restaurant open to
residents should be available if no

alternative restaurant/s of high
standards are available in the vicinity
of the Guest house. A full
hot meal servedin a suite is also
acceptable, where the establishment
offers full dining facilities in each
suite (i.e. table,

crockery, cutlery, condiments,linen,

glassware,etc).

¢ Room service should be provided (24
hours in 5-star Guest houses) This may

be

outsourced, but should be of a standard

that conformsto the standard ofthe

Guest house.
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1. PHYSICAL FACILITIES: EXTERIOR

1.1 Exterior

 

a) Signage- external to
property and on
grounds.

Grading
Score

Description

 

9-10
Signs in excellent condition (like new). Attractive and blends wellinto the

environment. Provides clear indication of location of establishment and
facilities. Signs are visible during the day andat night.
 

Signs in good condition (but clearly not new). Reasonably attractive and
blends reasonably with the environment. Provides indication oflocation of
establishment andfacilities. Signs are visible during the day andat night.

 

16-7
Signs in reasonable condition, but clearly ageing. Inappropriate for the
environment. Providesindication oflocation of establishment and
facilities. Signs are only visible during the day.

+
 

Signs in poor condition (someletters no longervisible or difficult to read).
Inappropriate for the environment. Location of establishmentandfacilities
notclear (ie arrows in wrongdirectionsor fades, etc). Signs are not even
clearly visible during the day.
  

Limited or No signage.

 

b) Driveway - may be
tar, brick, gravel, or any
otherfit for purpose

surface.

Drivewayin excellent condition, with well-maintained road surfaces and
excellent drainage. Accessible by all types of vehicles.

 

Driveway in good condition, with maintained road surfaces and good
drainage but showing somesigns of decay. Accessible byall types of |
vehicles,
 

Driveway in reasonable condition, but some small potholes/ puddles or
uneven road surfaces. Reasonable drainage. Accessible by all types of

vehicles.

 

3-4-5

Driveway in poor condition, with many uneven surfaces or somelarge
potholes/ puddles. However drivewayisstill drivable but notbyall
types of vehicles.

 

Drivewayin a terrible condition - poorly surfaced with many large
potholes/ puddles. Drivewayis barely drivable and is only accessible by
4x4 vehicles. ,

 

c) Guest Parking

 
Clearly marked parking bays (where appropriateto style of
establishment) in a secure environment. External security lighting.
Sufficient parking to be madeavailable.

 

Organised (where appropriate to style of establishment) and secure ‘
parking. Marked bays where appropriate. Some external security *
lighting. Sufficient parking to be madeavailable.
 

6-7

Parkingin secure environmentbut not necessarily organized orclearly
marked. Limited external security lighting provided. Sufficient parking
to be made available.

  3-4-5  Little attemptto control parking. Owners/ staff vehicles taking up most 8
of the available parking space. No externallighting provided. Insufficient
numberofpays in relation to number of rooms.  
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Limited or no parking available.

 

d) Ground & Gardens

under the control or

management ofthe
establishment may

include a swimming

pool.

 

9-10
Evidenceofsystematic programme of maintenance — well tended formal
gardensorattractive “natural” environment. Tidy and well-lit pathways.
Attractive appearancethrough the year. No disorderor rubbish and no
evidenceoflitter. Provision ofgarden furniture appropriate to the nature ofthe
marketattracted to the establishment. No clutter/disorder around serviceareas
(ifaccessible/visible to guests).
 

High standards of maintenancein formal gardens. Outlying areas may. be

more “natural”. Pleasant and tidy appearance throughout the year. No

clutter/disorder aroundserviceareas(if accessible/visible to guests).
 

6-7
No overgrown,tangled areas (whether formal or natural garden).
Immediate surrounds kept tidy and well maintained (whether formal or

natural garden. Lawns,if any, cut regularly through the season and edges
trimmed. Evidence of some attemptto produce a pleasing effect with
some interesting design. Uncluttered access to accommodation. Some
external lighting. Clear access.
 

Gardens and enclosed area around establishment are kept under control.
Little attempt at interesting design. Domestic disorder kept to a minimum.

 

Neglected and overgrown appearance, weeds in most areas. Rubbish and
clutter visible and untidily stacked. Disorderly appearance. Poorlighting.

 

 
©) Appearanceof

Buildings

Absence of weathering, fresh well-maintained paintwork, and an overall

clean and “new”look,no unsightly staining and well-maintained
paintwork or wall finishing. Visible outbuildings or annexure to be of a

similar standard, External lighting. Addition ofattractive architectural
features (applicable to market),etc.
 

High quality paintwork and stone/brickwork though somenatural

weathering may be present. All areas of paintwork to be in well-
maintained condition. Some additional externalfeatures to enhance

appearance,

 

Paintwork, windows, drains, etc in goodstate of repair, though not
necessarily recent. No obvious structural defects or damage.“Plain”
architectural features but still appropriate to the market.

 

3-4-5
Woodwork generally in sound condition, though someareas ofpaint

may be ageing and rather weathered. Small defects, damages,crack,
etc..no evidenceofrecent repairs, paintwork, etc.

   Generally neglected buildings. Obviousstructural defects or damage
(crumbling brickwork, cracked stone). Flaking paint, illegible signs,
rotting exposed wood. .
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2. PHYSICAL FACILITIES: INTERIOR

2.1 BEDROOMS

 

a) Bedding Grading

Score

Description

 

9-10

High quality linen, laundered and well toned. Comfortable linen fit in
relation to bed size. A good supplyofpillows, cushions. Thick, weighty
blankets with spares available (season and location dependent). Good

quality duvet (season and location dependent) coordinated with
bedroom décorandsofts if no separate bedcover. Bedcoversthickly
quilted or similar high quality, coordinated with bedroom decor and
othersoft furnishings.

 

All bed linen to be of high quality though may not be in a brand new
condition - coordinated with other soft furnishings. Comfortable linenfit
in relation to bed size.
 

Sheets well toned, but notnecessarily best quality linen. Medium quality
bed covers’ spreadsbutfree from stains, holes and wear.

 

Linen of cheaper polyester mixture, thinning, faded. Thin pillows/
duvets.
 

1-2

Cheap linen with fraying edges, holes, faded. No pillowsor stained
pillows with holes.
 

b) Beds 9-10 Bedsizes frequently larger than standardsinglesize. Bed of high quality
with sound mattresses.In excellent condition. Decoration or interesting
bed frames (if appropriate; excellent quality). If headboards, offering a
degree of comfort andfree from head orother stains.

 

Very goodfirm mattresses and sound base. Bed to be of high quality
though may not be in a brand new condition. If appropriate, bed frames
may beof an older style, but in good condition and good quality.
 

6-7

Standard domestic quality bed frames, divans and mattresses - all in
sound condition. If appropriate, headboards may be a simple wooden

board orcontinentalpillow.
 

Domestic mattresses that are well used,thin on divan base. Tendency to
moveor creak. Noflaccid, brokenstruts, uneven legs, wobbly

headboards (if appropriate) or sloping frames(if appropriate).

 

Concave mattress shapewith little or no resistance or bounce. Legs loose,
caster/s missing, stains marks and holes. Creakingframe, flaccid support.

 

c) Decoration 9-10 High quality wall covering(paint or wallpaper). Attentionto etail,
thoughtful coordination of patterns, colours andtextures. If plain décor
then addition of high quality pictures, art objects, etc. All work should
{ook professional and be well executed.

   High quality wall covering, but need notbe in excellent condition.Signs

of wear and tear(i.e. scratches, water splashes, finger marks, etc), Room

décor may range ftom excellent to good.
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6-7 Good job of applying wall covering of average quality. Somepictures in
goodframes. Attempt to coordinate patterns and colours. No jarring
mismatch of colours and styles. Décor may be someyears old but not
damaged, scratched, torn or stained. Room decor may range from
excellent/ very good to good.
 

3-4-5 Ageing décor that is only of an average quality to begin with. Sub
standard application ofpaint/ wallpaper. Little attention to detail. Plain
style with no adornment. Some wearandtear.
 

1-2 Low-grade materials poorly executed. Mis-match of styles and colours.
Noticeable wear andtear, stains, splashes, scratches, tears, etc. Few

pictures/ graphics (if any) or wall hangings. Unsightly pipe work,
exposed wiring. Signs of damp.
 

9-10 Excellent intrinsic quality and in excellent condition. Furniture of sound
construction, attractive professionalfinish and detailing. Little or no sign
of ageing, wear andtearorill-use. Ample hanging space. Attractive

comfortable easy seating with upholstery in excellent condition (inside or
on patio). Full, well-lined curtains with appropriate accessories, in

working order. Blinds/ shutters in excellent condition andof excellent
quality. Curtains/ blinds/ shutters blocking external light. Electronic goods
of excellent quality and in excellent condition.
 

High intrinsic quality of materials may show somesignsofuse.

Alternatively new, good (as opposed to excellent) quality furniture and
fittings. Curtains to be full and good quality/ condition. Blinds/ shutters
in good condition and of good quality. Curtains/ blinds/ shutters blocking
external light. Good quality electronic goods in good condition.

 

6-7 Furniture andfittings which may have been "excellent" or "very good",
but through ageing, showing signs of wear andtear. Alternatively

medium quality range of materials and construction in sound and
useable condition. There should be no damage,stains or fraying

furniture. No jarringly uncoordinated styles - all furniture to be of'a

broadly similar standard. Medium quality electronic goods in good
working order.

 

(3-4-5 Furniture ofaverage quality and in well-used condition. Little
coordination ofstyles, some slight damage may be apparent, butall items

capable of use. Surfaces not well maintained. Thin, short, skimpy
curtains. Somestains, marks onsoftfittings. Out-dated electronic

equipmentbut in good working order or new equipmentin poorstate of
repair.

 

{Low quality materials, poor construction, damaged, marked or
scratched. Uncoordinated styles. Thin, unlined curtains, stained, worn

upholstery. Electronic goods: Very old, not working, components
broken, badly tuned, channels not conform to directory, etc.

  

d) Furniture
and
Fittings

€) Flooring  9-10  Iffitted carpets, high quality fitted carpets (high percentage woolcontent),

good thick pile and underlay, professionally laid and in pristine condition.
High quality woodenortiled flooring, professionally laid and in pristine

condition with high quality occasional rugs or mats. Screed flooring

acceptable if of excellent quality and fits with overall design. Artistically
finished cementfloors of high quality and workmanship acceptable-

merely painted cementfloors not acceptable.
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High quality carpet beginning to show somesigns ofageing(flattening

or wearing). Nostains, burins or marks,etc. alternatively carpet with

higher percentage of man-madefibre but in new condition. Wooden or

filed flooring in need of buffing but with high quality rugs(if used).

Screed flooring acceptable if of good quality and fits with overall design.

Artistically finished cementfloors ofgood quality and workmanship

acceptable - merely painted cementfloors not acceptable.
 

6-7

High quality carpet with flattening in areas of most traffic butall in sound
condition - may be some small discolouration in places. Alternatively,

cheaper new carpet. Woodenortiled floorsa little scratched in places.

Screed flooring acceptable if of good quality and fits with overall design

~ maysigns of ageing or lack of maintenance. Painted cementfloors

acceptable,if of good quality and fits with overall design.

 

35
Carpets showconsiderable use ~ flattened spots, bleaching by windows,

somethinning. Unprofessionalfitting - ripples, rough ill-fitting edges
thin or no underlay. There should be no holes, tears, burns of other

defects that render the carpet unsound. Viny! or low quality flooring.

Chipped woodenortiled floors. Screed flooring acceptableif of

reasonable quality (but not necessarily in good condition)andfits with

overall design. Painted cementfloor acceptable, but must be in

reasonable condition.
 

Distinct signs of wearing — visible canvas/backingfrabric,
patches,stains, discolouration, obvious seams. DIYfitting -

gaping joints, gaps between carpet and wall. Several umatched
_ {styles or newercarpets laid on top of damage or worn-through

older ones, Woodenfloors that need a new coat of varnish with

ageing, worn and stained rugs. Missingtiles and obviouschips.

Screed flooring in poor condition. Painted cementfloors in poor

condition.

 

 
f) Ceiling/Roofin

g

All types ofceiling/roofing acceptable as long as it is of excellent
quality, in good condition and professionallyfitted. No flaccid

ceilings/beams/polesor evidence of water leakage, seeping, cracking
orsplitting. Professionally painted/stained/treated with no marks or
stains.
 

Ceiling/roofing of good quality and professionallyfitted no flaccid

ceilings/beams/polesor evidence ofeater leakage, seeping, cracking or

splitting. Professionally painted/stained/treated.
 

Goodjob ofceiling/roofing application and ceiling/roofing of average

quality. Paintwork/staining/treatment competently applied, although not

necessarily professionally done.
 

Poorquality ceiling/roofing, adequatelyfitted, but no evidence of

flaccid or splitting. Ceilings/roofing slightly stained

paintwork/treatment poorly done.
   Poor quality ceiling/roofing flaccid/splitting in places, evidence of water

seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/treatmentold and adequately done.
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8) Floor space/Layout A spacious, well-planned room with furniture in convenient places. Ease

ofaccessto all furniture, cupboards, wardrobes, drawers,etc. A sitting

area with sufficient spaceto relax (if market appropriate). Space to put

luggageso thatit does not clutter the room and obstruct access. Easy

accessto all facilities. TV visible from sitting area or bed. Unrestricted

view of full mirror. All plug points functionally located.

 

 

Reasonably spacious room with good accessto all furniture and

facilities. No areas ofrestricted access or obstruction. Not necessary to

have a separate sitting area but room mustbe Jarge enough to

comfortably contain an easy chair in addition to the standard bedroom
furniture (if market appropriate). All plug points functionally located.

 

6-7 Room large enough to contain all necessary furniture and to allow access

to all facilities-butthere may be someslightly restricted areas. A chair

may’serve a dual purpose- easy seating and dressing table. To allow

access some care may be taken in the positioning and design of furniture.

Notall plug points are functionally located.

 

3-4-5

Cluttered fee! to room. Overlarge furniture forfloor space. Need to move

some things to get to others. Awkward opening of drawers, cupboards,
wardrobes,etc. Little room for luggage. Few plug points are functionally

located.

 

Furniture too large or plentiful for room. Access to mostfacilities
restricted or awkward. Noplug points are functionally located.

 

h) Temperature

Control

Thermostatically and individually controlled heating and! or cooling

system capable of maintaining a comfortable room temperature.

Appropriate to size and location of room. Apparatus in excellent

condition.
 

Individual control by guestat all times. Ageing but excellent apparatus.

Good quality and quiet wall mounted air-conditioners.

 

Effective heating and/or cooling provided in rooms when appropriate

(under individual control). Not necessarily the most up to date system.

Large, slightly noisy, wall mounted air conditioners apply here.

 

Free standing apparatus able of maintaining a reasonably comfortable

temperature in room. Ageing appliances.

 

Old low quality appliances. Heat/cold only available close to apparatus i.e.

apparatus unable to maintain a comfortable temperature throughoutthe

room. >
 

i) Lighting  9-10  Overall high standard of illumination in room. Controllable dimness/ glare

- either through dimming switches or a numberofindividually controlled

lights/ lamps. Light sources in all appropriate places-especially for

shaving, make-up, contact lenses, reading, etc. Bedside lighting control

separate for each occupant.All lights and shades of high quality

manufacture and in excellent order. No wobbly connections, burnt

shades,flimsy bases that fall over, etc. ,  
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Provision of more sourcesoflight than is strictly necessary i.e. more

8 than just centre and bedside lights. High quality fittings, lamp bases,

ete.

 

6-7 Provision of more sources oflight than is strictly necessary i.e. more

than just centre and bedside lights. High quality fittings, lamp bases,

etc.    
 

 3-4-5 Minimum illumination in room. Restricted natural light. Fittings ageing,
beginning to look scruffy

 1-2 Dim, gloomylighting. Low quality fittings and appliances. Light in
inappropriate places. Poor natural light. Hidden controls. Shades burnt,
scruffy, stained, etc.

 j) Accessories |9-10 A wide range to be provided ofthe following list of high quality extras
for guests e.g. fruit bowl, plants, satellite television, remote controls,
books and magazines, mending kit, potpourri, shoe polishing ¢leth or
pad, biscuits, mineral water, sweets/ mints/ chocolates, tea tray with

variety of teas/ hot chocolate/ coffees/ milk, comprehensive well
presented room information, mini-bar, ton and toning board (on
request), hair dryers (on request), plug adaptors (on request).

 

 

 

 

8 A reasonable proportion of the above.

6-7 A smail selection of the above.

3-4-5 Oneor two items only of average quality.

1-2 Oneor two items only of very poor quality.     
 

2.2 BATHROOMS

All bathroomsshould havesufficient space to allow freedom ofmovementfor guests and access
to all fittings. All grades must have en-suite bathrooms which shall include only a bath or only
a shower.4 and 5-star guest houses must have a bath and shower; shower could bein the bath.

 
Grading Description
Score

a) Towelling 9-10 Full range of towel sizes - bath sheet, bath towel, hand towel, face cloth

for each guest. Provision of towelling robes. T hick, heavy,fluffy quality

with plenty ofpile. Replace daily or after each use (unless guest requests

otherwise with particular reference to environmental issues).

 

 

Rangeoftowels including bath sheet/ towel and hand towel per guest
8 butnotquite such heavy quality as foundin excellent. Changed

frequently or at guest’s request.

 

Good quality bath and hand towels in sound condition.

 

Moderate quality towels, showing age. Rather thin,fraying edges, small

3-4-5 size. Faded.

 

- Very thin, small, scratchy, old,fraying, someholes, stained, faded. Low

1-2 absorbency. ~ -     
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b) Deceration 9-10 ‘|Highest quality wall coverings. Tiles wellfitted. Grouting in excellent
condition. No marks, stains, condensation damage. No peeling
wallpaperorflaking paint. In excellent condition.

 

May be high quality finish but not always recent - some signs of wear
butall in sound condition. Altematively, may be recently decorated but
not with the highest quality materials, though a good and professional

(job.
 

Notnecessarily recently decorated though in sound condition and
reasonable quality materials used. Some signs of wear.

 

Lower quality materials, ageing, and evidence of poor standard of DIY.
Poor condition with some evidence ofdamp and marks.

 

No decoration or very tired and old style. Damp/ condensation marks.
Cheapvery low quality finish, unprofessionally applied. Sealant or
grouting mouldy, For paintwork significant chipping or flaking and for
wallpapersignificant peeling.

 

c) Fixtures and

Fittings
9-10 High quality, solid, well-madefittings in excellent order and matching

style. High quality finish. High quality bath. Attractive shower screen in
excellent condition if separate shower. Attractive shower curtain/ screen

in excellent condition if shower/ bath is combined. Good sized washbasin.
Easily used, responsive controls. Hot wateratall times.

 

Generally high quality fittings throughout, but not necessarily new. Good-
sized bath. Shower screen or good quality curtain (if necessary to keep

surrounding area free from water). All porcelain in good order- no cracks,
crazing ordull finish, no stains. Matching and coordinatedstyles.

 

6-7 Standard domestic range of bathroom fittings. Sturdy steel or acrylic
bath, Bathroom may have a showeror a bath. May be showing some
wear but in sound, clean condition. No small baths or under-sized

showers with awkward access. Hot waterat all reasonable times.

 

Ageingfittings - dull finish to porcelain, chrome wearing off. Weak
showerpressure. Intermittent hot water orat restricted hours. Fittings not
matching. Outof date style or colour, well used. Rough DIY grouting/
sealant. Some "module" bathrooms with very restricted space and

inconvenient layout.
 

Bath enamel chipped,stained, dull and cheap plastic bath that moves and
creaks. Very small shower with trickle of water. Stained or mouldy

grouting/ sealant and cheap,thin showercurtain. Cracked washbasin or
toilet, Ill fitted cheap plastic toilet and cover. Discolouredplastic cistern.
Plastic taps, loose or broken towel rail. Evidence of cigarette burns, -

damage,etc.
 

d) Flooring 9-10  Highest quality floor coverings. Tiles well fitted. Grouting in excellent
condition. No marks, stains, condensation damage. Flooring well-fitted

and free from stain or water damage.
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High quality floor coveringortiles but not always recent - some signs of
wearbut aff in sound condition. Alternatively, may be recently decorated

but not with the highest quality materials, though a good and professional
job...

 

Standard quality bathroom flooring. Somesigns of wear but no stains or
marks. Not necessarily recently decorated though in sound condition.

 

Lowerquality materials, ageing, and evidence of poor standard of DIY.
Poor condition with some evidence of damp and marks.

 

Very tired and old style. Damp/ condensation marks. Cheap very low
quality finish, unprofessionally applied. Sealant or grouting mouldy,
carpet rotting, smelly. Area aroundtoilet discoloured, damp.

 

e) Ceiling/Roofing 9-10 Ceiting/ roofing to be of excellent quality and professionally fitted, no
flaccid ceilings/ beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping,
cracking orsplitting or damp/ condensation marks. Professionally
painted/ stained/ treated with no marksorstains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted, no flaccid
ceilings/ beams/ poles or evidenceof water leakage, seeping, cracking or
splitting or damp/ condensation marks. Professionally painted/ stained/
treated.
 

6-7
Good job ofceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/ roofing of average
quality, Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently applied, although
not necessarily professionally done. In sound condition but some
evidence of damp/ condensation marks.

 

Poor quality ceiling/ roofing, adequately fitted, but no evidence of
flaccid or splitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained paintwork /
treatment poorly done. Some evidence ofdamp/ condensation marks,

   Poorquality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/splitting in places, evidence of
water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/ treatment old and

adequately done. Significant evidence of damp/ condensation marks.   
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f) Lighting 9-10 Lighting effectiveness for all purposes - shaving, make-up, and contact

lenses, particularly at washbasin/ shaving point. Excellent quality
fittings.
 

Highstandard oflightfittings - centre, main light plus adequate shaving

light, possibly supplementary lights.

 

Centre light and shaving light, well positioned providing adequatelight.

 

Dim centre light and awkwardly placed shavinglight. Stark fluorescent

tube on ageingfittings.

 

Gloomy,badly placed, ageing, damagedlight fittings.

 

&) Floor Space/Layout Conveniently laid out bathroom with easy accessto all facilities. Plenty
ofprovision for laying out toiletries and hanging up clothes, etc. A high

level of spaciousness.

 

Good-sized rooms with accessto all facilities. May be room for only one
personat a time. No awkward corners or obstructed parts. Good space for

toiletries.
 

6-7
Adequate size of room for one person, but no awkward access or

inconvenientposition offacilities, etc. Adequate spacefortoiletries.

 

3-4-5

Restricted space leading to smal! bath or shower, small washbasin and
awkward access. Limited spacefortoiletries.
 

Very small room withfacilities in separate small rooms. Very awkward
access. Limited room for drying/ dressing. Small washbasin, cramped

accessto toilet.
 

 
h) Accessories 9-10 High quality toilet paper (for example 3 ply). A wide range ofthe

followinglist of excellent quality accessories provided in the bathroom

e.g. wrapped soap, shampoo,moisturiser, aftershave, cologne, shower
gel, conditioner, tooth brushes,tooth paste, showercap,toilet bags,

tissues, cotton woolballs, cotton buds,ete.
 

A reasonable proportion ofexcellent quality items from the abovelist.
No well-used ageing bottles, scrappy sachets or sticky containers. High

quality toilet paper.
 

67 A small range from the above,all in good condition and of good quality.
Medium quality toilet paper.

 

3-4-5 One ortwo items from the abovelist of average quality (wrapped soap

or shower gel is compulsory).

   Oneor two items from the abovelist of poor quality (wrapped soap or

showergel is compulsory).
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a) Signage Grading
Score

Description

 

9-10
Signs in excellent condition. Signs easily readable. Signagefits in with
the decor. Areas open and not open to guests are clearly indicated.

 

Signs in good condition (although clearly not brand new). Signs
readable. Signagefits in with the décor. Areas open and not opento
guests are clearly indicated.
 

Signs in reasonable condition but showing somesigns of ageing and
decay. Notall areas open and not open to guests are clearly indicated.
Signagefits in with the décor. ,

 

3-4-5
Signsin poor condition with clear signs of ageing and decay. Areas open
and not open fo guests are not always indicated. Signs do not fit in with
the décorofthe establishment. . —
 

1-2
Signsin terrible condition with many signs of ageing and decay. Areas
open and not open to guests are not indicatedat all. Signs do notfit in
with the décor of the establishment
 

b) Decoration 9-10 High quality wall covering in excellent condition. Evidence of
coordinated design. Artwork, art objects, ete which fits with the design
ofthe establishment. No evidence of ageing, wear and tear. High quality
professionalfinish.
 

Use of high quality materials, though not necessarily in pristine
condition. Alternatively more moderate quality materials if recently
decorated. Attempt to coordinate design with additional attractive
features. No scratches, chips, stains, or scuffs. Professional

workmanship.
 

6-7
Standard "domestic"style and quality of décor, some ageing but no
major wear and tear. Use of wall hangings, pictures, etc. Good
workmanship
 

3-4-5
Moderate quality, ageing. Someslight damage, wear and tear. Dated
style. Sub standard application of décor. Little design input or
coordination. Tired.
 

1-2

Very old, faded, damaged wall covering. Evidence of damp/ water

penetration. Grubby marks. Evidence of neglect. Unsightly paintwork or
exposed wiring. :

 

c) Furniture and
Fittings 9-10 High degree of comfort and luxury. High quality in excellent condition.

Attractive, coordinated extras. Decorative, occasional pieces in main
room/s and corridors.

 

High quality furniture but not necessarily new. All in sound condition,*,
but may have “lived-in" feel. Alternatively, more moderate quality °
furniture in excellent condition. Comfortable easy seating.

 

Medium to high quality of manufacture but showing some wear and
tear. May be rather dated but sound. Alternatively, new furniture of

medium quality.
   Uncoordinated style. Ageing seating. May show marks,sparse

- larrangement.- Not particularly comfortableorattractive. Low quality.
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Low quality, uncomfortable,ageing furniture. May show some damage -

scratched, loose arms/ legs. Stained or grubby upholstery. Dated, jaded,

unattractive, 
 

 

d) Flooring If fitted carpets, high quality (high percentage woolcontent), good thick

pile and underlay, professionally laid and in pristine condition. High

quality woodenortiled flooring, professionally laid and in pristine

condition with high quality occasional rugs or mats. Screed flooring
acceptable if of excellent quality and fits with overall design. Artistically

finished cement floors of high quality and workmanship acceptable-
 

High quality carpet beginning to show somesignsofageing(flattening or
wearing). No stains, burns or marks,etc. Alternatively carpet with higher

percentage of man-madefibre but in new condition. Woodenortiled

flooring in need of buffing but with high quality rugs (if used). Screed
flooring acceptableifof good quality and fits with overall design.
Artistically finished cementfloors ofgood quality and workmanship

acceptable - merely painted cementfloors not acceptable.

 

6-7 High quality carpet with flattening in areas of most traffic but all in sound
condition - may be some small discolouration in places. Alternatively
cheaper new carpet. Wooden ortiled floorsa little scratched in places.
Screed flooring acceptable if of good quality and fits with overall design -
may show signs of ageingor lack of maintenance. Painted cement floors
acceptable,if of good quality and fits with overall design.

 

3-4-5 Carpets show considerable use - flattened spots, bleaching by windows,
some thinning. Unprofessionalfitting - ripples, roughill-fitting edges thin
or no underlay. There should be noholes, tears, burns or other defects

that render the carpet unsound. Vinylor low quality flooring. Chipped
wooden ortiled floors. Screed flooring acceptable if of reasonable quality

(but not necessarily in good condition) and fits with overall design.

Painted cement floor acceptable, but must be in reasonable condition.
 

1-2 Distinct signs of wearing - visible canvas/ backing fabric, patches, stains,
discolouration, obvious seams. DIY fitting - gaping joints, gaps between
carpet and wall, Several unmatchedstyles or newer carpets laid on top of

damage or worn through older ones. Woodenfloors that need a new coat

ofvarnish with ageing, worn andstained rugs. Missing tiles and obvious
chips. Screed flooring in poor condition. Painted cementfloors in poor
condition.
 

 
€) Ceiling/Roof

ing

All types ofceiling/ roofing acceptable as longasit is of excellent
quality, in good condition and professionally fitted. No flaccid ceilings/
beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping, cracking or
splitting, Professionally painted/ stained/ treated with no marksorstains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted, no flaccid
ceilings/ beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping, cracking or
splitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated.
 

Good jobofceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/ roofing of average
quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently applied, although
not necessarily professionally done.

 

3-4-5 Poorquality ceiling/ roofing, adequately fitted, but no evidence of
flaccid or splitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained, paintwork/

_ {treatment poorly done.
   Poorquality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places, evidence of

water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/ treatment old and
adequately done.
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f) Lighting 9-10 Overall high standard ofillumination giving sufficientlight forall
appropriate purposes but also designed for good effect - showing off

features of rooms/ corridors. All lights and shades of high quality

manufacture and in excellent order. No wobbly connections, bumt

shades,flimsy basesthat fall over, etc. No harsh fluorescent tubes.
 

High quality fittings with more than adequate spread illumination for

practical use. Occasional lamps, reading lights, perhaps picture lights.

 

Morethan minimal lighting. Medium quality fittings in sound condition.

No burnt shades, ageing lamps, etc. Main light plus one or two small
occasional lamps. Noextralights for effect.

 

Enoughlight for practical use, but nothing more. No occasional lamps,

etc. Fittings dated, ageing, discolouration. Stark, unattractive, harsh
lighting.

 

Lowquality fittings in poor condition - exposed, fraying wires, wobbly
fittings, loose plugs. Dim, gloomyeffect with dark areas. Glaring,

irritating, harsh fluorescentlights with no diffuser.

 

g) Atmosphere &
Ambience

Harmonious combination ofdécor, lighting and comfortable furniture.

Soothing coordinated effect. Interesting architectural features, spacious

rooms, Nointrusive noise

 

Comfortable, relaxed feel. May be some busy activity or music

background butnot intrusive. Coordinated décor, finishing,etc.

 

6-7
Comfortable seating area but may be used for otherthingsat times. A

degree ofactivity/ noise but notirritating.

 

3-4-5
Busyarea with numerousactivities going on - “corridor” effect. Harsh
lighting,intrusive noise. Awkward seating, cooking smells, not

particularly comfortable.

 

1-2

Uncomfortable, awkward seating in an area clearly used for other

purposes. Loud noise, very loud TV/radio/ noise. Smoky,old, persistent

cooking smells. Draughty. No personal touches, nothing to look at or

read.
 

2.4 DINING AREA

 

a) Decoration

 
Grading

Score

Description

 

9-10

High quality wall covering in excellent condition. Evidence of

coordinated design. Interesting architectural features, artwork, art

objects, etc. No evidence of ageing, wear and tear. High quality

professional finish.
 

Use of high quality materials, though not necessarily in pristine

condition. Alternatively more moderate quality materials if recently

decorated. Attemptto coordinate design with additionalattractive

features. No scratches,chips, stains,or scuffs. Professional

workmanship.
  6-7 Standard “domestic”style and quality of décor, some ageing but no

major wear and tear. Use of wall hangings, pictures, etc. Good

workmanship. 
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Moderate quality, ageing. Some slight damage, wear and tear. Dated
style. Sub standard application of décor. Little design input or
coordination. Tired.
 

Very old, faded, damaged wall covering. Evidence of damp/ water
penetration. Grubby marks. Evidenceof neglect. Unsightly paintwork or
exposed wiring,
 

b) Furniture &

Fittings
9-10 High degree of comfort and luxury. High quality in excellent condition.

Attractive, coordinated extras. Decorative occasional pieces in main
-troom/s and corridors. Well spaced chairs of appropriate height for
tables. Coordinated design and spacious tables,
 

High quality furniture but not necessarily new. All in sound condition but
may have "lived-in" feel. Alternatively more moderate quality furniture in
excellent condition. Comfortable easy seating. May not necessarily be of
the same design though coordinated. Good sizedtables.
 

6-7

Medium to high quality of manufacture but showing some wear andtear.
Maybe rather dated but sound. Alternatively new furniture of medium
quality. Tables large enough for uncluttered use. May be a mix ofstyles
and ages butall in good order. Design may take precedence over
comfort.
 

Uncoordinated style. Ageing seating. May show marks. Sparse
arrangement. Notparticularly comfortable orattractive. Low quality.
Maybe quite a mix ofstyles, ages, designs, shapes and heights. Tables
close together.
 

Lowquality, uncomfortable, ageing furniture. May show some damage-
scratched, loose arms/legs. Stained or grubby upholstery. Dated, jaded,
unattractive. Inadequate table size - cluttered and inconvenient.

 

 
¢) Flooring 9-10 If fitted carpets, high quality (high percentage wool content), good thick

pile and underlay, professionally laid and in pristine condition. High
quality woodenortiled flooring,professionallylaid and in pristine
condition with high quality occasional rugs or mats. Screed flooring
acceptableif of excellent quality and fits with overall design. Artistically
finished cementfloors of high quality and workmanship acceptable -
merely painted cementfloors not acceptable.
 

High quality carpet beginning to show some signsofageing(flattening or
wearing). Nostains, burns or marks,etc. Alternatively carpet with higher

percentage of man-madefibre but in new condition. Woodenortiled

flooring in needof buffing but with high quality rugs(if used). Screed
flooring acceptable if of good quality andfits with overall design.

Artistically finished cementfloors ofgood quality and workmanship
acceptable - merely painted cementfloors not acceptable.
  6-7  High quality carpet with flattening in areas of mosttraffic but all in sound

condition - may be some small discolouration in places. Alternatively

cheaper new carpet. Woodenortiled floors a little scratched in places.
Screed flooring acceptable if of good quality andfits with overall design -

mayshow signs of ageing or lack of maintenance. Painted cementfloors

acceptable, if of good quality andfits with overall design.
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3-4-5
Carpets show considerable use- flattened spots, bleaching by windows,

some thinning. Unprofessionalfitting - ripples, rough ill-fitting edges thin

or no underlay. There should be no holes, tears, burns or other defects that
renderthe carpet unsound. Vinyl or low quality flooring. Chipped wooden
ortiled floors. Screed flooring acceptable if of reasonable quality (but not

necessarily in good condition) and fits with overall design. Painted cement
floor acceptable, but must be in reasonable condition.
 

Distinct signs of wearing - visible canvas/ backingfabric, patches, stains,
discolouration, obvious seams. DIY fitting - gaping joints, gaps between

carpet and wall. Several unmatched styles or newer carpets laid on top of
damage or worn through older ones. Woodenfloors that need a new coat

of varnish with ageing, wom andstained rugs. Missing tiles and obvious
chips. Screed flooring in poor condition. Painted: cementfloors in poor

condition.

 

d) Ceiling / Reofing 9-10 All typesofceiling/ roofing acceptable as longasit is of excellent quality,

in good condition and professionally fitted. No flaccid ceilings/ beams/
poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping, cracking orsplitting.
Professionally painted/ stained/ treated with no marks orstains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted, no flaccid

ceilings/ beams/poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping, cracking or

splitting. Professionally painted/stained/ treated.
 

6-7

Goodjob ofceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/ roofing of average

quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently applied, although not

necessarily professionally done.

 

Poor quality ceiling/ roofing, adequately fitted, but no evidence of
flaccid orsplitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained paintwork /

treatment poorly done.
 

Poor quality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places, evidence of
water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/ treatment old and

adequately done.

 

 
e) Lighting 9-10 Overall high standard of illumination giving sufficient light for all

appropriate purposesbut also designedfor goodeffect - showingoff
features of rooms/corridors.All lights and shadesof high quality
manufacture and in excellent order. No wobbly connections, bumt
shades,flimsy basesthat fall over, etc. No harsh fluorescent tubes,

 

High quality fittings with more adequate spread illumination for practical
use, though noorlimited sophisticated use oflighting “effects”.
Occasional lamps, reading lights, perhapspicturelights.

 

More than minimallighting. Medium quality fittings in sound condition.
Noburnt shades, ageing lamps,etc. Main light plus one or two small

occasional lamps. Noextra lights for effect.
   Enoughlight for practical use, but nothing more. No occasional lamps,

etc.Fittings dated, ageing, discolouration.Stark, unattractive, harsh

lighting.  
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Low quality fittings in poor condition - exposed, fraying wires, wobbly
fittings, loose plugs. Dim, gloomyeffect with dark areas. Glaring,
irritating, harsh fluorescent lights with no diffuser.
 

f) Table Appointment 9-10 An emphasis on style and high quality (stainless steel, silver, etc) (as
per the market requirement). Ali pieces of cutlery and crockery
matching and coordinated andof high quality. No wear, damage,
cracks, chips, etc, Additional features such as bud vases, candlesticks,

coasters, etc. Good quality liner/ cloth napery. Large napkins. Equally
high quality accessories - ice bucket, sauce boats, jam pots, etc.
Provision of appropriate styles of cutlery for different functions and
different glasses/ crystal for different uses.
 

Itemsofsimilar style and quality as in "excellent" but perhaps morelimited in
range, fewer glasses, smaller napkins, Alternatively, high quality domestic
crockery rather than professional china. Fine glass rather than crystal, good
quality stainless steel rather than silver, etc. Limited wear, damage,etc.

 

Middle to high range domestic cutlery and crockery - all in sound condition and
main service matching. Perhaps accessories ofdifferent style but good
quality. Thick (multi-ply) paper napkins. Short tablecloth.

 

3-4-5
Variety of styles and quality, some damage, wear andtear (fading of

pattern or glaze). Thin napkins. No accessories. Saucesin bottles/
packets.
 

Mis-match patterns. Cracks, chips, well-used appearance, Pyrex or low

quality functional crockery. Small, thin (one-ply) napkins. Sticky sauce
bottles on table.

 

g) Menu
Presentation

(could be written, printed
hard copies, a black
board! similar/ verbal)

Excellent standard of presentation. If hard copy, clear, informative layout.
Attractive design in excellent condition - no grease, thumbprints, wine
stains, written correlations, etc. Wine set out in clear sections and
majority of items available (if not available notified on presentation of
list). If verbal, presentation is clearly understood and all items described in
detail. Majority of items on menu available and if not available notified on
presentation of menu.
 

High standard of presentation.If hard copy may show little wear, though
not dirty. Where a few winesor items are notavailable - clearly marked or
verbally specified. If verbal, presentation is understood and most items

describedin detail.
 

6-7
Goodstandard of presentation.If hard copy, intelligible layout but not too
top quality production. Clean, not worn or grubby. Large majority of
winesand items available and those that are not - clearly marked or

verbally specified. If verbal, presentation reasonable and understood and
some items described in detail.
 

Poor standard ofpresentation. If hard copy, scrappy appearance, well
used, stained. Many winesoutofstock - not marked, vintages wrong.If
verbal, presentation poor and noteasily understood and few items
described in detail, ,
 

No menupresentation orif presentation of unacceptable quality. If hard
copy,dirty, dog-eared. Difficult to read, Winefist out of date, bears little
relation to what is available. [f verbal, not understood and no items

describedin detail.
  h) Atmosphere &

Ambience  9-10 Harmonious combination ofdécor andlighting. Spacious room and good
layout of tables. No intrusive noise or smells, Themesor designs may add

to the ambience.   
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Highstandard offabric. Perhaps busy, with some backgroundnoise.

 

 

 

8 Tables rather close together.A little noise from the bar.

Tables quite close but with sufficient space to allow private conversation

6-7 andstaff and customersto pass without inconvenience. A certain amount
of noise and activity from other areas.

Crowded tables, awkward access, Difficult to have private

3-4-5 conversation. Intrusive noise, stuffy.

Very crowded, cramped, uncomfortable. Loud noise. Very stuffy.

1-2 Impossible to haveprivacy.

 

3. HOUSE KEEPING
 

a) Bedrooms Grading
Score

Description ,

 

9-10

High standard ofcleanliness,attention to detail. Well-made beds,

gleaming surfaces, no smears or marks. Evidence of thorough, notjust
superficial cleaning. No blow bulbs or broken equipment. Turndown

service, room tidied, any trays taken away. Curtains drawn in the
evening.

 

High standard ofcleanliness but attention to detail may not come up to
the same standard as “excellent”. One or two small areas of maintenance
missed.

 

6-7

No dust,efficient vacuuming, Equipment and room accessories not
perhapsquite as tidy and well arranged as they might be. Occasional lapse
in maintenance- odd bulb blown.All surfacesfree from dirt and polished.

 

3-4-5

Surfaces smeary/ dusty. Evidence of neglect of vacuuming under beds and
in inaccessible corners, Pieces of paper, debris in corners and under
furniture, blown bulbs, dusty light shades.

 

Very heavy dust on surfaces, high and low. Debris in wardrobe/
drawers. Bits of paper, threads and other items,grit, ete on carpet.

Long term neglect.
 

b) Guest Bathrooms Meticulousattention to hygiene. All surfaces gleaming. Clean,fresh

smell. High level ofefficiency.

 

Generally very high standard, but perhaps one or twoslight lapses.

 

6-7

Noevidenceof dust/ hairs/ grime. Surfacesall clean. Floor vacuumed
and free from dust. Slight discolouration of enamel/ grout.

 

3-4-5
Generally clean but lackingattention to detail - dust on low and high
surfaces and in inaccessible places. Surfaces and enamel dull. Flooring

discoloured. .

    Low standard of housekeeping ~ dust onall surfaces. Long-term encrusted grime
in inaccessible places, dirt and hairs on floor, in corners, Flooring around

toilet stained, smelly. : ,
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c) Guest Access

Areas

9-10 All well vacuumed.All surfaces, high and low, dust free, no cobwebs.

Table surfaces well polished no smears. Ashtrays clean. Nofingerprints
on doorplates,light switches,etc. flowers well arranged. Newspapers,
books, etc up to date and tidy

 

Generally very good level of vacuuming and dusting. Everything tidy

and well arranged.

 

High level of cleanliness. Easy seating area may have “lived-in"feel -
some books, magazines,etc ontables,

 

Clean but with some dust on high and low surfaces. Personal clutter. -

Books and magazinesoutof date, in untidy piles. Dying houseplants.
Smears on surfaces.
 

Generally neglected housekeeping - carpetbadly vacuumed. All surfaces
dusty. Cobwebs, dead insects. Dead/ wilting plants. Ashtrays unemptied.
Newspapers/ books onfloor. Dirty glasses/ cups on tables.

 

d) Public Toilets 9-10 Meticulousattention to hygiene. All surfaces gleaming. Clean, fresh
smell. High level of efficiency.

 

Generally very high standard, but perhaps oneor two slightlapses.

 

Noevidenceof dust/ hairs/ grime. Surfaces all clean. Floor vacuumed
andfree from dust.

 

Generally clean but lackingattention to detail - dust on low and high
surfaces and in inaccessible places.
 

Low standard ofhousekeeping - dust on all surfaces. Long term
encrusted grimein inaccessible places, dirt and hairs on floor, in

corners. Flooring aroundtoilet stained, smelly.

 

 
€) Dining Area High standard of cleanlinessin all areas - no evidence’of previous meal.

Efficient vacuuming. Tables alwaysset-up to high standard.

 

Generally high standard ofcleanliness - no dust, etc. May be some
clutter. Pile of menus, winelists,etc,

 

Alwaystidy and clean in time for beginning of mealservice. Generally
good standards ofdusting, tidiness.

 

Notalwaysatits tidiest. Bottles, glasses, menus on surfaces. Generally

clean but may be someduston high or low surfaces. Sometables remain
unset diring meal service. Pot plants and flowers neglected.

   Dusty, crumbson carpet, surfaces smeared, ring marked, dead/ dying
flowers. Untidy piles of menusetc scattered around. Marks, stains on
tablecloths, dirty ashtrays.
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4. FOOD & BEVERAGE & S ERVICES

In the case where restaurants are outsourced, it would be graded as part of the establishment
premises. If takeaway meals are offered as a room service (i.e. menus of external take away
operators are provided in the rooms), room service requirements shall apply.

 

a) Breakfast: 9-10 Cold buffet neatly set out, attractive containers. May optfor plated cold
Presentation courses, preferably refrigerator counter (dependent on location and energy

supply). Good range of hot and cold food. Preferably plated main course

and eggs cooked to order (on request).

 

Smaller items on buffet or fewer cold courses. Less attention to detail.
8 Smaller range of cookeditems.
 

Standard range of cold courses. Limited range of choice for cooked
6-7 items. Some choice available. ‘

 

Only basic breakfast and limited choice for cold and hot courses.

 

Badly presented. Dull combination. No choice.

 

b) Breakfast: Quality [9-10 High quality fresh ingredients (where appropriate) and wide choice.
Specialty foods and unusual dishes. Wide selection of breads and

pastries.

High quality ingredients. Perhaps lower skill in execution, but noticeable
8 attemptto provide high quality and some unusualitems. Eggs cooked to

order (on request).

 

 

All ingredients of good quality - good cooking, but no unusual or

6-7 sophisticated dishes.

 

(Low quality ingredients.

3-4-5
 

Lowquality ingredients, badly cooked.

 

c) Breakfast: 9-10 Cheerful friendly, polite, well-trained staff. High standard of personal
Service cleanliness. Promptandefficient service. Correct cutlery and glasses

supplied. Dirties to be cleaned and top-ups noted.

Well-motivated staff that shows evidenceof aspiring to excellent

8 standard, but mayfall a little short and who could benefit from more

training.

 

 

Shallingnessto be helpful and attentive. More enthusiastic than polished,

6-7 buttrying to do their.best. Would benefit from further training.

 

Low skills but basically pleasant. Informality bordering oninefficiency-

3-4-5 ~ jnotreally interested, but respondsin reasonably helpful way to requests.
Conversely well skilled and trained but lacking social skills - arrogant,

insensitive.

 

Surly,indifferent, poorly skilled staff. Slow service. No professionalism

1-2 or interest.   
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d) Meals: Presentation Well laid out on appropriate plate with attractive and appropriate garnish.
Pleasing combination of colours, textures, and shapes. Attention to care

and execution with attention on visual appeal. Carvery to be attended and
rehabilitated. Buffet replenished/refreshed.

 

Obviouscare andattention to detail with visual effect but perhaps not with
the highest degree of skill. Tendency to standardise garnish.
 

Attractive arrangementand garnish. Neat arrangementonplate.

 

Norealattempt to enhance appearance.Novariety of colours/ textures. No}
careful arrangement. Somedrying out of food, wrinkled skin on source.
Notparticularly hot.

 

1-2
Badly presented. No garnish. Dull combination. Lukewarm.

 

e) Meals: Quality 9-10 Skilful use of finest, fresh (where appropriate) ingredients, Could be

simple style but with great attention to detail and quality. Everything
prepared to the right degree. Good balance on menu with something for
moretastes.

 

Evidenceofaiming for highest quality but may not quite reach top levelof
execution, High quality fresh (where appropriate) ingredients.
 

Maybe a mixture of fresh ingredients (where appropriate) and high quality!

prepared meals. Obvious care andattention paid to preparation but perhaps
domestic in style.
 

Low quality food or expertly prepared. Not very appetizing butedible.

 

12

Lowest quality ingredients, poorly prepared. Burnt, dried out, oversalted.
Unappetizing. Inedible.
 

 
f) Meals:

Service

9-10 Cheerfulfriendly,polite, well-trained staff. Well-informed about food and
wine, High standard of personal cleanliness. Prompt and efficient service.
Correct cutlery and glasses supplied for each meal. Good timing on

courses and drinks. Any further needs responded to,

 

Well-motivated staff that shows evidence ofaspiring to excellent standard,
but mayfall a little short and who could benefit from moretraining.

 

6-7

Shallingness to be helpful and attentive. More enthusiastic than polished,

but trying to do their best. Would benefit from furthertraining.

 

3-4-5

Lowskills but basically pleasant. Informality bordering on inefficiency

notreally interested, but responds in reasonably helpful way to requests.

Conversely well'skilled and trained but lacking social skills - arrogant,

insensitive.
cs

  Surly, indifferent, poorly skilled staff. Slow service.or interest.No
professionalism orinterest.   
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 g)  Bar/Drinks:
Presentation

9-10 Appropriate glasses for all beverages. Beverages presented, poured and

displayed appropriately - according to internationally accepted etiquette
and the guest’s specific request. Wide variety in beverage presentation.

Wide variety ofdifferent glass types available as necessary. Guests asked |

how they would like their beverage presented.

 

Somevariety in different presentation styles for beverages, but overall

standard presentation techniques. Presentation good, in appropriate
glasses. Wines stored and poured appropriately.

 

Beverage presentation standard, yet unexciting. Overall good use of
different glasses.

 

Limited range of different glass types. Someattempt at basic etiquette,

 

Beverages presented in inappropriate glasses, tins, etc. No knowledge of

basic beverage presentation etiquette.

 h) Bar/ Drinks:
Quality

Knowledgeable wine advisorto assist diners with their wine choice -with

knowledge of in-stock wines. Excellent variety of wines and beverages
available. Wines from a variety of different cultivars available. Excellent
description of wines available (verbal or written) - including year. A
variety of good quality winesavailable by the glass. Excellent variety of

beverages, liqueurs, liquor, efc - including a variety of different brands

per type of beverage.

 

Goodrange of wines from a variety of cultivars. Good variety of
appropriate beverages - but perhaps only one brand peroption. Possibly
only local beverages (with limited international brands) available. Good
description of wines(verbal or written).
 

6-7
Wines from a numberof different cultivars available but limited choices
within each: Alternatively, good numberof different brands within

limited cultivar range. Good, standard range of beverages.

 

3-4-5
Limited range of standard wines and beveragesavailable.

 

1-2
Novariety and choice in beverages - only unbranded products available.

 
i) Bar/Drinks:

Service
9-10 Cheerful friendly, polite, well-trained staff. Well-informed about food and

wine. High standard of personal cleanliness. Prompt and efficient service.

Correct cutlery and glasses supplied for each meal. Good timing on

courses and drinks. Any further needs responded to.

 

Well-motivated staff that shows evidence ofaspiring to excellent

standard, but mayfall a little short and who could benefit from more

training.
 

6-7
Shallingnessto be helpful and attentive. More enthusiastic than polished,

but trying to do their best. Would benefit from furthertraining.

 

3-4-5
Lowskills but basically pleasant. Informality bordering oninefficiency -
not really interested, but responds in reasonably helpful way to requests.
Conversely well skilled and trained but lacking social skills - arrogant,
insensitive.

    Surly, indifferent, poorly skilled staff. Slow service, No Professionalism

or interest.   
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5. GENERALSERVICE & S ERVICES

 

a) Reservations Grading
Score

Description

 

9-10

Efficient, friendly and helpful reservation process- all details taken down
correctly and checked and all necessary information given and confirmation
provided or offered. Reservation completely correct on check-in.

 

Reservation dealt with promptly and friendly although nottotally
efficient. All necessaryinformation taken and provided. Confirmation
provided or offered. One or two errorson reservation on check-in.

 

6-7
Reservation dealt with reasonably well and friendly butnotefficient.
Only most necessary information taken and provided. Confirmation
provided or offered. Someerrors on reservation on check-in.

 

3-4-5
Reservation dealt with poorly. Only minimal information taken and
provided. Manyerrors on reservation upon arrival. No confirmation of

reservation provided/ offered.

 

1-2

Notpossible to make a reservation or reservation processtotally
unfriendly and inefficient. No confirmation ofreservation provided/
offered. No booking found on arrival.
 

b) Check-in &

Check-out

9-10 Prompt, thorough check-in, All necessary information given to guests -
layout of property, available facilities, meal times, etc (on request).
Promptattention. Bill correct in all details. Items explained by receptionist

on request. Guests asked if they enjoyed their stay, Positive last
impression. Staff well versed in all methods of payment.

 

Efficient check-in. Perhaps not always given full information about
facilities. Promptattention. Attemptat excellence, but perhaps lacking
professional polish. Cheerful, bill correct.

 

6-7

Registered, given key and directed to room.Bill correct. Staff obviously
shalling and trying to be helpful.

 

345

Name and address taken. Minimal information given. Key given, no

directions to room. Bill unclear (some charges not explained).
Arithmetic wrong. Staff unable to explain why charges madebutsort
things out in time. Lack training.
 

Administrative errors not proficiently rectified. Surly manner. Bill wrong
and unexplained. Staff have no idea and are unshalling to assist customer.
Longwait. Staff unable to cope with some forms of payment.

 

c) Porter Service Smart, helpful mannerofstaff readily available. Good knowledge of
Guest house facilities and local area.
 

Shalling and friendly, and reasonably knowledgeable about most matters
- shalling to find out. May have other duties but endeavoursto be

prompt.
 

Memberofstaff available to carry bags, though there may be some
delay. Cheerful, but not necessarily skilled in dealing with matters

outside Guest house environment - happy to help wherehe/she can.

   3-4-5  Long delay in getting bags to room. No further help or information,
Respondsto requests to information orhelp in indifferent way.  
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1-2 Bags ignored and/ or taken to wrong room with error not proficiently

rectified. Great difficulty in finding a porter when oneis required.

Unforthcoming, unhelpful- clearly resents having to carry other

people’s bags. Notinterested in helping guests.

d) Friendliness 9-10 Warm friendly smile. Helpful attitude. Help with luggage and provision

. &Attitude of information aboutthe establishment. All establishments attempt to
establish a good rapport and show shallingnessto please.

Cheerful demeanourandattitude. Guests shall be shown to room and

8 given necessary information told to ask if anything else required,

Pleasant appearance. Shallingness to help when asked.

6-7
Neutral behaviour- no particular enthusiasm - just doing the job.

3-4-5 .
Surly or rude behaviour. Clearindifferenceto guests, irritation at being

1-2 asked for anything

©) General Efficiency {9-10 Excellentlevel ofefficiency. Any messages forwarded promptly.Efficient

communication with other departments - summoningporter, booking

restauranttable,etc.

Very goodlevelofefficiency. Good responses to any requests, but

8 guest’s needs aren’t anticipated.

Good levelofefficiency. All requests dealt with pleasantly.

6-7
Fair level of efficiency, Rather unshalling response to any requests.

3-4-5
Poorlevel ofefficiency. Markedreluctanceto give any help.

1-2
f£) Guest Services 9-10 Excellentlevelof efficiency and complete attempt to assist with all

reasonable services/ items required and find appropriate solutions.

Very goodlevelofefficiency. Good responsesto any requests, but
(8 guest’s needs aren’t anticipated and guests requests are sometimesnot

fulfilled.

Goodlevel of efficiency. All requests dealt with pleasantly, but many
6-7 requests notfulfilled.

Fair level of efficiency. Rather unshalling response to any requests and

3-4-5 most requestsnot fulfilled.

Poorlevelofefficiency. Marked reluctance to give any help andall

1-2 requests are not fulfilled.
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g) StaffAppearance 9-10 Clean, neat, appropriate clothes. A general smart, well-groomed

appearance.
 

Approaching excellent, but lacking thefinal touch. Perhaps some

items a little ilt fitting: All clothing clean.

 

6-7

A noticeable attempt to be smart. Nostains, tears, etc but dressed for

comfort rather than smartness.
 

3-4-5

-|{Clothes starting to look worn, rumpled,lived in, but basically clean.

Hair a bit uncontrofled.

 

Dirty, stained, frayed, holed clothes, dirty shoes. Handsand finger

nails grubby. Hatr unwashed and out of control. Unshaven.
Smelly. .
 

h) Tourist Information Information packs in bedroomsor in reception/ lounge on immediate and

surrounding area as well as accommodation specific information. Books,

pamphlets on matters of focal interest, leisure facilities, etc. Personally

prepared information. Staff well versed on relevant tourist information.
Staff shalling to assist and inform tourists on thelocal area. High

attention to personaliseditineraries and personalinterest in guest’s

information requirements.
 

As for excellent but limited range. Staff not as well versed.

 

6-7

Few pamphlets available on surrounding area. Staff able to assist but

not well versed.
 

3-4-5
Limited information at reception only. Staffs have very. limited

knowledge.

 

12
Noiriformation or out-of-date information. Staff unableto assist.

  

 
i) Access to

Communication

9-10 24-hour access to external and internal communication e.g. telephone,

internet, etc in bedroom orin establishment. Direct dialling available

within guest rooms. Communicationfacilities and equipmentin excellent

condition, Clear and visible communication to guests on the availability of}

communication facilities and how to access it. Knowledgeable,friendly

and promptassistance to guests in the use of communication.
 

18-hour access to external and internal communication e.g. telephone,

internet, etc in bedroom orin establishment. Direct dialling available

within guest rooms. Communication facilities and equipment in good

condition. Clear and visible communication to guests on the availability of

communication facilities and how to accessit. Friendly and helpful (but

not necessarily knowledgeable) assistance to guests in the use of

communication.
 

6-7 Reasonable access to external and internal communication throughout

the day e.g. telephone, internet, etc either in bedroom orin

establishment. Communication facilities and equipmentin reasonable

condition. Some communication to guests on the availability of

communication facilities and how to accessit, but inconsistent.

Friendly and helpful (but not necessarily Knowledgeable) assistance to

guests in the use of communication. *  
 

3-4-5 Poor access to external and internal communication throughout the day

e.g. telephone,internet, etc either in bedroomor in establishment.

Communication facilities and equipmentin poor condition. No
communication to guests on the availability of communicationfacilities

 

  
and howto access it, Noassistance toguests in the use of communication.
Limited or No access fo communication. .  
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LODGES: SCHEDULE 4

Requirementsforregistering a lodge

An accommodation establishment located in natural surroundings offering food and beverage
services, and some outdooractivities like game viewing, canoeing,etc. Their rates are usually

inclusive offood and beverage and activities.

GRADING PROCEDURES

1. Physical Facilities

1.1 Exterior

a) Signage

b) Driveway

c) Guest Parking

d) Ground and Gardens

e) Outdoor Guest Seating

f) Recreational Facilities

g) Appearance of Buildings

2. Physical Facilities

2.1 Bedrooms

a) Bedding

b) Beds

c) Decoration

d) Furniture & Fittings

e) Flooring

Ceiling / Roofing

Floor space/Layout
*

h) Temperature Control

i) Lighting

j) Accessories
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2.2 Bathroom

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

8)

h)

Towelling

Decoration

Fixtures & Fittings

Flooring

Ceilings / Roofing

Lighting

Floor space / Layout

Accessories

2.3 Dining Areas

a)

b)

¢)

d)

)

8)

h)

Decoration

Furniture & Fittings

Flooring

Ceiling / Roofing

Lighting

Table Appointment

Menu Presentation

Atmosphere & Ambience

2.4 Public Areas

a).

¢)

d)

3)

f)

g)

Signage

Decoration

. Furniture & Fitting

Flooring >,

Ceiling / Roofing

Lighting

Atmosphere & Ambience

Housekeeping

(a) Bedrooms
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(b) Bathroams

(c) Public areas

(d) Dining Areas

(e) Public Toilets

4. Food & Beverages & Services

(a) Breakfast: Presentation

(b) Breakfast: Quality

(c) Breakfast: Service

(d) Meals: Presentation

(e) Meals: Quality

(f) Meals: Service

(g) Bar/Drinks: Presentation

(h) Bar/Drinks: Quality

(i) Bar/Drinks: Service

5. General Service & Services

(a) Reservations

(a) Check-in & Check-out

(b) Porter Service

(c) Friendliness & Attitude

(d) General Efficiency

(e) Public Area Service

(f) Guest Service

(g) Staff Appearance

(h) Tourist Information

(i) Access to Communication
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The minimumrequirementsfor lodgesfor registration purposesasset out in the "The Registration
ofAccommodation Establishments Regulations, 2008"is adequate for general registration and

grading purposes. Some additional minimum requirements for the top grades (4 and 5 star) are
specified below and must be adhered to in orderfor lodges to achieve a fourorfive star grading:

 

Description 4 Star § Star

 

General e New, purpose built 4-star Lodges

that have more than floors, should have

lifts installed.

e {f not in the nearby vicinity (easy
walking distance), 4- and 5-star

lodges should offer a utility shop
open daily from at least 24 hours.

e New,purposebuilt 5-star Lodges that

have

more than 3 floors, should havelifts installed.

e If notin the nearby vicinity (easy walking

distance), 4- and 5-star lodges should offer a

utility shop open daily from at least 24 hours.

 

e Facsimile service on the premises,

stamps &

Mailing facilities and Messages for guests
to be recorded & and handed over when
collecting keys,etc.

e Foreign exchange service should be
provided.

* A 24 hour wake-up call service should
be made available by telephone.

¢ Facsimile service on the premises,
stamps &

mailing facilities; and Messages for guests
to be recorded and delivered when collecting
keys, or key cards etc.

¢ Foreign exchange service should be
provided.

¢ A 24 hour wake-up call service should

be made available by telephone.

 

-|Food &

Beverage

Services  
* There should be a served beverage

service in the public lounge and/or bar
area.

e Service of alcoholic beverages

should be provided throughout
the day.

e Mini bars in roomsare acceptable.  
« There should be a served beverage service

in the public lounge and/orbar area.

¢ Service of alcoholic beverages should be
provided throughout the day.

¢ Mini bars in rooms are acceptable.  
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Bedrooms e Room size must be comfortable and

adequately accommodate all the
furniture provided.

© The bedroom should have at least two
seating chairs.

© !fappropriate and fit for the
nurnase

televisions must have a remote

control and a wide choice of
channels should be provided..

e Air-conditioning and/or other
formsof heating or cooling are
preferred in

conditions where extreme day

night temperatures are
experienced.

¢ There should be a hairdryer in

each room.

* All bedding/linen should be clean

and

debris and stain frée. A top-sheet,
under-
sheet and a base cover should be on

each bed.

® Wireless internet service should be
available in all bedrooms.

« Room size must be comfortable and

adequately accommodateall the
furniture provided.

e The bedroom should haveat least two

chairs.

e New purposebuilt 5-star lodges
should offer at least | suite.

« fappropriate andfit for the purpose
televisions must have a remote
control ajd

and a wide choice of channels should be
provided. Air-conditioning and/orother
forms of heating or cooling are preferred

in

conditions where extreme day and/or

night temperatures are experienced,

All 5-star lodge rooms should have

air-conditioning.

¢ For 5-star lodges there should be a safe
in each room.

* There should be a hairdryer in each

e There should be a hairdryer in each room.

e All bedding/linen should be clean and
debris :

and stain free. A top-sheet, under-sheet and a

base cover should

base cover should be on each bed,

e [f duvets are to be used, an under-sheet,
Top-sheet and blanket should be provided.

¢ Wireless internet service should be
available in all bedrooms.

 

Bathrooms

 
e A bath and showershould be

available (the shower may be over

the
the bath).

* A range of guest amenities should be

provided.

¢ Ifswimmingfacilities are provided a
separate towel to be used should be

made

available for each guest. 
e A bath and shower should be available

(the

shower may beover the bath).

e A range of guest amenities should be
provided.

¢ New,purpose built 5-star lodge
bathrooms should have a separate bath

and shower.

e A range of quality guest amenities

should be provided. 
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¢ Ifswimming facilities are provided a

separate towel to be used should be made

available for each guest.

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

Lounge e A lounge or seating area should e A separate lounge with seating facilities

be provided in the lobby area be provided.

Stationary e Stationary folders containing e Stationary folders containing stationary,

writing paper, envelopes and a writing paper, envelopes and a directory
directory of services should be services should be provided.

provided.

Newspapers * Newspapers should be made available © Newspapers should be made available and

_ * {delivered to guest. delivered to guest roomsdaily.

Telephone e A telephone should be provided in the ¢ A telephone should be provided in the
bedroomsand the unit charges should bedroomsand the unit charges should be

be made known. made available/known.

e This service should be provided for e This service should be available for 24-hrs
24-hours a day. a day.

Laundry A Provision should be made for the A Provision should be made for the following:
Service following: . Same day dry-cleaning; and

. Same day, dry-cleaning; and ° Laundry service.

. Laundry service. _» NOTE:Dry-cleaning service may be waived,

NOTE:Dry-cleaning service may be with due regard to the geographical location if
waived, with due regard to the contracted out.

geographical location if contracted out.

Restaurants e A full service restaurant open to e full service restaurant open to

 
residents should be available if

no alternative restaurant/s of
high standards are available in

the vicinity of the lodge. A full

hot meal
served in a suite is also

acceptable, where the
establishmentoffers full
diningfacilities in each suite
(ie. table, crockery, cutlery,
condiments,linen, glassware,

etc).

« Room service should be
provided (18 hours in‘4-star

lodges). This may be °,

outsourced, but should be of a

standard that conformsto the

standard of the lodge.  

residents should be available if no

alternative restaurant/s of high
standards are available in the vicinity

of the lodge. A full hot mealserved in

a suite is also acceptable, where the
establishment offers full dining
facilities in each suite (i.e. table,

crockery, cutlery, condiments, linen,

glassware,etc).

e Room service should be
provided(24. hours in 5-star
lodges) This may be

outsourced, but should be
of a standard that conforms

to the standard of the

lodge.

 

 

 



 

1.1 Exterior
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PHYSICAL FACILITIES: EXTERIOR

 

a) Signage - external
to property and on

grounds.

Grading

score
Description

 

9-10 Signs in excellent condition (like new). Attractive and blends well
into the environment, Provides clear indication of location of

establishmentandfacilities. Signs are visible from all access
points/ directions and during the day and at night.

 

Signs in good condition (but clearly not new). Reasonably

attractive and blends reasonably with the environment. Provides
indication of location of establishment and facilities. Signs are

visible from all directions and during the day and at night.

 

6-7 Signs in reasonable condition, but clearly ageing. Inappropriate

for the environment. Provides indication oflocation of
establishmentand facilities: Signs are not visible from all
directions and only visible during the day.

 

3-4-5 Signsin poor condition (someletters no longervisible or difficult -

to read). Inappropriate for the environment. Location of

establishment and facilities not clear (ie arrows in wrong
directions or fades, etc). Signs are not visible from all directions
 

Limited or No signage.

 

b) Driveway
(including access to

units, if relevant) -

maybetar, brick,

gravel, or any other
fit for purpose surface.

c) Guest parking

Driveway in excellent condition, with well-maintained road

surfaces and excellent drainage. Accessible byall types of vehicles

and/or only 4x 4 (as required by market). Driveway width
conducive to traffic moving in both directions (either by two way

driveway or specific passing nodes).

 

Driveway in good condition, with maintained road surfaces and
good drainage but showing somesigns of decay. Accessible byall

types of vehicles and/or only 4x 4 (as required by market).
Driveway width conduciveto traffic moving in both directions

(either by two way driveway orspecific passing nodes).
 

6-7 Drivewayin reasonable condition, but some small potholes/puddles

or uneven road surfaces. Reasonable drainage. Accessible by all

types of vehicles and/or only 4x 4 (as required by market). Passing
areas have been allowed for but are not clearly marked.

 

3-4-5 Drivewayin poor condition, with many uneven surfaces or some
large potholes/ puddles. However drivewayisstill drivable. Not

accessible byall types of vehicles, mainly 4x 4, but acceptable if

that is transport of primary source markets. No passing areas have

been allowed for.

 

Drivewayin a terrible condition - poorly surfaced with many large

potholes/ puddles. Drivewayis barely drivable. Only accessible by

4x4 vehicles, but acceptable if that is transport of primary source

markets. No passing areas have been allowed for.

   Clearly marked parking bays in a secure environment. External

security lighting (if appropriate to environment).
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Organised and secure parking. Marked bays where appropriate,
Someexternal security lighting (if appropriate to environment),

 

6-7 Parking in secure environment but not necessarily organized or
clearly marked. Limited external security lighting provided.

 

3-4-5 Little attempt to contro! parking. Owners/staff vehicles taking up
mostofthe available parking space.

 

Limited or No parking available.

 

d) Grounds &

Gardens
underthe control or
managementof the
establishment may
include a swimming

pool.

9-10 Evidenceof systematic programmeof maintenance - well tended
formal gardensorattractive "natural" environment. Tidy and well-lit
pathways (as appropriate to location/ lighting source). Attractive
appearance throughoutthe year. No disorder or rubbish and no
evidenceoflitter. No clutter/ disorder around service areas (if
accessible/ visible to guests).

 

High standards of maintenance in formal gardens, Outlying areas
may be more"natural". Pleasant and tidy appearance throughoutthe
year. No clutter/ disorder around service areas(if accessible/ visible
to guests). Good externallighting (as appropriate to location/
lighting source).
 

No overgrown, tangled areas (whether formal or natural garden).
Immediate surrounds kept tidy and well maintained (whether formal
or natural garden. Lawns, if any, cut regularly through the season
and edges trimmed. Evidence of someattempt to produce a pleasing

effect with some interesting design. Uncluttered access to
accommodation, Some external lighting (as appropriate to location/
lighting source), Clear access.
 

3-4-5 Gardensand enclosed area around establishment are kept under
control. Little attemptat interesting design. Domestic disorder kept
to -a minimum.
 

Neglected and overgrown appearance, weeds in most areas. Rubbish
and clutter visible and untidily stacked. Disorderly appearance. Poor
lighting (as appropriate to location/ lighting source).

 

¢) Outdoorguest
seating/ relaxation

areas(this may
include private terraces
adjacent to the roomsor
general seating areas)

9-10 Provision of high quality outdoorfurniture/ seating facilities
appropriate to the nature of the marketattracted to the establishment
and the numberof guests catered for.
Furniture/ seating facilities in excellent condition. Outdoor seating
area to have an attractive appearance throughoutthe year - no
disorder or rubbish and no evidenceoflitter.
   Provision of good quality outdoor furniture/ seating facilities

appropriate to the nature of the market attracted to the establishment
and the numberofguests catered for. Furniture/ seatingfacilities in
good condition. but showing some wear, Outdoorseating area to
havean attractive appearance throughout the year - no disorder or
rubbish and no evidenceoflitter.  
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Provision of reasonable quality outdoor furniture/ seating facilities
appropriate to the nature of the marketattracted to the
establishment, but insufficientto cater for all guests. Furniture/

seating facilities in reasonable condition - showing some wearbut
evidence of maintenance. Outdoorseating area has an attractive
appearance for most of the year, however some evidenceofdisorder
or rubbish/ litter.
 

 3-4-5 Provision of poor quality outdoor furniture/ seating facilities and

insufficient to cater for all guests. Furniture/ seating facilities in
poor condition - showing significant wear and no evidence of
maintenance. Outdoorseating area has an unattractive with

evidence of disorder or rubbish/litter.

 

Limited or No outdoorrelaxation areas provided.

 

f) Recreationalfacilities

(not to assess the extent of

facilities provided, only
the quality/ condition of actual
facilities offered)

Recreationalfacilities (either provided on the premises or offered
on other premises) provided of excellent quality and in excellent
condition.

 

Recreationalfacilities (either provided on the premisesor offered
on other premises) provided of good quality and in good condition
(showing some wear but evidence of maintenance). Or of high

quality but only reasonable condition.
 

6-7
Recreationalfacilities (either provided on the premises or offered
on other premises) provided of reasonable quality and in
reasonable condition (showing wear and maintenance seem
haphazard).
 

3-4-5
Recreational facilities (either provided on the premisesor offered
on other premises) provided of poor quality and/or in poor
condition (showing considerable wear and maintenance seem
haphazard).

 

Recreational facilities (either provided on the premisesor offered
on other premises) provided of poor quality and/orin total state of
disrepair. No evidence of maintenance.
 

g) Appearance of
Buildings

 
9-10 Absence of weathering, fresh well-maintained paintwork, and an

overall clean and "new"look, no unsightly staining and well-
maintained paintwork or wallfinishing. Visible outbuildings or
annexesto be ofa similar standard. Externallighting. Addition of
attractive architectural features (applicable to market), etc.

 

High quality maintenance of paintwork and stone /brickwork
though some natural weathering may bepresent. All areas of
paintworkto be in sound condition. Some additional external
features to enhance appearance.

 

6-7

Paintwork, windows,drains, etc in goodstate of repair, though not

necessarily recent. No obviousstructural defects or damage. -
"Plain" architectural features but still appropriate to the market.
 

Woodwork generally in sound condition, though some areas of
paint may be ageing and rather weathered. Small defects, damage,
crack, etc. No evidence ofrecent repairs, paintwork,etc.
  Generally neglected buildings. Obviousstructural defects or

damage (crumbling brickwork, cracked stone). Flaking paint,
illegible signs, rotting exposed wood. 
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2, PHYSICAL FACILITIES - INTERIOR

2.1 BEDROOMS

Should establishment comprise of different types of rooms(i.c..rooms with different looking
structures, or built at significantly different time periods) then grading should be completed for
each type, and the average score for the sections applied.

 

a) Bedding Grading |Description .

Score
 

High quality linen, laundered and well toned. Comfortable linen fit in
9-10 relation to bed size. A good supply ofpillows, cushions. Thick, weighty

blankets with spares available (season and location dependent). Good

quality duvet (season and location dependent) coordinated with

bedroom décorand softs if no separate bedcover. Bedcovers thickly

quilted or similar high quality, coordinated with bedroom decor and

other soft furnishings.

All bedlinen to be of high quality though may not be in a brand new
8 condition - coordinated with other soft furnishings.

 

 

Sheets well toned, but not necessarily best quality linen. Medium
6-7 quality bed covers/ spreadsbutfree from stains, holes and wear.

 

Linen of cheaper polyester mixture, thinning, faded. Thin pillows/

 

 

3-4-5 duvets. :

Cheaplinen with fraying edges, holes, faded. No pillows or stained

1-2 pillows with holes.

b) Beds 9-10 ’ 1Bed sizes frequently larger than standard single size. Bed of high
quality with sound mattresses. In excellent condition. Decoration or

interesting bed frames (excellent quality). Concrete bases acceptable as
long as interesting design features added and of excellent workmanship

and fits with overall design. If headboards, offering a degree of

comfort and free from heador otherstains.
 

Very good firm mattresses and sound base. Bed to be of high quality

8 though not new. Bed frames may be ofan olderstyle, but in good

condition and goodquality.

 

Standard domestic quality bed frames, divans and mattresses ~ all in

6-7 sound condition. Headboards may be a simple wooden board or

continental pillow.
 

Domestic mattresses that are well used, thin on divan base. Tendencyto
3-4-5 moveor creak. No flaccid, broken struts, uneven legs, wobbly

headboardsor sloping frames.

 

Concave mattress shape with fittle or no resistance or bounce. Legs

 

1-2 loose, caster/ s missing, stains marks and holes, Creaking frame,

, / flaccid support.

c) Decoration 9-10 High quality wall covering (paint or wallpaper). Attention to detail,
thoughtful coordination of pattems, colours and textures. If plain décor
then addition of high quality pictures, art objects, etc. All work should

{ook professional and be well executed. If natural stone used for wall

covering, in excellent condition.

 

8 Highquality wall covering, but need not be in excellent condition.

Signs of wear andtear(i.e. scratches, water splashes, finger marks,

etc). Room décor may range from excellent to good. If natural stone

used for wall covering, in good condition. —     
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6-7 Good job of applying wall covering of average quality. Some pictures in
good frames. Attempt to coordinate patterns and colours. Nojarring
mismatch of colours and styles. Décor may be some years old but not
damaged, scratched, torn or stained. Room decor may range from
excellent/ very good to good. If natural stone used for wall covering, in
reasonable condition showing some ageing.
 

Ageingdécor, this is of an average quality. Sub standard application
ofpaint/ wallpaper. Little attention to detail. Plain style with no
adornment. Some wear andtear. If natural stone used for wall
covering, in poor condition.
 

Low-grade materials poorly executed. Mis-matchofstyles and colours.
Noticeable wear and tear, stains, splashes, scratches, tears, etc. Few

pictures/ graphics(if any) or wall hangings. Unsightly pipe work,
exposed wiring. Signs of damp.If natural stone used for wall covering,

in unacceptable condition.

 

d) Furniture

and Fittings

9-10 Excellentintrinsic quality and in excellent condition. Furniture of sound

construction,attractive professional finish and detailing. Little or no sign
of ageing, wear andtearorill-use. Ample hanging space. Attractive
comfortable easy seating with upholstery in excellent condition (inside
or on patio). Full, well-lined curtains with appropriate accessories, in
working order.
 

High intrinsic quality of materials may show somesignsofuse.
Alternatively new, good (as opposed to excellent) quality furniture and
fittings. Curtains to be full and effective in retaining heat/ keeping out

light.
 

Furniture which may have been “excellent” or "very good”, but through
ageing, showing signs of wear andtear. Alternatively medium quality
range of materials and construction in sound and useable condition.
There should be no damage,stains or fraying furniture. No jarringly
uncoordinated styles - all furniture to be of a broadly similar standard.
 

Fumiture of average quality and in well-used condition.Little
coordinationofstyles; some slight damage may be apparent, but all
items capable ofuse. Surfaces not well maintained. Thin, short,
skimpy curtains. Somestains, marks on soft fittings.

 

Low quality materials, poor construction, damaged, marked or
scratched. Uncoordinated styles. Thin, unlined curtains, stained, worn

upholstery.
  e) Flooring 9-10 High quality wooden,tiled or stone flooring, professionally laid and in

pristine condition covered with high quality occasional rugs or mats.
Screed flooring acceptableif ofgood quality and fits with overall
design. Artistically finished cementfloors of high quality and
workmanship acceptable - merely painted cementfloors not acceptable.

   Wooden,tiled or stoneflooring in need ofbuffing but with high quality
rugs. Screed flooring acceptableif of good quality and fits with overall

design - may showsigns of ageing orlack of maintenance. Painted
cementfloors acceptable,if of good quality and fits with overall design.  
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Wooden,tiled or stone floorsa little scratched in places. Screed flooring

acceptable if of good quality and fits with overall-design - may show
signs of ageing or lack of maintenance. Painted cementfloors
acceptable,if of good quality andfits with overall design.
 

Wooden floors that need a new coat of varnish with ageing, worn and

stained rugs. Missing tiles and obvious chips. Screed flooring in poor
condition. Painted cementfloors in poor condition.

 

 

f) Ceiling/ Roofing 9-10 All types ofceiling/ roofing acceptable as long asit is of excellent
quality, in good condition and professionallyfitted. No flaccid ceilings/

beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping, cracking or
splitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated with no marks or

stains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionallyfitted no flaccid

ceilings / beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping,
crackingorsplitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated.
 

6-7

Good job ofceiling/ roofing application andceiling/ roofing of average
quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently applied, although

not necessarily professionally done.

 

3-4-5

Poorquality ceiling/ roofing adequately fitted, but no evidence of

flaccid or splitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained paintwork/

treatment poorly done.
 

Poorquality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places, evidence of
water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/ treatment old and

adequately done.
 

g) Floor space/ Layout 9-10 A spacious, well-planned room with furniture in convenientplaces.
Ease ofaccessto all furniture, cupboards, wardrobes, drawers, etc. A

sitting area with sufficient space to relax (if market appropriate). Space

to put luggageso that it does notclutter the room and. obstruct access.
Easy accessto all facilities. TV visible from sitting area or bed.
Unrestricted view offull mirror. All plug points functionally located.
 

Reasonably spacious room with good accessto all furniture and

facilities. No areas ofrestricted access or obstruction. Not necessary to
have a separatesitting area but room mustbe large enough to
comfortably contain an easy chair in addition to the standard bedroom

furniture (if market appropriate). All plug points functionally located.

 

6-7
Room large enough to contain all necessary furniture and to allow

accessto all facilities but there may be someslightly restricted areas. A
chair may serve a dual purpose- easy seating and dressing table. To

allow access some care may be takenin the positioning and design of

furniture. Not all plug points are functionally located.

 

3-4-5

Cluttered feel to room. Overlarge furniture for floor space. Need to
move some thingsto get to others. Awkward opening of drawers,

cupboards, wardrobesetc. Little room for luggage. Few plug points

are functionally located.

 

Furniture too large or plentiful for room. Access to mostfacilities
restricted or awkward. No plug points are functionally located. .

  h) Temperature
Control

9-10  Thermostatically and individually controlled heating and/or cooling

system capable of maintaining a comfortable room temperature.
Appropriate to size. and location of room. Apparatus in excellent
condition.If location/energy supply does notallow for air conditioning,

significant other means of temperature control applied, ie many opening

windows, shadytrees, fans, fireplaces, hot water bottles.
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Individual control by guest atall times, some ageing of excellent

apparatus. Good quality and quiet wall mounted air-conditioners (if

appropriate). If location/energy supply does not allow for air

conditioning, several other means oftemperature control applied,ie

many opening windows,shady trees, fans, fireplaces, hot water bottles.
 

 6-7 Effective heating and/ or cooling provided in rooms when appropriate
(underindividual control). Not necessarily the most up to date system.
Large, slightly noisy, wall mounted air conditioners apply here(if
appropriate). If location/energy supply doesnot allowfor air
conditioning, some other meansof temperature control applied, ie many
opening windows,shadytrees, fans, fireplaces, hot water bottles.
 

3-4-5
Free standing apparatus able of maintaining a reasonably comfortable
temperature in room. Ageing appliances.If location/ energy supply does
not allow for air conditioning, one or two other means of temperature
control applied, ie many opening windows,shadytrees, fans, fireplaces,
hot water bottles.
 

Old low quality appliances, Heat/cold only available close to apparatus
i.e. apparatus unable to maintain a comfortable temperature throughout
the room.[f location/ energy supply doesnotallow for air conditioning,
no other means of temperature control applied, ie many opening

windows, shadytrees, fans,fireplaces, hot water bottles.

 
i) Lighting 9-10

.|Dimness/glare. Light sourcesin all appropriate places- especially for
Overall high standardofillumination in room. Controllable

shaving, make-up, contact lenses, reading, etc. Bedside lighting control
separate for each occupant.All lights and shadesofhigh quality

manufacture and in excellent order, No wobbly connections, bumt
shades,flimsy bases thatfall over, etc.
 

Provision of more sources oflight than is strictly necessary i.e. more}
than just centre and bedside lights. High quality fittings, lamp bases,etc.

 

More than adequate room light. Quality bedside and/ or bed head lamps
with control by each occupant. Preferably further sourcesof light in
rooin but not necessarily. Good blendofnatural/ electric light during

day.
 

Minimumillumination in room. Restricted naturallight. Fittings ageing,
beginning to look scruffy.

 Dim, gloomy lighting. Low quality fittings and appliances. Light in
inappropriate places. Poor natural light. Hidden controls. Shades bumt,

scruffy, stained,etc.

  j) Accessories A wide range to be provided ofthe followinglist of high quality extras

for guests e.g. fruit bowl, plants, books and magazines, mending kit,

potpourri, shoe polishing cloth or pad, biscuits, mineral water, sweets/

mints/ chocolates, tea tray with variety of teas/ hot chocolate/ coffees/
milk, comprehensive well presented room information, mini-bar, ton
and toning board or valet service (on request), laundry service (on

request), hair dryers (on request), plug adaptors (on request).

 

A reasonable proportion of the above.

 

One ortwo items only of average quality.

 

One or twoitemsonly of average quality.

   Oneor twoitems only of very poor quality.  
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2.2 BATHROOMS

All bathroomsshould havesufficient space to allow freedom ofmovementfor guests and access

to all fittings.

All grades must have en-suite bathrooms whichshall include only a bath or only a shower. 4 and
5-star lodges must have a bath and shower; shower could be in thebath.

 

a) Towelling Grading |Description
Score :
 

Full range of towel sizes - bath sheet, bath towel, hand towel, face
9-10 -jcloth for each guest. Provision of towelling robes, Thick, heavy, fluffy

quality with plenty of pile. Replace on guest request/ instruction, but at
least every second day (unless guest requests otherwise with particular
reference to environmental issues).

 

Rangeoftowels including bath sheet/ towel and hand towel per guest
8 but not quite such heavy quality as found in excellent. Changed

frequently or at guest’s request.

 

Good quality bath and hand towels in sound condition.

 

 

 

 

 

 

6-7
Moderate quality towels, showing age. Ratherthin, fraying edges,

3-4-5 small size. Faded.

Very thin, small, scratchy, old, fraying, someholes, stained, faded.

1-2 Low absorbency.

b) Decoration 9-10 Highest quality wall coverings. Tites well fitted. Grouting in excellent
condition. No marks,stains, condensation damage. No peeling
wallpaperorflaking paint. In excellent condition.

Maybe high quality finish but not alwaysrecent - some signs of wear
8 butall in sound condition. Alternatively, may be recently decorated but

not with the highest quality materials, though a good and professional

job.

Not necessarily recently decorated though in sound condition and
6-7 reasonable quality materials used. Some signs of wear.

Lower quality materials, ageing, and evidence ofpoor standard ofDIY.
3-4-5 Poor condition with someevidence of damp and marks.

 

No decoration orvery tired and old style. Damp/ condensation marks.
1-2 Cheap very low quality finish, unprofessionally applied. Sealant or

grouting mouldy. For paintworksignificant chipping or flaking and for

wallpapersignificantpeeling.

 

c) Fixtures & Fittings |9-10 ‘|High quality, solid, well-madefittings in excellent order and matching
(no curtains/screens style. High quality finish, Sturdy and high quality bath. Attractive

required for outside showerscreen (no curtains}. Good sized washbasin. Easily used,
showers} responsive controls. Hot water atall times (dependent on locatiort and

energy supply).      
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Generally high quality fittings throughout, but not necessarily new.
Good-sized bath. Showerscreen or good quality curtain (if necessary to
keep surrounding area free from water). All porcelain in good order - no
cracks, crazing or dull finish, no stains. Matching and coordinated
styles.
 

6-7 Standard domestic range of bathroom fittings. Sturdy steel or acrylic
bath. Bathroom may have a showeror a bath. May be showing some
wear but in sound, clean condition. No smal! baths or under-sized

showers with awkward access. Hot water at all reasonable times.

 

 
Ageing fittings - dull finish to porcelain, chrome wearing off. Weak
showerpressure. Intermittent hot waterorat restricted hours. Fittings

not matching. Out ofdate style or colour, well used. Rough DIY
grouting/ sealant. Some "module" bathrooms with very restricted space
and inconvenient layout.
 

1-2
Bath enamel chipped,stained, dull and cheap plastic bath that moves
and creaks. Very small shower with trickle of water. Stained or mouldy
‘grouting/ sealant and cheap, thin showercurtain. Cracked washbasin or
toilet. Ill fitted cheap plastic toilet and cover. Discoloured plastic

cistern. Plastic taps, loose or broken towel rail. Evidence of cigarette
burns, damageetc.
 

d) Flooring 9-10 Tiled or stone flooring in need of buffing but with high quality rugs.
Painted cement floors acceptable,ifofgood quality and fits with
overall design. All flooring to be sealed,
 

Tiled or stonefloors little scratched in places. Painted cement floors
acceptable, if of good quality and fits with overall design, All flooring
to be sealed.

 

Chippedtiled or stone floors. Painted cementfloor acceptable, but
must be in reasonable condition. All flooring to be sealed.

 

Painted cement floors in poor condition. Flooring not sealed.

 

Numerous chips and entire pieces missing. Flooring notsealed.

 

e) Ceiling/ Roofing All types ofceiling/ roofing acceptable as long as it is of excellent
quality, in good condition and professionally fitted. No flaccid ceilings/
beams/polesor evidence of water leakage, seeping, cracking or
splitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated with no marks or
stains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted no flaccid
ceilings / beams / poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping,
crackingorsplitting. Professionally painted/ stained/treated.
 

6-7
Goodjob ofceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/ roofing of average
quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently applied, although
not necessarily professionally done.
 

Poorquality ceiling/ roofing adequately fitted, but no evidence of
flaccid orsplitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained paintwork /
treatment poorly done. a
 

Poorquality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places, evidence of
water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/ treatment old and
adequately done.
  f) Lighting 9-10 Lighting effectiveness for all purposes - shaving, make-up, and

contact Jenses, particularly at washbasin/ shaving point. Excellent
quality fittings.

 

High standard oflight fittings - centre, main light plus adequate shaving
light, possibly supplementary lights.

  6-1 Centrelight and shaving light, well positioned providing adequate light.
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3-4-5 Dim centre light and awkwardly placed shaving light. Stark fluorescent
tube on ageing fittings.

 

  
Gloomy, badly placed, ageing, damagedlightfittings.

 

 

g) Floor Space/Lay out Conveniently laid out bathroomwith easy accessto all facilities. Plenty
of provision for laying outtoiletries and hanging up clothes, etc. A high
level of spaciousness.

 

Good-sized rooms with accessto all facilities. May be room for only
one personat a time. No awkward cornersor obstructed parts. Good
space fortoiletries.
 

6-7
Adequate size of room for one person, but no awkward access or
inconvenientposition of facilities, etc. Adequate space fortoiletries.

 

3-4-5
Restricted space leading to small bath or shower, small washbasin and
awkward access. Limited space fortoiletries.

 

Very small room with facilities in separate small rooms. Very awkward

access. Limited room for drying/ dressing. Small washbasin, cramped
accessto toilet.

 

 
h) Accessories 9-10 High quality toilet paper (for example 2-ply). A wide range ofexcellent

quality accessories provided in the bathroom e.g. wrapped soap,
shampoo, moisturiser, aftershave, cologne, showergel, conditioner,

tooth brushes, tooth paste, showercap,toilet bags,tissues, cotton wool
balls, cotton buds, laundry rack (on request), etc.
 

A reasonable proportion of excellent quality items from the abovelist.
No well-used ageing bottles, scrappy sachets or sticky containers. High
quality toilet paper.

 

Asmall range from the above,all in good condition and of good
quality. Medium qualitytoilet paper.

 

3-4-5

Oneor twoitems from the abovelist of average quality (wrapped
soap or showergel is compulsory).

 

1-2 One or two items from the abovelist of poor quality (wrapped soap or
showergel is compulsory). 
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2.3. DINING AREA(S)

' (All areas used for dining purposes must be graded, i.e. formal dining room, lapas, bomas,

outside picnic or braai areas,etc.)

 

Grading {Description

Score

 

a) Decoration 9-10 High quality wall covering in excellent condition. Evidence of

(Not relevant for bomas and coordinated design. Interesting features, artwork, art objects, etc. No
outside dining areas; wall evidenceof ageing, wear and tear. High quality professionalfinish. If

covering could be canvasor natural stone used for wall covering,in excellent condition.

-in other material) Use of high quality materials, though not necessarily in pristine

8 condition. Alternatively more moderate quality materials if recently
decorated. Attempt to coordinate design with additional attractive

features. No scratches, chips, stains, tears or scuffs. Professional

workmanship. If natural stone used for wall covering, in good

condition. ial

Standard “domestic”style and quality of décor, some ageing but no

6-7 major wear and tear. Use of wall hangings,pictures, etc. good
workmanship. If natural stone used for wall covering, in reasonable

condition showing some ageing.

 

 

 

Moderate quality, ageing. Some slight damage, wear and tear. Dated

3-4-5 style. Sub standard application of décor. Little design input or

coordination. Tired. If natural stone used for wall covering, in poor

condition.

Very old, faded, damaged wall covering. Evidence of damp/water

1-2 penetration. Grubby marks. Evidence of neglect. Unsightly/paintwork

or exposed wiring. If natural stone used for wall covering, in

unacceptable condition.

b) Furniture & Fittings 9-10 High degree of comfort and luxury. High quality in excellent condition.
: Attractive, coordinated extras. Decorative, occasional pieces in main

room/s and corridors. Well spaced chairs of appropriate height for

tables. Coordinated design and spacioustables.

 

 

 

High quality furniture but not necessarily new. All in sound condition.
8 Alternatively, more moderate quality furniture in excellent condition.

Comfortable easy seating. May not necessarily be of the same design

though coordinated. Goodsizedtables.

Mediumto high quality of manufacture but showing some wearandtear.

6-7 Maybe rather dated but sound. Altematively, new furniture of medium

quality. Tables large enough for uncluttered use. May be a mixofstyles

and ages, but all in good order. Design may take precedenceover

comfort.

 

 

Uncoordinated style. Ageing seating. May show marks,sparse
3-4-5 arrangement. Not particularly comfortable or attractive. Low

quality. May be quite a mix ofstyles, ages, designs, shapes and

heights. Tables close together.
 

1-2 Low quality, uncomfortable, ageing furniture. May show some damage-
scratched, loose arms/legs. Stained or grubby upholstery. Dated, jaded,

unattractive. Inadequatetable size - cluttered and inconvenient.

 

c) Flooring 9-10 High quality fitted carpets (high percentage wool content), wooden,tiled
. or tone flooring, professionally laid and in pristine condition covered

with high quality occasional rugs or mats. Screed flooring acceptableif

of good quality and fits with overall design. Artistically finished cement

floors of high quality and workmanship acceptable - merely painted

cementfloors not acceptable. :     
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High quality carpet beginning to show somesignsof use (flattening or
wearing), no stains, burns or marks, etc. Wooden,tiled or stone flooring

in need of buffing but with high quality rugs. Screed flooring acceptable
if of good quality and fits with overall design - may show signsof ageing
or lack of maintenance. Painted cement floors acceptable, if of good
quality and fits with overall design.

 

High quality carpet with flattening areas of mosttraffic but all in sound
condition. Wooden,tiled or stone floorsa little scratched in places.

Screed flooring acceptable if of good quality and fits with overall design

- may show signs of ageing or lack of maintenance. Painted cement
floors acceptable,if ofgood quality and fits with overall design.
 

Carpets show considerableuse - flattened spots, bleaching by windows,

some thinning. There should be no holes, tears, burns of other defects
that render the carpet unsound. Chipped wooden,tiled or stone floors.

Screed flooring acceptable if of reasonable quality (but not necessarily in
good condition) andfits with overall design. Painted cement floor

acceptable, but must be in reasonable condition.
 

Distinct signs of wearing - visible canvas/backing fabric, patches,stains,

discolouration and obvious seams. DIY fitting - gaping joints, gaps
betweencarpet and wall. Wooden floors that need a new coat of varnish

with ageing, worn and stained rugs. Missing tiles and obvious chips.
Screed flooring in poor condition. Painted cementfloors in poor

condition.

 

d) Ceiling/ Roofing 9-10 All types of ceiling/ roofing acceptable as longasit is of excellent
quality, in good condition and professionally fitted. No flaccid ceilings/

beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping, cracking orsplitting.
Professionally painted/ stained/ treated with no marksorstains. .

 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted no flaccid

ceilings / beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping, cracking

or splitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated.

 

Good job ofceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/ roofing of average

quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently applied, although no!

necessarily professionally done.

 

3-4-5 Poorquality ceiling/ roofing adequately fitted, but no evidence of flaccid)
or splitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained paintwork / treatment

poorly done.
 

1-2 Poorquality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places, evidence of

water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/ treatment old and

adequately done.
 

e) Lighting 9-10 Overall high standard ofillumination giving sufficient light for all

appropriate purposesbutalso designed for good effect - showing off

features of rooms/ corridors. All lights and shades of high quality

manufacture and in excellent order. No wobbly connections, burnt

shades,flimsy basesthat fall over, etc. No harsh fluorescenttubes.

 

High quality fittings with more adequatespreadillumination for

practical use, though no orlimited sophisticated use of lighting

"effects". Occasional lamps, reading lights, perhaps picturelights.
 

6-7 Morethan minimallighting. Medium quality fittings in sound condition.

No burntshades, ageing lamps, etc. Main light plus one or two small

occasional lamps. No extra lights for effect.
   Enoughlight for practical use, but nothing more. No occasional lamps,

etc. Fittings dated, ageing, discolouration. Stark, unattractive, harsh

lighting. Low quality fittings in poor condition - exposed, fraying wires,
wobblyfittings, loose plugs. Dim, gloomy effect with dark areas.

Glaring,irritating, harsh fluorescentlights with no diffuser.  
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-

1-2 Uncomfortable, awkward seating in an area clearly used for other

purposes. Loud noise, very loud TV/radio/ noise. Smoky,old,
persistent cooking smells. Draughty. No personal touches, nothing to

lookat or read.
 

 

Table Appointment

(Relevant for bomas and

outside dining areas)

9-10 An emphasis on style and high quality (stainlesssteel, silver, etc) (as per

the market requirement). All pieces of cutlery and crockery matching

~ land coordinated and of high quality. No wear, damage, cracks,chips,

etc. Additional features such as bud vases, candlesticks, coasters, etc.

Good quality linen/ cloth napery. Large napkins. Equally high quality
accessories - ice bucket, sauce boats, jam jars, etc. Provision of

appropriate styles of cutlery for different functions and different glasses/
crystal for different uses.
 

Items of similar style and quality as in "excellent" but perhaps more
limited in range, fewer glasses, smaller napkins. Alternatively, high
quality domestic crockery rather than professional china. Fine glass
rather than crystal, good quality stainless stee] rather than silver, etc.

Limited wear, damage,etc.
 

Middle to high range domestic cutlery and crockery all in sound
condition and main service matching. Perhaps accessories of different

style but good quality, Thick (multi-ply) paper napkins. Short
tablecloth.

 

3-4-5
Variety of styles and quality, some damage, wear and tear(fading of

pattern or glaze). Thin napkins, No accessories, Saucesin bottles/
packets.
 

Mis-match patterns. Cracks, chips, well-used appearance. Pyrex or low
quality functional crockery. Small, thin (one-ply) napkins. Sticky sauce
bottles on table.
 

£) Menu Presentation
(establishments may have
differentstyles and

formats, could be written,

printed hard copy menu, on
blackboard/ or similar or
verbal) (Often not applicable
in the lodge environment)

 
9-10 Excellent standard of presentation. If hard copy,clear, informative

layout. Attractive design in excellent condition - no grease,
thumbprints, wine stains, written correlations, etc. Wine set out in clear

sections and majority ofitems available (if not available notified on

presentation of list). If verbal, presentation is clearly understood andall
items described in detail. Majority of items on menuavailable and if

not available notified on presentation of menu.

 

High standard of presentation. If hard copy may show a little wear,
though not dirty. Where a few winesoritemsare notavailable clearly

marked or verbally specified. If verbal, presentation is understood and
most items described in detail.
 

Good standard of presentation. If hard copy,intelligible layout but not
too top quality production. Clean, not worn or grubby. Large majority of
winesand items available and those that are not - clearly marked or

verbally specified.If verbal, presentation reasonable and understood and
someitems described in detail.
 

Poorstandard of presentation: If hard copy, scrappy appearance, well

used,stained. Many winesout ofstock - not marked, vintages wrong.If
verbal, presentation poor and noteasily understood and few items

described in detail. ‘

   No menupresentation orifpresentation of unacceptable quality. If hard
copy,dirty, dog-eared, Difficult to read. Winelist out of date, bears
little relation to whatis available. If verbal, not understood and no

items described in detail.
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h) Atmosphere &

Ambience
(Relevant for bomas and

outside dining areas)

9-10 Harmonious combination ofdécor and lighting. Spacious room and
good layout of tables. No intrusive noise or smells. Themes or designs

mayadd to the ambience. Family tables only acceptable.

 

High standard of fabric. Perhaps busy, with some backgroundnoise.

Tablesrather close together. A little noise from the bar. Family tables

only acceptable.
 

6-7 Tables quite close but with sufficient space to allow private

conversation and staff and customers to pass without inconvenience. A
certain amountof noise andactivity from other areas. Family tables

only acceptable.
 

3-4-5 Crowdedtables, awkward access. Difficult to have private

conversation. Intrusive noise, stuffy. Family tables only acceptable.

  1-2 Very crowded, cramped, uncomfortable. Loud noise. Very stuffy.

Impossible to have privacy. Family tables only acceptable. 
 

2.4 PUBLIC AREAS
 

a) Signage (Internal) Signs in excellent condition. Signs easily readable, Signagefits in with
the decor, Areas open and not opento guests are clearly indicated.

 

Signs in good condition (although clearly not brand new). Signs
readable. Signagefits in with the décor. Areas open andnot open to

guests are clearly indicated.

 

16-7
Signs in reasonable condition but showing somesigns of ageing and
decay, Not all areas open and not open to guests are clearly indicated.
Signage fits in with the décor,

 

3-465
Signs in poor condition withclear signs of ageing and decay. Areas
openand notopen to guests are not always indicated. Signs do notfit in

with the décor of the establishment. .

 

Limited or No signage within the establishment.

 

b) Decoration High quality wall covering in excellent condition. Evidence of
coordinated design. Artwork,art objects, etc which fits with the design

of the establishment. No evidenceof ageing, wear and tear. High quality
professional finish. ,
 

Use of high quality materials, though not necessarily in excellent
condition. Alternatively more moderate quality materials ifrecently
decorated. Attempt fo coordinate design with additionalattractive
features. No scratches, chips, stains, or scuffs. Professional

workmanship.
 

6-7

Standard "domestic" style and quality of décor, some ageing but no

major wear and tear. Use of wall hangings, pictures, etc. Good
workmanship.
 

3-4-5
Moderate quality, ageing. Someslight dainage, wear and tear. Dated
style. Substandard application of décor. Little design input or
coordination. Tired.
 

Very old, faded, damaged wall covering. Evidence of damp/ water
penetration. Grubby marks. Evidence of neglect. Unsightly paintwork
or exposed wiring.

 

c) Furniture & Fittings High degree of comfort and luxury, High quality in excellent condition.

Attractive, coordinated extras. Decorative, occasional pieces in main

room/s and corridors.
   High quality furniture but not necessarily new. All in sound condition.

Alternatively, more moderate quality furniture in excellent condition.
Comfortable easy seating.
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6-7
Medium to high quality of manufacture but showing some wear and
tear. May be rather dated but sound. Alternatively, new furniture of
medium quality.
 34-5 Uncoordinated style. Ageing seating. May show marks, sparse

arrangement. Not particularly comfortable or attractive. Low quality.

 

 
Low quality, uncomfortable, ageing furniture. May show some damage -
scratched, loose arms/ legs. Stained or grubby upholstery. Dated, jaded,
unattractive.
 

 

 

d) Flooring 9-10 If fitted carpets, high quality (high percentage wool content), good thick

pile and underlay, professionally laid and in excellent condition. High

quality wooden ortiled flooring, professionally laid and in excellent

condition with high quality occasional rugs or mats, Screed flooring

acceptable if of excellent quality and fits with overall design. Artistically

finished cementfloors of high qualityand workmanship acceptable -

merely painted cementfloors not acceptable.
 

High quality carpet begining to show somesignsof ageing (flattening

or wearing). No stains, burns or marks, etc. Alternatively carpet with

higher percentage of man-madefibre but in new condition. Wooden or

tiled flooring in need of buffing but with high quality rugs(if used).

Screed flooring acceptable if of good quality and fits with overall design.

Artistically finished cementfloors of good quality and workmanship

acceptable - merely painted cement floors not acceptable.

 

High quality carpet with flattening in areas of mosttraffic butall in

sound condition - may be some small discolouration in places.

Alternatively cheaper new carpet. Woodenortiled floorsa little

scratched in places. Screed flooring acceptable if of good quality andfits

with overall design - may showsignsofageing or lack of maintenance.
Painted cementfloors acceptable,if of good quality and fits with overall

design.
 

3-4-5
Carpets show considerable use - flattened spots, bleaching by windows,

some thinning. Unprofessionalfitting - ripples, roughill-fitting edges

thin or no underlay. There should be no holes, tears, burns or other

defects that render the carpet unsound. Vinyl or low quality flooring.

Chipped woodenortiled floors. Screed flooring acceptableif of

reasonable quality (but not necessarily in good condition) and fits with

overall design. Painted cementfloor acceptable, but must be in

reasonable condition.

  Distinct signs of wearing - visible.canvas/ backing fabric, patches,stains,
discolouration, obvious seams. DIY fitting - gaping joints, gaps between

carpet and wall. Several unmatched styles or newercarpets laid on topoff

damage or-wom througholder ones. Woodenfloors that need a new coat

of varnish with ageing, worn and stained rugs. Missingtiles and obvious

chips. Screed flooring in poor condition. Painted cementfloors in poor *-

condition. ’  
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e) Ceiling/Roofing All types ofceiling/ roofing acceptable as longasit is of excellent
quality, in good condition and professionally fitted. No flaccid ceilings/
beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping, cracking or splitting.

Professionally painted/ stained/ treated with no marksorstains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted no flaccid
ceilings / beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping,
cracking or splitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated.

 

Good job ofceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/ roofing of

average quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently applied,

although not necessarily professionally done.

 

3-4-5
Poor quality ceiling/ roofing adequately fitted, but no evidence of
flaccid or splitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained paintwork /
treatment poorly done.
   Poor quality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places, evidence of

water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/ treatment old and

adequately done.

 

 

f) Lighting 9-10 Overall high standard ofillumination giving sufficientlight forall

appropriate purposesbut also designed for good effect - showing off
features of rooms/ corridors. All lights and shades of high quality

manufacture andin excellent order. No wobbly connections, burnt

shades, flimsy basesthat fall over, etc. No harsh fluorescent tubes.
 

Highquality fittings with more than adequate spread illumination for
practical use. Occasional lamps, reading lights, perhaps picture lights.

 

6-7

More than minimal lighting. Medium quality fittings in sound condition.

‘No burnt shades, ageing lamps,etc. Main light plus one or two small

occasional lamps. No extra lights for effect.

 

3-4-5
Enoughlight for practical use, but nothing more. No occasional lamps,
etc. Fittings dated, ageing, discolouration. Stark, unattractive, harsh

lighting.
 

Low quality fittings in poor condition - exposed, fraying wires, wobbly

fittings, loose plugs. Dim, gloomyeffect with dark areas. Glaring,

irritating, harsh fluorescent lights with no diffuser.

 

ig) Atmosphere & Ambience

 
9-10 Harmonious combination ofdécor, lighting and comfortable furniture.

Soothing coordinated effect. Interesting architectural features, spacious

rooms. No intrusive noise

 

Comfortable, relaxed feel. May be some busy activity or music
background but notintrusive. Coordinated décor,finishing, etc.

 

Comfortable seating area but may be used for other things at times. A

degree ofactivity/ noise but notirritating.

 

~ {Busy area with numerousactivities going on - "corridor" effect. Harsh

lighting, intrusive noise. Awkward seating, cooking smells, not

particularly comfortable.

  Uncomfortable, awkward seating in an area clearly used for other

_.{purposes. Loud noise, very loud TV/ Radio/noise. Smoky,old,

persistent cooking smells. Draughty. No personal touches, nothing to
look at or read. _ 
 

 

 



3. HOUSEKEEPING
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a) Bedrooms Grading
Score

Description

 

9-10
High standard ofcleanliness, attention to detail. Well-madebeds,
gleaming surfaces, no smears or marks, Evidence of thorough, notjust
superficial cleaning. No blow bulbs or broken equipment. Turndown
service, room tidied, any trays taken away. Curtains drawn in the
evening.
 

High standard ofcleanliness but attention to detail may not come upto
the same standard as "excellent", One or two small areas of
maintenance missed.
 

6-7
No dust, efficient vacuuming. Equipment and room accessories not
perhaps quite as tidy and well arranged as they might be. Occasionaf
lapse in maintenance - odd bulb blown,All surfacesfree from dirt and
polished.
 

3-4-5
Surfaces smeary/ dusty. Evidence of neglect ofvacuuming under beds
and in inaccessible corners. Pieces of paper, debris in corners and under
furniture, blown bulbs, dusty light shades.
 

Very heavy dust on surfaces, high and low. Debris in wardrobe/
drawers. Bits of paper, threads and otheritems, grit, etc on carpet.
Long-term neglect,

 

) Bathrooms 9-10 Meticulousattention to hygiene. Ail surfaces gleaming. Clean,fresh
smell. High level ofefficiency.
 

Generally very high standard, but perhapsoneor twoslightlapses.
 

6-7
No evidenceofdust/ hairs/ grime. Surfacesall clean. Floor vacuumed
and free from dust. Slight discolouration of enamel/ grout.
 

3-4-5
Generally clean but lacking attention to detail - dust on low and high

surfaces and in inaccessible places. Surfaces and enamel dull, Flooring
discoloured.
 

Low standard of housekeeping - dust onall surfaces. Long-term
encrusted grime in inaccessible places, dirt and hairs on floor, in

corners. Flooring aroundtoilet stained, smelly.

 

 
¢) Public Areas 9-10 All well vacuumed. All surfaces, high and low,dust free, no cobwebs,

Table surfaces well polished no smears. Ashtrays clean. No
fingerprints on doorplates, light switch, etc. Flowers well arranged.
Newspapers, books, etc up to date andtidy,

 

Generally very good level of vacuuming and dusting. Everythingtidy
and well arranged.

 

6-7

High level ofcleanliness, Easy seating area may have “lived-in"feel-

some books, magazines, etc on tables.

 

3-4-5

Clean but with some dust on high and Jow surfaces. Personalclutter.
Books and magazinesout ofdate, in untidy piles. Dying houseplants.
Smears on surfaces.

   Generally neglected housekeeping - carpet badly vacuumed. All
surfaces dusty. Cobwebs, dead insects. Dead/wilting plants. Ashtrays -
unemptied. Newspapers/ books onfloor. Dirty glasses/ cupson tables.
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d) Dining Areas
(Including bomasand

outside dining areas)
 

 

 

 

 

e) Public toilets

 
 

 

 

  

9-10 High standard of cleanlinessin all areas - no evidence of previous

meal, Efficient vacuuming. Tables always set-up to high standard.

Generally high standard of cleanliness - no dust, etc. May be some

8 clutter. Pile of menus, winelists, etc.

Alwaystidy and clean in time for beginning of meal service. Generally

6-7 good standards of dusting,tidiness.

Not alwaysatits tidiest. Bottles, glasses, menus on surfaces. Generally

3-4-5 clean but may be somedust on high or low surfaces. Sometables

remain unset during mealservice. Pot plants and flowers neglected.

Dusty, crumbson carpet, surfaces smeared, ring marked, dead/ dying

1-2 ‘\flowers. Untidy piles of menus etc scattered around. Marks, stains on

tablecloths, dirty ashtrays.

9-10 Meticulous attention to hygiene. All surfaces gleaming. Clean, fresh

smell. High level ofefficiency.

Generally very high standard, but perhaps one or two slight lapses.

8
Noevidenceof dust/ hairs/ grime. Surfacesall clean. Floor vacuumed

6-7 and free from dust.

Generally clean but lacking attention to detail - dust on low andhigh

3-4-5 surfaces and in inaccessible places.

Low standard of housekeeping- dust on all surfaces, Long term

1-2 encrusted grimein inaccessible places, dirt and hairs on floor, in

comers. Flooring aroundtoilet stained, smelly. 
 

4, FOOD & BEVERAGE & SERVICES

All Lodgesthat provided Food & Beverage Services should have a Food Handling Certificate.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Score Description

a) Breakfast: 9-10 Cold buffet neatly set out, attractive containers. May opt for plated
Presentation cold courses, preferably cooled counter. Good rangeof hot and cold

food. Preferably plated main course and eggs cooked to order (on

Tequest).

8 Smalier items on buffet or fewer cold courses. Less attention to detail.
Smaller range of cooked items.

6-7 Standard range ofcold courses. Limited range of choice for cooked
items. Some choiceavailable.

3-4-5 Only basic breakfast and limited choice for cold and hot courses.

1-2 Badly presented. Dull combination. No choice.

b) Breakfast: Quality {9-10 High quality fresh ingredients (where appropriate) and wide choice.
Specialty foods and unusual dishes. Wideselection of breads and

pastries.

8 High quality ingredients. Perhaps lower skill in execution, but
noticeable attemptto provide high quality and some unusualitems.
Eggs cooked to order (on request). _

6-7 All ingredients of good quality - good cooking, but no unusual or

sophisticated dishes.
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 3-4-5 Low quality ingredients.

 

Low quality ingredients, badly cooked.

 

c) Breakfast: Service 9-10 Cheerful friendly, polite, well-trained staff. A cheerful meet and greet.

High standard of personal cleanliness. Prompt and efficient service.
Correct cutlery and glasses supplied. Dirties to be cleaned and top-ups
noted.
 

Well-motivated staff that shows evidence of aspiring to excellent
standard, but may fall a little short and who could benefit from
moretraining.

 

6-7 Shallingness to be helpful and attentive. More enthusiastic than
polished, buttrying to do their best. Would benefit from further

training.
 

3-4-5 Lowskills but basically pleasant. Informality bordering on inefficiency
- not really interested, but responds in reasonably helpful way to
requests. Conversely well skilled and trained but lacking social skills -

arrogant, insensitive.
   Surly, indifferent, poorly skilled staff. Slow service. No professionalism

“Jorinterest.
 

 

d) Meals: Presentation 9-10 Well laid out on appropriate plate with attractive and appropriate garnish!
Pleasing combination ofcolours, textures, and shapes. Attention to care
and execution with attention on visual appeal. Carvery to be attended an

rehabilitated. Buffet replenished/ refreshed.
 

Obviouscare and attention to detail with visual effect but perhaps not
with the highest degree of skill. Tendency to standardise garnish.

 

Attractive arrangementand garnish. Neat arrangementonplate.

 

No real attempt to enhance appearance. No variety of colours/
textures, No careful arrangement. Somedrying out of food, wrinkled
skin on source. Not particularly hot.

 

Badly presented. No gamish. Dull combination. Lukewarm.

 
e) Meals: Quality Skilful use of finest, fresh (where appropriate) ingredients. Could be

simple style but with great attention to detail and quality. Everything
prepared to the right degree. Good balance on menu with something for
moretastes.
 

Evidence ofaiming for highest quality but may not quite reach top level
of execution. High quality fresh (where appropriate) ingredients.

 

Maybe a mixture offresh ingredients (where appropriate) and high
quality prepared meals. Obvious care and attention paid to preparation

but perhaps domestic in style.

 

Low quality food or expettly prepared. Not very appetizing but edible.

 

Lowest quality ingredients, poorly prepared. Bumt, dried out, over

salted. Unappetizing. Inedible. .

 
f} Meals: Service Cheerful friendly, polite, well-trained staff. Well-informed about food

and wine. High standard of personal cleanliness. Prompt and efficient
service. Correct cutlery and glasses supplied for each meal. Good
timing on courses and drinks. Any further needs respondedto.

  Well-motivated staff that shows evidenceofaspiring to excellent
standard, but may fall a little short and who could benefit from more

training.   
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6-7
Shallingnessto be helpful and attentive. More enthusiastic than
polished, but trying to do their best. Would benefit from further

training.

 

3-445
Lowskills but basically pleasant. Informality bordering on inefficiency
- not really interested, but responds in reasonably helpful way to
requests. Conversely well skilled and trained but lacking social skills -
arrogant, insensitive.

 

Surly, indifferent, poorly skilled staff. Slow service. No professionalism
or interest.

 
 

g) Bar Drinks:
Presentation

9-10 Appropriate glasses for all beverages. Beverages presented, poured
and displayed appropriately - according to internationally accepted
etiquette and the guest’s specific request. Wide variety in beverage
presentation. Wide variety of different glass types available as
necessary. Guests asked how they would like their beverage
presented.
 

Somevariety in different presentation styles for beverages, but
overall standard presentation techniques. Presentation good,in
appropriate glasses. Wines stored and poured appropriately.

 

Beverage presentation standard, yet unexciting. Overall good use of
different glasses,

 

Limited range of different glass types. Some attemptat basic
etiquette.

 

Beverages presented in inappropriate glasses, tins, etc. No knowledge of
basic beverage presentationetiquette.

 

h) Bar/ Drinks:

Quality

Knowledgeable wine advisorto assist diners with their wine choice -

with knowledge of in-stock wines. Excellent variety of wines and
beverages available. Wines from a variety of different cultivars
available. Excellent description of wines available (verbal or written) -
including year. A variety of good quality wines available by the glass.
Excellent variety of beverages, liqueurs, liquor, etc - including a variety
of different brands per type of beverage.
 

Good range of wines from variety of cultivars. Good variety of
appropriate beverages - but perhaps only one brand peroption. Possibly}
only local beverages (with limited international brands) available. Good
description of wines (verbal or written).
 

6-7
Wines from a numberofdifferent cultivars available but limited choice
within each. Alternatively, good numberofdifferent brands within
limited cultivar range. Good, standard range of beverages.
 

3-4-5

Limited range of standard wines and beverages available.

 

1-2

Limited or No variety and choice in beverages - only unbranded
products available.
 

i) Bar/Drinks:
Service

9-10 Cheerful friendly, polite, well-trained staff. Well-informed about food

and wine. High standard of personal cleanliness. Prompt and efficient
service, Correct cuflery and glasses supplied for each meal. Good
timing on courses and drinks. Any further needs respondedto.
 

Well-motivated staff that shows evidence of aspiring to excellént
standard, but may fall a little short and who could benefit from

motetraining.
 

6-7
Shallingnessto be helpful and attentive. More enthusiastic than
polished, but trying to do their best. Would benefit from further

training.
  3-4-5  Lowskills but basically pleasant. Informality bordering on inefficiency

- not really interested, but responds in reasonably helpful way to
requests. Conversely well skilled and trained but lacking social skills -
arrogant, insensitive.  
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1-2
 

Surly, indifferent, poorfy skilled staff. Slow service. No
professionalism orinterest.

 
 

GENERALSERVICE & SERVICES

 

a) Reservations

Score Description .
 

9-10 Efficient, friendly and helpful reservation process- all details taken down
correctly and checked andall necessary information given and
confirmation provided or offered. Reservation completely correct on
check-in.

 

Reservation dealt with promptly and friendly although nottotally
efficient. All necessary information taken and provided. Confirmation
provided or offered. One or two errors on reservation on check-in.
 

Reservation dealt with reasonably well and friendly but notefficient.
Only most necessary information taken and provided. Confirmation
provided or offered. Someerrors on reservation on check-in.
 

3-4-5 Reservation dealt with poorly. Only minimal information taken and
provided. Manyerrors on reservation upon arrival. No confirmation of
reservation provided/ offered.
 

Notpossible to make a reservation or reservation processtotally
unfriendly and inefficient. No confirmation of reservation provided/
offered. No booking found on arrival.

 

6) Check-in & Check-

out

9-10 Prompt, thorough check-in. All necessary information given to guests -
layout of property, available facilities, meal times, etc (on request).
Promptattention. Bill correctin all details. Items explained by
receptionist on request. Guests asked if they enjoyed their stay. Positive
last impression. Staff well versed in all methods of payment.
 

Efficient check-in. Perhaps not always givenfull information about
facilities. Prompt attention. Attemptat excellence, but perhapslacking
professional polish. Cheerful, bill correct.
 

6-7 Registered, given key and directed to room. Bill correct. Staff
obviously shalling and trying to be helpful.

 

3-4-5 Nameand address taken, Minimalinformation given. Key given no
directions to room. Bill unclear (some chargesnotexplained).
Arithmetic wrong. Staff unable to explain why charges madebutsort
things out in time. Lacktraining.

 

1-2 Administrative errors not proficiently rectified. Surly manner. Bill
wrong and unexplained. Staffs have no idea and are unshalling to assist _
customer. Long wait. Staff unable to cope with some formsof

payment.
 

¢) Porter Service 9-10 Smart, helpful mannerofstaff readily available. Good knowledge of

lodge facilities and local area.

  Shalling and friendly, and reasonably knowledgeable about most
matters - shalling to find out, May have other duties but endeavours to be prompt.
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 6-7 Memberofstaff available to carry bags, though there may be some
delay. Cheerful, but not necessarily skilled in dealing with matters
outside lodge environment - happy to help where he/she can.

 

3-4-5
Long delay in getting bags to room. Nofurther help or information.
Responds to requests to information or help in indifferent way.

 

Bags ignored and/or taken to wrong room with errornotproficiently
rectified. Great difficulty in finding a porter when one is required.
Unforthcoming, unhelpful - clearly resents having to carry other
people’s bags. Notinterested in helping guests.

 

d) Friendliness &
Attitude

9-10 Warm friendly smile. Helpful attitude. Help with luggage and provision
of information about the establishment. All establishments attemptto
establish a good rapport and show shallingnessto please.

 

Cheerful demeanour and attitude. Guests shall be shown to room and

given necessary information- told to ask if anything else required.

 

Lt.

Pleasant appearance. Shallingness to help when asked.
 

3-4-5
Neutral behaviour- no particular enthusiasm - just doing the job.

 

1-2
Surly or rude behaviour. Clear indifference to guests, irritation at

being asked for anything,

 

¢) General Efficiency 9-10 Excellentlevel of efficiency. Any messages forwarded promptly.
Efficient communication with other departments - summoningporter,
booking restauranttable,etc.
 

Very goodlevel ofefficiency. Good responses to any requests, but
guest’s needs aren’t anticipated,
 

Good levelofefficiency. All requests dealt with pleasantly.

 

Fair level-ofefficiency. Rather unshalling response to any requests,

 

Poorlevel ofefficiency. Marked reluctance to give any help.
 

f) Public Area Service Efficient, attentive service from smart, shalling staff. Needs of guests
anticipated. Polished, professional manner. Drinks correctly served
and presented.
 

Brilliant, shalling staff, helpful and attentive though perhaps lacks the
final polish. Show shallingness when anything requested, though may
have to go awayto ask.

 

6-7
Staff always present and respond helpfully when asked. Shalling though
could possibly benefit from further training.

 

3-4-5
Staff difficult fo locate at times. Do what they are asked without
enthusiasm. No rapport. Little interest.

   Surly inefficientstaff - missing for long periods of time. No
shallingness to be helpful. Ignoring customer they are serving. Little
product knowledge,nointerest.
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g) Guest Services 9-10 Excellent level of efficiency and complete attemptto assist with all
reasonable services/ items required and find appropriate solutions.

 

Very goodlevelof efficiency. Good responses to any requests, but
guest’s needs aren’t anticipated and guests requests are sometimes not
fulfilled.
 

6-7
Goodlevelof efficiency. All requests dealt with pleasantly, but many
requests notfulfilled.

 

3-4-5
Fair level of efficiency. Rather unshalling response to any requests and
most requests notfulfilled.

 

1-2
Poorlevel of efficiency. Marked reluctance to give any help andall
requests are notfulfilled.

 

h) Staff Appearance-
Uniforms together with

name tags are a necessity

9-10 Clean, neat, appropriate clothes. A general smart, well-groomed
appearance,

 

Approaching excellent, but lacking the final touch. Perhaps some
itemsa little ill fitting. All clothing clean.
 

A noticeable attempt to be smart. Nostains, tears, etc but dressed for
comfort rather than smartness.
 

3-4-5

Clothesstarting to look worn, rumpled,lived in, but basically clean.

Hair a bit uncontrolled.
 

1-2

Dirty, stained, frayed, holed clothes,dirty shoes. Hands and finger

nails grubby. Hair unwashed andout of control. Unshaven. Smelly.
 

i) Tourist Information 5-10 Information packs in bedroomsor in reception/ lounge on immediate
and surrounding area as well as accommodation specific information.
Books, pamphlets on matters oflocal interest, leisurefacilities, etc.

Personally prepared information. Staff well versed on relevant tourist
information. Staff shalling to assist and inform tourists on the local area.
Highattention to personalised itineraries and personalinterest in guest’s

information requirements.
 

Asfor excellent but limited range. Staff not as well versed.

 

Few pamphlets available on surroundingarea.Staff able to assist but

not well versed.

 

Limited information at reception only. Staffs have very limited

knowledge.

 

1-2

Limited or No information or out-of-date information. Staff unable to

assist.

 

j) Access to
Communication  9-10  Uninterrupted access to external and internal communication throughout

the day e.g.telephone,internet,etc either in bedroom orin
establishment. Communication facilities and equipmentin excellent
condition. Clear and visible communication to guests on the availability
of communicationfacilities and how to accessit.
Knowledgeable, friendly and promptassistance to guestsintheuse of
communication.
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8 Good access to external and internal communication throughout the day
e.g. telephone,internet, etc either in bedroom orin establishment.
Communication facilities and equipmentin good condition. Clear and
visible communication to guests on the availability of communication
facilities and how to accessit. Friendly and helpful (but not necessarily
knowledgeable) assistance to guests in the use of communication.
 

Reasonable access to external and internal communication throughout
6-7 the day e.g. telephone, internet,etc either in bedroom orin

establishment. Communication facilities and equipmentin reasonable
condition, Some communication to guests on the availability of
communication facilities and how to accessit, but inconsistent. Friendly

and helpful(but not necessarily knowledgeable)assistance to guests in
the use of communication.

|Poor access to external and internal communication throughout the day
3-4-5 e.g. telephone,internet, etc either in bedroom or in establishment,

Communicationfacilities and equipmentin poor condition. No
communication to guests on the availability of communication facilities
and howto accessit. No assistance to guests in the use of
communication,

Limited or No access to communication.

 

      
BED AND BREAKFAST: S CHEDULE 5

Definition: An accommodation establishment may be registered as a Bed and Breakfast

establishment, if the establishment;

a) provides accommodation within or on the premises ofa private dwelling where the
owneror occupier, or any other person appointed by the owner to be in charge of
the establishment, lives;

b) haveat least two, but not more than four bedroomsavailable for the accommodation

of guests;

¢) provides breakfast to guests, either served or on a self-catering basis; and

d) meets the minimum requirements designated for bed and breakfastset out in schedule 5.

GRADING PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA METHODOLOGY

The grading criteria have been developed based on guest expectations;

1. Physical Facilities: Exterior

1.1. Exterior

(a) Signage

(b) Driveway Lo ;

(c) Guest Parking
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(d) Ground and Gardens

(ec) Appearance ofBuildings

2. Physical Facilities: Interior

2.1 Bedrooms

(a) Bedding

(b) Beds

(c) Decoration

(d) Furniture & Fittings

(e) Flooring

(f) Ceiling / Roofing

(g) Floor Space/ Layout

(h) Temperature Control

(i) Lighting

(j) Accessories

2.2 Bathroom

(a) Towelling

(b) Decoration

(c) Fixture & Fittings

(d) Flooring

(e) Ceilings / Roofing

(f) Lighting

(g) Floor Space / Layout

(h) Accessories

2.3 Guest Access Areas

(a) Signage

(b) Decoration

(c) Furniture & Fittings
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(d) Flooring

(e) Ceiling/ Roofing

(f) Lighting

(g) Atmosphere & Ambience

2.4 Dining Areas

(a) Decoration

(b) Furniture & fittings

(c) Flooring .

(d) Ceiling / Roofing

(e) Lighting

(f) Table Appointment

(g) Atmosphere & Ambience

3. Housekeeping

(a) Bedrooms

(b) Guest Bathrooms

(c) Guest Access Area

(d) Public Toilets

(e) Dining Areas

4. Food & Beverages & Services

(a) Breakfast: Presentation

(b) Breakfast: Quality

(c) Breakfast: Service

5. General Service & Services

(a) Reservations

(b) Check-in & Check-out

(c) Friendliness & Attitude

(d) General Efficiency

(e) Guest Service



(f) Staff Appearance

(g) Tourist Information

(h) Access to Communication
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REQUIRED OVERALL SCORE FOR EACH GRADING BAND:

 

GRADING BAND WHAT THE STARS MEAN?

 

5-Stars

wk oer ee ow gr
Overall score of 91% - 100%
Itemsto score 9 or 10
No morethan 3 itemsto score 8
Number of unacceptable items 0

OUTSTANDING

The category has exhibit an exceptionally high degree
ofservice and hospitality, striking and luxurious

facilities with attention to fine detail.

 

 

4-Stars

we oe # ¥r
Overall score of 81% - 90%

EXCELLENT

The property has added fuxury and comfort; a high

emphasis is placed on quality, décor, service,
hospitality, additional facilities.

 

Items to score 8 or more

No more than 3 items to score 7
All service elements to score 8,9 or 10
Numberof unacceptable items 0

3-Stars VERY GOOD

Overall score of 71% - 80%

The property has additional services andfacilities with
greater emphasis on comfort, quality décor, expanded
amenities, hospitality and services such as, but not
limited to, room service and optional turndown service.

 

Items to score 7 or more

No morethan 4 items to score 6
All service elements to score 8, 9or 10
Numberof unacceptable items 0

2-Stars GOOD

vy ok
Overall score of 61% - 70%

The property maintainsthe attributes offered at the I-
star level, while showing noticeable enhancementsin
room décor and quality of furniture,fittings and

 

Items to score 6 or more equipment. It must meet needs of comfort and
No morethan 4 itemsto score 5 cleanliness.
All service elements to score 7, 8,9 or 10
Numberof unacceptableitems 2 It must provide good, expanded and reliable service and

hospitality.

1-Star FAIR

*
Overall score of 51% - 60%
Items to score . 5 or more
No morethan 4 itemsto score 4
All service elements to score 7,8, 9 or 10  A property that provides a modest accommodation. The

establishmentis functional, emphasizing clean and

comfortable roomsandreliable, limited but good

service and hospitality.
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ADDITIONAL MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:

The minimum requirements for Bed & breakfasts for registration purposes as set out in the
"The Registration ofAccommodation Establishments Regulations, 2008"is adequate for general

registration and grading purposes. Some additional minimum requirements for the top
grades (4 and 5 star) are specified below and must be adhered to in order for bed &
breakfasts to achieve a four or five star grading:

 

Description 4 Star 5 Star

 

Reception Facsimile service on the premises,
stamps & mailing facilities and
Messages for guests to be recorded
& and handed over when
collecting keys,etc.

A 24 hour wake-upcall service
should be madeavailable by
telephone.

Facsimile service on the premises,
stamps & mailing facilities and
Messagesfor guests to be recorded
& and delivered when collecting
keysetc.

A 24 hour wake-up call service
should be made available by

telephone.
 

Bedrooms

  

Room size must be comfortable
and adequately accommodateall
the furniture provided.

The bedroom should have at least
two seating chairs.

If appropriate andfit for the
purposetelevisions must have a
remote control and a wide choice of
channels should be provided.

Air-conditioning and/or other

forms of heating or cooling are
preferred in conditions where
extreme day and/or night
temperatures are experienced.

There should be a hairdryer in each
room.

Al! bedding/linen should be clean

and debris and stain free. A top-
sheet, under-sheet white bedding

andlinen
should be used.

Wireless internet service should be
available in all bedrooms  

Room size must be comfortable and
adequately accommodateall the
furniture provided.

The bedroom should have at least
two seating chairs.

New purposebuilt 5-star Bed &
Breakfast establishments should
offer at feast | suite.

If appropriate and fit for the purpose
televisions must have a remote

control and a wide choice of channels
should be provided.

Air-conditioning and/or other forms
of heating or cooling are preferred in
conditions where extreme day and/or

night
temperatures are experienced. All 5-
star Bed & Breakfast establishment
rooms should have air-conditioning.

For 5-star Bed & Breakfast

establishment there should be a safe
in each room.

There should be a hairdryer in each
room.

All bedding/linen should be clean
and debris and stain free. A top-sheet,
under-sheet and a base cover should
be oneachbed.

White bedding and linen should be

used.

Wireless internet service should be
available in all bedrooms  
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All guest bedrooms should have
en-suite or private bathroom
facilities.

¢ A bath and showershould be
available (the shower may be over
the bath).

« A range of guest amenities should
be provided,

* Ifswimmingfacilities are provided
a separate towel to be used should
be madeavailable for each guest.

Bathrooms . » All guest bedrooms should have en-
suite or private bathroom facilities.

e A bath and showershould be
available (the shower may be over
the bath).

e All new, purposed built 5-star Bed &
Breakfast establishment bathrooms
should have a separate bath and
shower.

e A range of quality guest amenities
should be provided.

e [fswimmingfacilities are provided
a separate towel to be used should
be madeavailable for each guest.

 

 

 

Lounge e Acommunal lounge with e¢ Acommunal lounge with
comfortable chairs should be comfortable chairs should be
available for guest usage. available for guest usage

Stationary e Stationary folders containing e Stationary folders containing
stationary, writing paper, stationary, writing paper, envelopes
envelopes and a directory of and a directory of services should be
services should be provided. provided,

Newspapers * Newspapers should be made « Newspapers should be made
available and delivered to guest
roomsdaily

available and delivered to guest
roomsdaily

 

Laundry A Provision should be madeforthe

Service following
. Sameday, dry-cleaning; and
. Laundry service.

NOTE:Dry-cleaning service may be
waived, with due regard to the geographical

location if contracted out.  A Provision should be made for the
following:
. Same day dry-cleaning; and
. Laundry service.

NOTE:Dry-cleaning service may be waived,
with due regard to the geographical location

if contracted out.  
 

1. PHYSICAL FACILITIES EXTERIOR

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1. Exterior

a) Signage — external to Grading Descriptien

property and on grounds {Score

9-10 Signs in excellent condition (like new). Attractive and blends well into
the environment. Providesclear indication oflocation ofestablishment
and facilities, Signs are visible during the day andatnight.

8 Signsin reasonable condition, but clearly ageing. Inappropriate for the
environment, Provides indication of location of establishment and
facilities. Signs are only visible during the day.

6-7 Signs in reasonable condition, but clearly ageing. In appropriate
for the environment. Provides indication of location of
establishmentandfacilities. Signs are only visible during the day.

3-4-5 Signsin poor condition (someletters no longervisible ordifficult
to read). Inappropriate for the environment. Location of
establishment and facilities not-tlear (ie arrows in wrong directions

or fades,etc). Signs are not evenclearly visible during the day. -

1-2 Limited or No signage.    
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b) Driveway — maybetar,

brick, gravel, or any other
fit for purpose surface.

Driveway in excellent condition, with well-maintained road surfaces
and excellent drainage. Accessible by all types of vehicles.

 

Driveway in good condition, with maintained road surfaces and good
drainage but showing somesigns of decay. Accessible by all types of

vehicles.
 

Driveway in reasonable condition, but some small potholes/ puddles

or uneven road surfaces. Reasonable drainage. Accessible byall types
of vehicles. :
 

3-4-5 Driveway in poor condition, with many uneven surfaces or some large

potholes/ puddles. However drivewayis stil] dnvable but notby all
types of vehicles.
 

Drivewayin a terrible condition - poorly surfaced with many large

potholes/ puddles. Driveway is barely drivable and is only accessible
by 4x4 vehicles.
 

c) Guest Parking 9-10 Clearly marked parking bays (where appropriate to style of

establishment) in a secure environment. External security lighting.

Sufficient parking to be madeavailable.
 

Organised (where appropriate to style ofestablishment) and secure
parking. Marked bays where appropriate. Some external security

lighting. Sufficient parking to be made available.
 

Parking in secure environmentbut not necessarily organized orclearly

marked. Limited external security lighting provided. Sufficient

parking to be made available,

 
3-4-5 Little attempt to control parking. Owners/ staff vehicles taking up

most of the available parking space. No external lighting provided.

Insufficient numberof pays in relation to number of rooms.
 

1-2 Limited or No parking available, 
 

 
d) Grounds & Gardens

underthe contro! or
managementof the
establishment may
include a swimming
pool, :

Evidence of systematic programme of maintenance- well tended
formal gardensorattractive "natural" environment. Tidy and well-lit
pathways. Attractive appearance throughoutthe year. No disorder or

rubbish and no evidenceoflitter, Provision of garden furniture
appropriate to the nature of the marketattracted to the establishment.
No clutter/ disorder around service areas(if accessible/ visible to

guests).
 

High standards of maintenance in formal gardens. Outlying areas may
be more "natural". Pleasant and tidy appearance throughoutthe year.
Noclutter/ disorder around service areas(if accessible/ visible to
guests). Good externallighting.

 

6-7 No overgrown, tangled areas (whether formal or natural
garden).Immediate surroundskepttidy and well maintained (whether
formal or natural garden. Lawns,ifany, cut regularly through the
season and edgestrimmed. Evidence of some attempt to produce a
pleasing effect with some interesting design. Uncluttered access to

accommodation. Someexternallighting. Clear access.
 

3-4-5 Gardens and enclosed area aroundestablishment are kept under

control. Little attemptat interesting design. Domestic disorder kept

foa minimum. :
   Neglected and overgrown appearance, weedsin most areas. Rubbish

and clutter visible and untidily stacked. Disorderly appearance. Poor
lighting,  
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 €) Appearanceof
Buildings

 

9-10 Absence of weathering, fresh well-maintained paintwork, and an
overall clean and "new"look, no unsightly staining and well-
maintained paintwork or wal! finishing. Visible outbuildings or
annexesto be of a similar standard. External lighting. Addition of
attractive architectural features (applicable to market), etc

 

High quality paintwork and stone/ brickwork though some natural
weathering may be present. All areas of paintworkto be in well-
maintained condition. Someadditional external features to enhance
appearance.

 

Paintwork, windows, drains, etc in good state of repair, though not

necessarily recent. No obvious structural defects or damage. “Plain”
architectural features but still appropriate to the market.
 

3-4-5 Woodworkgenerally in sound condition, though someareas of paint

may be ageing and rather weathered. Smail defects, damages, crack,
etc. No evidence of recent repairs, paintwork,etc.
   Generally neglected buildings. Obviousstructural defects or damage

(crumbling brickwork, cracked stone). Flaking paint, illegible signs,

rotting exposed wood.
 

2. PHYSICAL FACILITIES: INTERIOR

2.1 BEDROOMS

 

a) Bedding Grading
Score

Description

 

9-10
High quality linen, laundered and well toned. Comfortable linen fit in
relation to bed size. A good supply ofpillows, cushions. Thick,
weighty blankets with spares available (season andlocation
dependent). Good quality duvet (season and location dependent)
coordinated with bedroom décorandsofts if no separate bedcover.
Bedcoversthickly quilted or similar high quality, coordinated with
bedroom decor and other soft furnishings.
 

AJ] bed Jinen to be of high quality though may not be in a brand new

condition - coordinated with other soft furnishings. Comfortable linen
fit in relation to bed size.
 

6-7
Sheets well toned, but not necessarily best quality linen. Medium
quality bed covers/ spreadsbutfree from stains, holes and wear.
 

3-4-5
Linen of cheaperpolyester mixture, thinning, faded. Thin pillows/

duvets.

 

1-2
Cheap linen withfraying edges, holes, faded. No pillowsor stained
pillows with holes: :

 

b) Beds

 
9-10 Bedsizes frequently larger than standard single size. Bed ofhigh

quality with sound mattresses. In excellent condition. Decoration or
interesting bed frames(if appropriate; excellent quality). If
headboards, offering a degree of comfort and free from head or other

stains.
 

Very goodfirm mattresses and sound base. Bed to be of high quality
though may not be in a brand new condition.If appropriate, bed
frames may beof an olderstyle, but in good condition and good

quality,
 

6-7
Standard domestic quality bed frames,divans and mattresses- all in

sound condition. If appropriate, headboards may be a simple
wooden board or continental pillow.
 

Domestic mattresses that are well used, thin on divan base.

“Tendency to moveor creak. Noflaccid, broken struts, unevenlegs,

wobbly headboards (if appropriate) or sloping frames(if
appropriate).
  Concave mattress shape withlittle or no resistance or bounce, Legs

loose, caster/ s missing, stains marks and holes. Creaking frame,

flaccid support. 
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c) Decoration 9-10 High quality wall covering (paint or wallpaper). Attention to detail,

thoughtful coordination of patterns, colours and textures.If plain

décor then addition of high quality pictures, art objects, etc. All
work should look professional and be well executed.
 

High quality wall covering, but need not be in excellent condition.

Signs of wear andtear (i.e. scratches, water splashes, finger marks,
etc). Room décor may range from excellent to good.
 

Goodjob of applying wall covering of average quality. Some

pictures in good frames. Attemptto coordinate patterns and colours.

Nojarring mismatch of colours and styles. Décor may be some

years old but not damaged, scratched, torn or stained. Room decor
may range from excellent/ very good to good. 
 

 

3-4-5 Ageing décor that is only of an average quality to begin with. Sub
standard application of paint/ wallpaper. Little attention to detail. Plain

style with no adornment. Some wearandtear.
 

Low-grade materials poorly executed. Mis-match of styles and colours.
Noticeable wearandtear, stains, splashes, scratches,tears, etc. Few
pictures/ graphics (if any) or wall hangings. Unsightly pipe work,
exposed wiring. signs of damp. -
 

d) Furniture and Fittings 9-10 Excellentintrinsic quality and in excellent condition. Furniture of
sound construction, attractive professional finish and detailing. Little or
no sign of ageing, wear and tearorill-use. Ample hanging space.
Attractive comfortable easy seating with upholstery in excellent

condition (inside or on patio), Full, well-lined curtains with appropriate
accessories, in working order. Blinds/ shutters in excellent condition

and of excellent quality. Curtains/ blinds/ shutters blocking external

light. Electronic goods of excellent quality and in excellent condition.
 

High intrinsic quality of materials may show somesignsofuse.

Alternatively new, good (as opposedto excellent) quality furniture and

fittings. Curtains to be full and good quality/ condition. Blinds/ shutters

in good condition and of good quality. Curtains/ blinds/ shutters
blocking external light. Good quality electronic goods in good

condition.
 

Furniture and fittings which may have been “excellent” or "very good”

but through ageing, showing signs of wear and tear. Alternativel
medium quality range of materials and construction in sound and
useable condition. There should be no damage, stains or fraying

furniture. No jarringly uncoordinated styles - all furniture to be of a

broadly similar standard. Medium quality electronic goods in good
working order,
 

3-4-5
Furniture of average quality and in well-used condition.Little

coordination of styles, some slight damage may. be apparent, butall

items capable of use. Surfaces not well maintained. Thin, short, skimpy

curtains. Some stains, marks on soft fittings. Out-dated electronic
equipmentbut in good working order or new equipmentin poorstate of|

repair.
 

Low quality materials, poor construction, damaged, marked or

scratched. Uncoordinated styles. Thin, unlined curtains, stained, worn

upholstery. Electronic goods: Very old, not working, components

broken, badly tuned, channels not conform to directory,etc.
  e) Flooring  9-10  Iffitted carpets, high quality fitted carpets (high percentage wool

content), good thick pile and underlay, professionally laid and in
pristine condition. High quality wooden ortiled flooring, professionally:

laid and in pristine condition with high quality occasional rugs or mats.

Screed flooring acceptableif of excellent quality and fits with overall

design. Artistically finished cementfloors of high quality and
workmanship acceptable — merely painted cementfloors not acceptable  
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High quality carpet beginning to show somesigns of ageing (flattening
or wearing). No stains, burns or marks, etc. Alternatively carpet with

higher percentage of man-made fibre but in new condition. Wooden or
tiled flooring in needof buffing but with high quality rugs (if used).
Screed flooring acceptable if of good quality and fits with overall

design. Artistically finished cement floors of good quality and
workmanship acceptable - merely painted cement floors not

acceptable.

 

High quality carpet with flattening in areas of mosttraffic but all in
sound condition - may be somesmall discolouration in places.

Alternatively, cheaper new carpet. Wooden ortiled floorsa little

scratchedin places. Screed flooring acceptable if of good quality and

fits with overall design - may show signs of ageing or lack of .

maintenance. Painted cement floors acceptable, if of good quality and

fits with overall design.

 3-4-5 Carpets show considerable use- flattened spots, bleaching by windows,
some.thinning. Unprofessionalfitting - ripples, roughill-fitting edges
thin or no underlay. There should be no holes, tears, burns of other

defects that render the carpet unsound. Vinyl or low quality flooring.
Chipped woodenortiled floors. Screed flooring acceptable if of

reasonable quality (but not necessarily in good condition) and fits with
overall design. Painted cementfloor acceptable, but must be in

reasonable condition.
 

Distinct signs of wearing - visible canvas/backing fabric, patches,
stains, discolouration, obvious seams. DIY fitting - gaping joints, gaps
between carpet and wall. Several unmatched styles or newer carpets
laid on top of damage or worn- through older ones. Woodenfloorsthat
need a new coat of varnish with ageing, worn and stained rugs. Missing
tiles and obvious chips. Screed flooring in poor condition. Painted
cementfloors in poor condition.

 

f) Ceiling/Roofing 9-10 All types ofceiling/ roofing acceptable as longasit is of excellent
quality, in good condition and professionally fitted. No flaccid ceilings/
beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping, cracking or
splitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated with no marks or
stains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted no flaccid
ceilings / beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping, cracking
or splitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated.

 

6-7
Goodjobofceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/ roofing of average
quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently applied, although
not necessarily professionally done.

 

3-4-5
Poorquality ceiling/ roofing, adequately fitted, but no evidence of
flaccid orsplitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained paintwork/
treatment poorly done.

 

Poor quality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places, evidence
of water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/ treatment old and
adequately done.

  g) Floor space/Layout A spacious, well-planned room with furniture in convenient places.
Ease of accessto-all furniture, cupboards, wardrobes, drawers, etc. A
sitting area with sufficient space to relax (if market appropriate). Space
to put luggageso that it does not clutter the room andobstruct access.
Easyaccessto all facilities. TV visible from sitting area or bed.
Unrestricted view offull mirror, All plug points functionally located.

   Reasonably spacious room with good accessto all furniture and
facilities. No areasofrestricted access or obstruction. Not necessary to
have a separatesitting area but room mustbe large enough to
comfortably contain an easy chair in addition to the standard bedroom
furniture (if market appropriate). All plug points functionallylocated.  
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6-7

 

Room large enoughto contain all necessary furniture and to allow

access to all facilities but there may be someslightly restricted areas. A
chair may serve a dual purpose - easy seating and dressing table. To
allow access some care may betaken in the positioning and design of
furniture. Notall plug points are functionally located.

 34-5 Cluttered feel to room. Overlarge furniture for floor space. Need to
move some things to get to others. Awkward opening of drawers,
cupboards, wardrobes, etc. Little room for luggage. Few plug points
are functionally located.
 

1-2
Furniture too large or plentiful for room. Access to mostfacilities

restricted or awkward. Noplug points are functionally located.

 

h) Temperature Control 9-10 Thermostatically and individually controlled heating and/or cooling
system capable of maintaining a comfortable room temperature.
Appropriate to size and location of room. Apparatus in excellent

condition.
 

Individual control by guestat all times. Ageing but excellent

apparatus. Good quality and quiet wall mounted air-conditioners.

 

6-7
Effective heating and/or cooling provided in rooms when appropriate

(under individual control). Not necessarily the most up to date system.

Large,slightly noisy, wall mountedair conditioners apply here.

 

3-4-5
Free standing apparatus able of maintaining a reasonably

comfortable temperature in room. Ageing appliances.

 

Oldlow quality appliances, Heat/cold only available close to

apparatus j.e. apparatus unable to maintain a comfortable

temperature throughout the room.
 

i) Lighting 9-10 Overall high standard ofillumination in room. Controllable dimness/

glare - either through dimming switches or a numberof individually
controlled lights/ lamps. Light sourcesin all appropriate places -

especially for shaving, make-up, contact lenses, reading, etc. Bedside
lighting control separate for each occupant. All lights and shades of

high quality manufacture and in excellent order. No wobbly

connections, burnt shades,flimsy bases that fal! over, etc.

 

Provision of more sourcesoflight thanis strictly necessary i.e, more

than just centre and bedside lights. High quality fittings, lamp bases,

etc. ,
 

Provision of more sourcesoflight thanis strictly necessary i.e. more

than just centre and bedside lights. High quality fittings, lamp bases,

etc.

 

3-4-5
Minimum illumination in room. Restricted natural light. Fittings

ageing, beginning to lookscruffy.

 

12
Dim, gloomy lighting. Low quality fittings and appliances. Light in

inappropriate places. Poor natural fight. Hidden controls. Shades

burnt, scruffy, stained, etc.

  3) Accessories 9-10 A wide range to be provided of the followinglist of high quality

extras for guests e.g. fruit bowl, plants,satellite television, remote

controls, books and magazines, mendingkit, potpourri, shoe

polishing cloth or pad, biscuits, mineral water, sweets/ mints/

chocolates, tea tray with variety of teas/ hot chocolate/ coffees/ milk,
comprehensive well presented room information, minibar, ton and’

toning board (on request), hair dryers (on request), plug adaptors (on

request). :
  A reasonable proportion of the above. 
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A small selection of the above.

 

 

 

6-7

One or two items only of average quality.
3-4-5

One or two items only of very poorquality.
1-2   
 

2.2 BATHROOMS

All bathroomsshould havesufficient spaceto allow freedom ofmovementfor guests and access
to all fittings.

All grades must have en-suite bathrooms whichshall include only a bath or only a shower. 4 and

5-star B&B's must have a bath and shower; showercould bein the bath.

 
a) Towelling Grading

Score

Description

 

9-10

Full range of towel sizes - bath towel, (bath sheet optional), hand

towel, face cloth for each guest. Provision of toweiling robes.

Thick, heavy, fluffy quality with plenty of pile. Replace daily or

after each use (unless guest requests otherwise with particular
reference to environmental issues).

 

Range of towels including bath sheet/ towel and hand towel per

guest but not quite such heavy quality as found in excellent.

Changedfrequently or at guest’s request.
 

Good quality bath and hand towels in sound condition.

 

3-4-5
Moderate quality towels, showing age. Ratherthin, fraying edges,
small size. Faded.

 

1-2

Very thin, small, scratchy, old, fraying, some holes, stained, faded.

Low absorbency.

 
b)

 
Decoration 9-10 Highest quality wall coverings. Tiles well fitted. Grouting in excellent

condition. No marks, stains, condensation damage. No peeling

wallpaperorflaking paint. In excellent condition.
 

May be high quality finish but not always recent - some signs of wear

butall in sound condition. Alternatively, may be recently decorated

but not with the highest quality materials, though a good and

professionaljob.
 

Notnecessarily recently decorated though in sound condition and
reasonable quality materials used. Some signs of wear.

 

Lower quality materials, ageing, and evidence of poor standard of

DIY. Poorcondition with some evidence ofdamp and marks.

  No decoration or very tired and old style. Damp/ condensation
marks. Cheap very low quality finish, unprofessionally applied.

Sealantor grouting mouldy. For paintwork significant chipping or   flaking and for wallpapersignificantpeeling.
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c) Fixtures and fittings High quality, solid, well-madefittings in excellent order and
matching style. High quality finish. High quality bath. Attractive
showerscreen in excellent condition if separate shower. Attractive
shower curtain/ screen in excellent condition if shower/ bath are
combined. Good sized washbasin. Easily used, responsive controls.
Hot waterat all times (dependent on location.and energy/ water

supply).
 

Generally high quality fittings throughout, but not necessarily new.
Good-sized bath. Shower screen or good quality curtain (if necessary
to keep surrounding area free from water). All porcelain in good
order - no cracks, crazing or dull finish, no stains. Matching and
coordinated styles.
 

6-7

Standard domestic range of bathroomfittings. Sturdy steel or acrylic
bath. Bathroom may havea showeror a bath. May be showing some
wearbut in sound, clean condition. No small baths or under-sized

showers with awkward access. Hot waterat all reasonable times.

 

3-4-5 Ageingfittings - dull finish to porcelain, chrome wearing off. Weak
showerpressure. Intermittent hot water or at restricted hours. Fittings
not matching. Outof date style or colour, well used. Rough DIY
grouting/ sealant. Some “module” bathroomswith very restricted
space and inconvenientlayout.

 

 

Bath enamel chipped, stained, dull and cheap plastic bath that moves
and creaks. Very small shower with trickle of water. Stained or
mouldy grouting/ sealant and cheap, thin shower curtain. Cracked
washbasinortoilet. 1] fitted cheapplastic toilet and cover,
Discoloured plastic cistern. Plastic taps, loose or broken towelrail.
Evidence of cigarette burns, darnage,etc.
 

d) Flooring Highest quality floor coverings. Tiles well fitted. Grouting in
excellent condition. No marks,stains, condensation damage.

Flooring well-fitted and free from stain or water damage.
 

High quality floor covering ortiles but not always recent - some
signs of wearbutall in sound condition. Alternatively, may be
recently decorated but not with the highest quality materials,
though a good andprofessional job.
 

6-7
Standard quality bathroomflooring. Some signs of wear but no stains
or marks. Not necessarily recently decorated though in sound
condition.
 

3-4-5
Lower quality materials, ageing, and evidence of poorstandard of
DIY. Poor condition with some evidence of damp and marks.
 

Very tired and old style. Damp/ condensation marks.
Cheap very low quality finish, unprofessionally applied.
Sealant or grouting mouldy, carpet rotting, smelly. Area
around toilet discoloured, damp.

 

 
e) Ceiling/Roofing 9-10 Ceiling/ roofing to be of excellent quality and professionally fitted,

no flaccid ceilings/ beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage,
seeping, cracking or splitting or damp/ condensation marks.
Professionally painted/ stained/ treated with no marksorstains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted, no flaccid
ceilings/beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping,
cracking or splitting or damp/ condensation marks. Professionally
painted/ stained/ treated.
 

6-7

Good job ofceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/ roofing of
average quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently
applied, although not necessarily professionally done. In sound
condition but some evidence of damp/ condensation marks.
  3-4-5  Poorquality ceiling/ roofing, adequately fitted, butno evidence of

flaccid orsplitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained paintwork /
treatment poorly done. Some evidence of damp/ condensation
marks.
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Poor quality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places, evidence of
water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/ treatment old and
adequately done. Significant evidence ofdamp/ condensation marks.

 

f) Lighting Lighting effectiveness for all purposes - shaving, make-up, and
contact lenses, particularly at washbasin/ shaving point. Excellent
quality fittings.
 

High standard oflightfittings - centre, main light plus adequate
shaving light, possibly supplementary lights.

 

Centre light and shavinglight, well positioned providing adequate
light.

 

Dim centre light and awkwardly placed shaving light. Stark
fluorescent tube on ageing fittings.

 

1-2 Gloomy,badly placed, ageing, damagedlightfittings.

 

2) Floor Space/ Layout 9-10 Conveniently laid out bathroom with easy accessto all facilities.
Plenty of provision for laying out toiletries and hanging up clothes,
etc. A high level of spaciousness. -
 

Good-sized rooms with accessto all facilities. May be room for only
one person at a time. No awkward cornersor obstructed parts. Good
space fortoiletries.
 

Adequate size of room for one person, but no awkward access or
inconvenientposition offacilities, etc. Adequate spacefor toiletries.

 

Restricted space leading to small bath or shower, small washbasin

and awkward access. Limited spacefortoiletries.

 

Very small room with facilities in separate small rooms. Very
awkward access, Limited room for drying/ dressing. Small
washbasin, cramped accesstotoilet.

 

 
h) Accessories High quality toilet paper (for example 2-ply). A wide range ofthe

followinglist of excellent quality accessories provided in the
bathroom e.g. wrapped soap, shampoo, moisturiser, aftershave,
cologne, showergel, conditioner, tooth brushes, tooth paste, shower
cap,toilet bags, tissues, cotton woolballs, cotton buds,etc.
 

A reasonable proportion of excellent quality items from the above
list. No well-used ageing bottles, scrappy sachets or sticky
containers. High quality toilet paper.
 

A small range from the above,all in good condition and of good
quality. Medium quality toilet paper.

 

Oneor two items from the abovelist of average quality (wrapped
soap or shower gel is compulsory).
   One or two items from the abovelist of poor quality (wrapped soap

tor shower gel is compulsory).
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a) Signage Grading
Score

Description

 

9-10
Signs in excellent condition. Signs easily readable. Signage fits in
with the decor. Areas open and not open to guests are clearly
indicated.
 

Signs in good condition (although clearly not brand new). Signs
readable. Signagefits in with the décor. Areas open and not open to

guests are clearly indicated.
 

6-7
Signs in reasonable condition but showing somesigns of ageing
and decay. Notall areas open and not open to guests are clearly
indicated. Signagefits in with the décor.
 

3-4-5
Signs in poor condition with clear signs of ageing and decay. Areas
open and not opento guests are not always indicated. Signs donotfit
in with the décor of the establishment.
 

Signsin terrible condition with many signs of ageing and decay.
Areas open and not open to guests are not indicated atall. Signs do
not fit in with the décor ofthe establishment
 

b) Decoration 9-10 High quality wall covering in excellent condition. Evidence of
coordinated design. Artwork, art objects, etc which fits with the
design of the establishment. No evidence of ageing, wear andtear.
High quality professionalfinish.
 

Use of high quality materials, though not necessarily in pristine
condition. Alternatively more moderate quality materialsif recently
decorated. Attempt to coordinate design with additional attractive
features. No scratches, chips, stains, or scuffs. Professional

workmanship.
 

Standard “domestic” style and quality of décor, some ageing but no
major wear andtear. Use of wall hangings, pictures, etc. Good
workmanship.
 

3-4-5

Moderate quality, ageing. Someslight damage, wear andtear.
Dated style. Sub standard application of décor. Little design input
or coordination. Tired.
 

Very old, faded, damaged wall covering. Evidence of damp/ water
penetration. Grubby marks. Evidenceof neglect. Unsightly
paintwork or exposed wiring.
 

 
c) Furniture and Fittings High degree of comfort and luxury. High quality in excellent

condition. Attractive, coordinated extras. Decorative, occasional

pieces in main room/s and corridors,
 

High quality furniture but not necessarily new. All in sound
condition. Alternatively, more moderate quality furniture in
excellent condition. Comfortable easy seating.
 

6-7

Medium to high quality of manufacture but showing some wear and
tear. May be rather dated but sound. Alternatively, new furniture of
medium quality.
 

Uncoordinated style. Ageing seating. May show marks, sparse
arrangement. Not particularly comfortable orattractive. Low

quality.
   Low quality, uncomfortable, ageing furniture. May show some

damage - scratched, loose arms/legs. Stained or grubby
upholstery. Dated, jaded, unattractive.
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d) Flooring Grading
Score

Description

 

9-10
If fitted carpets, high quality (high percentage wool content), good
thick pile and underlay, professionally laid and in pristine condition.
High quality woodenortiled flooring, professionallylaid and in
pristine condition with high quality occasional rugs or mats. Screed
flooring acceptableif of excellent quality andfits with overall design.
Artistically finished cementfloors of high quality and workmanship
acceptable — merely painted cementfloors not acceptable.
 

High quality carpet beginning to show somesignsof ageing
(flattening or wearing). Nostains, burns or marks,etc. Alternatively
carpet with higher percentage of man-madefibre but in new
condition. Woodenortiled flooring in need of buffing but with high

quality rugs(if used). Screedflooring acceptable if of good quality

andfits with overall design. Artistically finished cementfloors of
good quality and workmanship acceptable -merely painted cement
floors not acceptable. ~
 

High quality carpet with flattening in areas.of most traffic but all in
sound condition -. may be some small discolouration in places.

Alternatively cheaper new carpet. Wooden.ortiled floorsa little
scratched in places. Screed flooring acceptableif of good quality and
fits with overall design - may showsignsofageing or lack of
maintenance. Painted cementfloors acceptable,if of good quality and
fits with overall design.
 

Carpets show considerable use- flattened spots, bleaching by
windows, some thinning. Unprofessionalfitting - ripples, roughill-

fitting edges thin or no underlay. There should be noholes,tears,

burnsor other defects that render the carpet unsound. Vinyl! or low

quality flooring. Chipped woodenortiled floors. Screed flooring

acceptable if of reasonable quality (but not necessarily in good

condition) andfits with overall design. Painted cementfloor

acceptable, but must be in reasonable condition.
 

Distinct signs of wearing - visible canvas/ backingfabric, patches,

stains, discolouration, obvious seams. DIYfitting - gaping joints,
gaps between carpet and wall. Several unmatchedstyles or newer

carpets laid on top of damage or worn through older ones. Wooden

floors that need a new coat of varnish with ageing, wom andstained

tugs. Missingtiles and obviouschips. Screedflooring in poor

condition. Painted cementfloors in poor condition.

  e) Ceiling/Roofing 9-10

cracking or splitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated with no

All types ofceiling/ roofing acceptableas longas it is of excellent

quality, in good condition and professionallyfitted. No flaccid

ceilings/ beams/ poles or evidence of waterleakage, seeping,

marksorstains,
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted, no flaccid

ceilings/ beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping,
crackingorsplitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated.

   Good job of ceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/ roofing off

average quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently applied
although not necessarily professionally done.  
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3-4-5
Poor quality ceiling/ roofing adequately fitted, but no evidence of
flaccid or splitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained paintwork /

treatment poorly done.
 

Poorquality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places, evidence of
water seepage. Stained paintwork,paintwork/ treatment old and
adequately done.
 

f) Lighting 9-10 Overall high standard ofillumination giving sufficient light forall
appropriate purposes butalso designed for good effect - showing off

features of rooms/corridors.All lights and shadesof high quality

manufacture and in excellent order. No wobbly connections, burnt
shades, flimsy basesthat fall over, etc. No harsh fluorescenttubes.
 

High quality fittings with more than adequate spread

illumination for practical use. Occasional lamps, reading
lights, perhapspicture ights.
 

More than minimal lighting. Medium quality fittings in sound

condition. No bumtshades, ageing lamps, etc. Main light plus one

or two smal] occasional Jamps. No extra lights for effect.
 

3-4-5
Enough light for practical use, but nothing more. No occasional
lamps,etc. Fittings dated, ageing, discolouration. Stark,

unattractive, harsh lighting:
 

Low quality fittings in poor condition - exposed, fraying wires,
wobblyfittings, loose plugs. Dim, gloomyeffect with dark areas.
Glaring,irritating, harsh fluorescent lights with no diffuser.
 

 
g) Atmosphere &

Ambience

Harmonious combination of décor, lighting and comfortable
furniture. Soothmg coordinated effect. Interesting architectural

features, spacious rooms. Nointrusive noise.
 

Comfortable, relaxed feel. May be somebusy activity or music

backgroundbut not intrusive. Coordinated décor, finishing, etc.

 

6-7
Comfortable seating area but may be used for other things at
times. A degreeof activity/ noise but notirritating.

 

3-4-5
Busyarea with numerousactivities going on - "corridor"effect.

Harsh lighting, intrusive noise. Awkward seating, cooking smells,

notparticularly comfortable.
 

1-2 Uncomfortable, awkward seating in an area clearly used for other

purposes. Loud noise, very loud TV/ radio/ noise. Smoky,old,

persistent cooking smells. Draughty. No personal touches, nothing

to look at or read. . 
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a) Decoration Grading
Score

Description

 

9-10

High quality wall covering in excellent condition. Evidence of
coordinated design. Interesting architectural features, artwork, art

objects, etc. No evidence of ageing, wear and tear. High quality
professionalfinish.
 

Use ofhigh quality materials, though not necessarily in pristine
condition. Alternatively more moderate quality materials if recently
decorated. Attempt to coordinate design with additional attractive

features. No scratches, chips, stains, or scuffs. Professional

workmanship.
 

Standard "domestic"style and quality of décor, some ageing but no
major wear and tear. Use of wall hangings, pictures, etc. Good

workmanship.
 

3-4-5
Moderate quality, ageing. Someslight damage, wear and tear.
Dated style. Sub standard application of décor. Little design input
or coordination. Tired.
 

Very old, faded, damaged wall covering. Evidence of damp/ water
penetration. Grubby marks, Evidence of neglect. Unsightly
paintwork or exposed wiring.
 

b) Furniture & Fittings 9-10 High degree of comfort and luxury. High quality in excellent
condition. Attractive, coordinated extras. Decorative occasional

pieces in main room/s and corridors. Well spaced chairs of
appropriate height for tables. Coordinated design and spacious
tables
 

High quality furniture but not necessarily new. All in sound
condition . Alternatively more moderate quality furniture in
excellent condition, Comfortable easy seating. May not necessarily
be of the same design though coordinated. Goodsized tables.
 

6-7

Medium to high quality of manufacture but showing some wear and
tear. May be rather dated but sound. Alternatively new furniture of
medium quality. Tables large enough for uncluttered use. May be
amix ofstyles and ages butall in good order. Design may take
precedence over comfort. .
 

3-4-5

Uncoordinated style. Ageing seating. May show marks. Sparse
arrangement. Not particularly comfortable or attractive. Low quality.
Maybe-quite a mix ofstyles, ages, designs, shapes and heights.
Tables close together.
 

Lowquality, uncomfortable, ageing furniture. May show some
damage- scratched, loose arms/ legs. Stained or grubby
upholstery. Dated, jaded, unattractive. Inadequatetablesize-
cluttered and inconvenient.

  °) Flooring   If fitted carpets, high quality (high percentage woolcontent), good
thick pile and underlay,professionally laid and in pristine condition.
High quality wooden ortiled flooring, professionally laid and in
pristine condition with high quality occasional rugs or mats. Screed
flooring acceptable if of excellent quality andfits with overall
design. Artistically finised cementfloors of high quality and
workmanship acceptable - merely painted cementfloors not
acceptable.
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High quality carpet beginning to show some signs of ageing
(flattening or wearing). Nostains, burns or marks,etc.
Alternatively carpet with higher percentage of man-madefibre but
in new condition. Woodenortiled flooring in need ofbuffing but
with high quality rugs (if used). Screed flooring acceptable if of

good quality andfits with overall design. Artistically finished
cement floors of good quality and workmanship acceptable - merely
painted cement floors not acceptable. 
 
 
 

6-7 High quality carpet with flattening in areas of mosttraffic but all in
sound condition - may be some small discolouration in places.
Alternatively cheaper new carpet. Woodenortiled floorsa little
scratched in places. Screed flooring acceptable if of good quality
and fits with overall design - may showsignsof ageing or lack of
maintenance. Painted cement floors acceptable, if of good quality
and fits with overall design,

 

3-4-5 Carpets show considerable use- flattened spots, bleaching by
windows, some thinning. Unprofessionalfitting - ripples, roughill-
fitting edges thin or no underlay. There should be no holes,tears, _

_ {burnsor other defects that render the carpet unsound. Vinyl or low
quality flooring. Chipped woodenortiled floors. Screed flooring
acceptable if of reasonable quality (but not necessarily in good
condition) and fits with overall design. Painted cementfloor
acceptable, but must be in reasonable condition.

 

Distinct signs of wearing - visible canvas/ backing fabric, patches,
stains, discolouration, obvious seams. DIY fitting - gaping joints,
gaps between carpet and wall. Several unmatched styles or newer
carpets laid on top of damage or worn through older ones. Wooden
floors that need a new coat of vamish with ageing, worn and stained

tugs. Missing tiles and obvious chips. Screed flooring in poor
condition. Painted cementfloors in poor condition.

 
d) Ceiling / Roofing 9-10 All types of ceiling/.roofing acceptable as long asit is of excellent

quality, in good condition and professionally fitted. No flaccid
ceilings/ beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping,
cracking orsplitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated with
no marksorstains,
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted no flaccid
ceilings / beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping,
cracking orsplitting. Professionally painted/ stained/ treated.
 

6-7 Goodjobofceiling/ roofing application andceiling/ roofing of
average quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently applied,
although not necessarily professionally done.
 

Poor quality ceiling/ roofing adequately fitted, but no evidence of
flaccid or splitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained paintwork /
treatment poorly done. -
 

Poorquality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places, evidence of
water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/ treatment old and
adequately done.

  e) Lighting 9-10 Overall high standard ofillumination givingsufficient light for all
appropriate purposes but also designed for good effect - showing off
features of rooms/ corridors. All lights and shades of-high quality
manufacture and in excellent order. No wobbly connections, burnt
shades, flimsy basesthat fall over, etc: No harsh fluorescent tubes,
 

High quality fittings with more adequatespread illumination for
practical use, though no orlimited sophisticated use oflighting
"effects". Occasional lamps, reading lights, perhaps picture lights.
   More than minimal lighting.Medium quality fittings in sound

condition. No burnt shades, ageing lamps, etc. Mainlight plus one or
two small occasional lamps. Noextra lights for effect.
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 345 Enoughlight for practical use, but nothing more. No occasional
lamps, etc, Fittings dated, ageing, discolouration. Stark,
unattractive, harsh lighting.
 

 
Low quality fittings in poor condition - exposed, fraying wires,
wobblyfittings, loose plugs. Dim, gloomyeffect with dark areas.

Glaring,irritating, harsh fluorescent lights with no diffuser. 
 
 
 

f) Table appointment 9-10 An emphasis on style and high quality (stainlesssteel, silver, etc)
(as per the market requirement). All pieces of cutlery and
crockery matching and coordinated and of high quality. No wear,
damage, cracks, chips, etc. Additional features such as bud vases,
candlesticks, coasters, etc. Good quality linen/ cloth napery.
Large napkins. Equally high quality accessories - ice bucket,
sauce boats, jam pots,etc. Provision of appropriate styles of
cutlery for different functions and different glasses/ crystat for

different uses.
 

Items of similar style and quality as in "excellent" but perhaps
more limited in range, fewer glasses, smaller napkins.
Alternatively, high quality domestic crockery rather than
professional china. Fine glass rather than crystal, good quality
stainless steel rather than silver, etc. Limited wear, damage,etc.
 

Middle to high range domestic cutlery and crockery ~ all in sound
condition and main service matching. Perhaps accessories of
different style but good quality. Thick (multi-ply) paper napkins.
Short tablecloth,
 

3-4-5
Variety of styles and quality, some damage, wear and tear (fading of
pattern or glaze}. Thin napkins. No accessories. Saucesin bottles/
packets.
 

1-2V
Mis-match patterns. Cracks, chips, well-used appearance, Pyrex or
low quality functional crockery. Small, thin (one-ply) napkins.
Sticky sauce bottles on table.
 

 
g) Atmosphere and 9-10

Ambiance

Harmonious combination of décor and lighting. Spacious room and
good layout oftables. Nointrusive noise or smells, Themes or
designs may add to the ambience. Family tables only, acceptable.
 

High standard offabric, Perhaps busy, with some background noise.
Tables rather close together. A little noise from the bar. Family tables}
only, acceptable.
 

Tables quite close but with sufficient space to allow private
conversation and staff and customersto pass without inconvenience.
A certain amountofnoise andactivity from other areas. Family

tables only, acceptable.
 

Crowded tables, awkward access. Difficult to have private
conversation. Intrusive noise,stuffy. Family tables only, acceptable.

   Very crowded, cramped, uncomfortable. Loud noise. Very stuffy.
Impossible to have privacy. Family tables only, acceptable.  
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a) Bedrooms Grading
Score

Description

 

9-10
High standard of cleanliness,attention to detail. Well-made beds, ~

gleaming surfaces, no smears or marks. Evidence of thorough, not
[just superficial cleaning. No blow bulbs or broken equipment.
Turndown service, room tidied, any trays taken away. Curtains
drawn in the evening.
 

High standard of cleanliness butattention to detail may not come up
to the same standard as "excellent". On or two small areas of

maintenance missed,
 

6-7
Nodust, efficient vacuuming. Equipment and room accessories not

perhapsquite as tidy and well arranged as they might be. Occasional
lapse in maintenance - odd bulb blown.All surfaces free from dirt
and polished.
 

- [Baded
Surfaces smeary/ dusty. Evidence of neglect of vacuuming under
beds and in inaccessible comers, Pieces of paper, debris in comers
and under furniture, blown bulbs, dusty light shades.
 

Very heavy dust on surfaces, high and low. Debris in wardrobe/
drawers. Bits of paper, threads and otheritems, grit, etc on carpet.
Long term neglect.
 

b) Guest Bathrooms Meticulousattention to hygiene. All surfaces gleaming. Clean,
fresh smell. High levelofefficiency.
 

Generally very high standard, but perhaps one or two slight lapses.

 

6-7
No evidence of dust/ hairs/ grime. Surfacesall clean. Floor
vacuumed and free from dust. Slight discolouration of enamel/
grout.
 

3-4-5
Generally clean but lacking attention to detail - dust on low and high
surfaces and in inaccessible places. Surfaces and enameldull.
Flooring discoloured.
 

Low standard of housekeeping- dust onall surfaces. Long-term
encrusted grimein inaccessible places,dirt and hairs on floor,in

corners. Flooring around toilet stained, smelly.
 

c) Guest Access Areas k9-10 All well vacuumed. All surfaces, high and low, dustfree, no

cobwebs. Table surfaces well polished no smears. Ashtrays clean.
No fingerprints on doorplates,light switches,etc. flowers well
arranged. Newspapers, books, etc up to date ad tidy.
 

Generally very good level of vacuuming and dusting. Everything
tidy and well arranged.
 

High level ofcleanliness. Easy seating area-some books, magazines,
etc on tables.
 

Clean but with some dust on high and low surfaces. Personal clutter.
Books and magazinesout ofdate, in untidy piles. Dying houseplants.
Smears on surfaces. -
 

Generally neglected housekeeping - carpet badly vacuumed.All
surfaces dusty. Cobwebs, dead insects. Dead/ wilting plants.
Ashtrays unemptied. Newspapers/ books on floor. Dirty glasses/
cups ontables.
 

d) Public Toilets  9-10 Meticulousattention to hygiene. All surfaces gleaming. Clean, fresh
smell. High levelofefficiency. - 
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8 Generally very high standard, but perhaps one or twoslight lapses.

6-7 No evidenceof dust/ hairs/ grime. Surfacesall clean. Floor vacuumed
and free from dust.

3-4-5 Generally clean but lacking attention to detail - dust on low and high

surfaces and in inaccessible places,

 

Low standard of housekeeping - dust on aj] surfaces. Long term
1-2 encrusted grime in inaccessible places, dirt and hairs on floor,in

comers. Flooring aroundtoilet stained, sinelly.
 e) Dining Areas 9-10 High standard of cleanlinessin all areas - no evidence of

previous meal. Efficient vacuuming. Tables always set-up to
high standard,

 

Generally high standard of cleanliness - no dust, etc. May be some

 

 

8 clutter, Pile of menus, winelists, etc.

Alwaystidy and clean in time for beginning of meal service.
6-7 Generaily good standards ofdusting, tidiness.

Not alwaysatits tidiest. Bottles, glasses, menus on surfaces.

3-4-5 Generally clean but may be someduston high or low surfaces.
Sometables remain unset during mealservice. Pot plants and
flowers neglected.

Dusty, crumbson carpet, surfaces smeared, ring marked, dead/
1-2 dying flowers. Untidy piles of menusetc scattered around. Marks,

stains on tablecloths, dirty ashtrays,

     
 

4. FOOD & BEVERAGE & SERVICES

In the case where restaurants are outsourced, it would be graded as part of the establishment

premises. If takeaway meals are offered as a room service (i.e. menus of external take away

operators are provided in the rooms), room service requirements shall apply.

 
a) Breakfast: Grading {Description

Presentation Score
 

Cold buffet neatly set out, attractive containers. May opt for plated
9-10 cold courses, preferably refrigerator counter (dependenton location

and energy supply). Good range of hot and cold food. Preferably
plated main course and eggs cooked to order (on request).
 

Smaller items on buffet or fewer cold courses, Less attention to

 

8g detail. Smaller range of cooked items.

Standard range of cold courses. Limited range of choice for cooked
6-7 items. Some choice available.
 

Only basic breakfast and limited choice for cold and hot courses.

 

 

 

 

 

3-4-5

Badly presented. Dull combination. No choice.
1-2

b) Breakfast: Quality 9-10 High quality fresh ingredients (where appropriate) and wide choice.
Specialty foods and unusual dishes. Wide selection of breads and
pastries.

High quality ingredients. Perhaps lower skill in execution, but
8 noticeable attempt to provide high quality and some unusual items.

Eggs cooked to order (onrequest).

All ingredients of good quality - good cooking, but no unusual or
6-7 sophisticated dishes.

Low quality ingredients.
3-4-5
 

Low quality ingredients, badly cooked.    
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c) Breakfast: Service Cheerful friendly, polite, well-trained staff. High standard of personal
cleanliness. Prompt andefficient service. Correct cutlery and glasses
supplied. Dirties to be cleaned and top-upsnoted.
 

Well-motivated staff that shows evidence of aspiring to excellent
standard, but mayfall little short and who could benefit from more
training.
 

6-7
Shallingness to be helpful and attentive. More enthusiastic than
polished, but trying to do their best. Would benefit from further
training.
 

Lowskills but basically pleasant. Informality bordering on inefficiency
- not really interested, but responds in reasonably helpful way to

requests. Conversely well skilled andtrained but lacking social skills -
arrogant, insensitive.
  Surly, indifferent, poorly skilled staff. Slow service. No

professionalismor interest.  
 

5. GENERAL SERVICE & SERVICES

 

a) Reservations Grading
Score

Description

 

19-10

Efficient, friendly and helpful reservation process all details taken
down correctly and checked and all necessary information given and
confirmation provided or offered. Reservation completely correct on

check-in,
 

Reservation dealt with promptly and friendly although nottotally
efficient. All necessary information taken and provided.
Confirmation provided or offered. One or two errors on

reservation on check-in.
 

6-7

Reservation dealt with reasonably well and friendly but not
efficient. Only most necessary information taken and provided.
Confirmation provided or offered. Someerrors on reservation on
check-in,
 

3-4-5

Reservation dealt with poorly. Only minimal information taken
and provided. Manyerrors on reservation upon arrival, No
confirmation of reservation provided/ offered.
 

Not possible to make a reservation or reservation process totally
unfriendly andinefficient. No confirmation of reservation
provided/ offered. No booking found onarrival.
 

b)

 
Check-in & Check-out 9-10 Prompt, thorough check-in. All necessary information given to

guests - layout of property, available facilities, meal times, etc (on
request). Promptattention. Bill correctin all details. Items explained
by receptionist on request. Guests asked if they enjoyed their stay.
Positive last impression. Staff well versed in all! methods of

payment,
 

Efficient check-in. Perhaps not always given full information about
facilities. Prompt attention. Attemptat excellence, but perhaps

lacking professional polish. Cheerful,bill correct.
 

Registered, given key and directed to room. Bill correct. Staff

obviously shalling and trying to be helpful.
 

Name and address taken. Minimal information given. Key given
no directions to room. Bill unclear (some charges not explained).

Arithmetic wrong. Staff unable to explain why charges madebut

sort things out in time. Lack training.
  Administrative errors not proficiently rectified. Surly manner.Bill

wrong and unexplained. Staffs have no idea and are unshalling to
assist customer. Long wait. Staff unable to cope with some forms

of payment.   
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c) Porter Service Smart, helpful mannerofstaff readily available. Good knowledge

of B&Bfacilities and local area.
 

Shalling and friendly, and reasonably knowledgeable about most

matters - shalling to find out. May have other duties but
endeavours to be prompt.
 

Memberofstaff available to carry bags, though there may be

some delay. Cheerful, but not necessarily skilled in dealing with
matters outside B&B environment - happy to help where he/she

can.
 

Longdelayin getting bags to room. No further help or information.

Responds to requests to information or help in indifferent way.

 

Bags ignored and/ or taken to wrong room with error not

proficiently rectified. Great difficulty in finding a porter when one

is required. Unforthcoming, unhelpful - clearly resents having to

carry other people’s bags. Notinterested in helping guests.
 

d) Friendliness &

Attitude

Wamm friendly smile. Helpfulattitude. Help with luggage and

provision ofinformation aboutthe establishment. All
establishments attempt to establish a good rapport and show
shallingness to please.
 

Cheerful demeanour and attitude. Guests shall be shown to room
and given necessary information - told to ask if anything else

required.
 

Pleasant appearance. Shallingness to help when asked.

 

Neutral behaviour - no particular enthusiasm - just doing the job.

 

1-2
Surly or rude behaviour. Clear indifference to guests,irritation at
being asked for anything

 

e) General Efficiency 9-10 Excellent level of efficiency. Any messages forwarded promptly.
Efficient communication with other departments - summoning
porter, booking restauranttable, etc.
 

Very goodlevel of efficiency. Good responses to any requests, but

guest’s needs aren’t anticipated.

 

6-7
Goodlevel ofefficiency, All requests dealt with pleasantly.

 

3-4-5
Fair level ofefficiency. Rather unshalling response to any requests.

 

[-2

Poorlevel ofefficiency. Marked reluctance to give any help.

 

f) Guest Services 9-10 Excellent level ofefficiency and complete attempt to assist with
all reasonable services/ items required and find appropriate
solutions. .
 

Very good level of efficiency. Good responses to any requests, but

guest’s needs aren’t anticipated and guests’ requests are sometimes
not fulfilled.
 

Goodlevel of efficiency. All requests dealt with pleasantly, but

many requests notfulfilled.

 

Fair level of efficiency. Rather unshalling response to any requests
and most requests notfulfilled.

 

1-2
Poorlevel ofefficiency. Marked reluctance to give any help and all
requests are notfulfilled,
  g) Staff Appearance 9-10 Clean, neat, appropriate clothes. A general smart, well-groomed

appearance.
 

Approaching excellent, but lacking the final touch. Perhaps some
itemsa little ill fitting. All clothing clean.
   A noticeable attempt to be smart. Nostains, tears, etc but dressed

for comfort rather than smartness.
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3-4-5
Clothes starting to look worn, rumpled, lived in, but basically
clean. Hair a bit uncontrolled.
 

1-2  
Dirty, stained,frayed, holed clothes, dirty shoes. Hands and finger
nails grubby. Hair unwashed andout of control. Unshaven. Smelly.  
 

 
h) Tourist Information 9-10 Information packs in bedroomsor in reception/ lounge on

immediate and surrounding area as well as accommodation specific

information. Books, pamphlets on matters of local interest, leisure

facilities, etc. Personally prepared information. Staff well versed on
relevant tourist information. Staff shalling to assist and inform
tourists on the focal area. High attention to personalised itineraries

and personalinterest in guest’s information requirements. .

 

Asfor excellent but limited range. Staff not as well versed.

 

6-7
Few pamphlets available on surrounding area. Staff able to assist
but not well versed. i

.
 

3-4-5
Limited information at reception only. Staffs have very limited

knowledge.

 

1-2
No information or out-of-date information. Staff unable to assist.

 
i) Access to

Communication

9-10 24-hour access to external and internal communication e.g.
telephone,internet etc in bedroom or in establishment. Direct
dialling available within guest rooms, Communicationfacilities and

equipmentin excellent condition. Clear and visible communication

to guests on the availability of communication facilities and how to
accessit. Knowledgeable, friendly and prompt assistance to guests

in the use of communication.
 

18-houraccess fo external and internal communication e.g.

telephone, internet, etc in bedroom or in establishment. Direct

dialling available within guest rooms. Communication facilities and

equipment in good condition. Clear and visible communication to
guests on the availability of communication facilities and how to

accessit. Friendly and helpful (but not necessarily knowledgeable)

assistance to guests in the use of communication.
 

Reasonable access to external and internal communication

throughoutthe day e.g. telephone,internet, etc either in bedroom

or in establishment. Communicationfacilities and equipmentin

reasonable condition. Some communication to guests on the

availability of communication facilities and how to accessit, but

inconsistent. Friendly and helpful (but not necessarily

knowledgeable) assistance to guests in the use of communication.

  Pooraccess to external and internal communication throughoutthe
day e.g. telephone,internet, etc either in bedroom orin

establishment. Communication facilities and equipment in poor

condition. No communicationto guests on the availability of

communication facilities and how to access it. No assistance to

guests in the use of communication.

  1-2 Limited or No access to communication.   
 

SELF CATERING: SCHEDULE 6

An accommodation establishment may be registered as a self-catering accommodation

establishment, if -

(a) accommodationis provided on a self-catering basis in an accommodation unit being
- ahouse,flat, chalet or other residential unit; -- -—_ a

(b) an accommodation unit comprises at least one bedroom with a kitchen and lounge
area and bathroom facilities; and
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(c) the establishment meets the minimum requirements designated for self-catering
establishments set out in schedule 6.

GRADING PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA METHODOLOGY

The grading criteria have been developed based on guest expectations:

1. Physical Facilities: Exterior

L1. Exterior

a) Signage

b) Driveway

c) Guest Parking

d) Ground and Gardens

e) Outdoor Guest Seating

f} Recreational Facilities

g) Appearance ofBuildings

2. Physical Facilities: Interior

2.1 Bedrooms

a) Bedding

b) Beds

c) Decoration

d) Furniture & Fittings

e) Flooring

f) Ceiling / Roofing

g) Floor space/Layout

h) Temperature Control

i) Lighting

j) Accessories

2.2 Bathroom

a) Towelling

b) Decoration
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c) Fixtures & Fittings

d) Flooring

e) Ceilings /Roofing

f) Lighting

g) Floor space / Layout

h) Accessories

2.3 Public Areas

a) Signage

b) Decoration

c) Furniture & Fitting

d) Flooring

e) Ceiling /Roofing

f) Lighting

g) Atmosphere& Ambience

2.4 Unit Lounge/Dining Area

a) Decoration

b) Furniture & Fittings

c) Flooring

d) Ceiling / Roofing

e) Lighting

f) Temperature Control

2.5 Unit Kitchen

a) Decoration

b) Fixture & Fittings

c) Flooring

d) Ceiling & Roofing

e) Lighting .

£ Electrical EquipmentS
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g) Stove/ Oven/ Microwave

h) Crockery & Utensils

3. Housekeeping

(a) Unit Bedrooms

(b) Unit Bathrooms

(c) Unit Lounge/ Dining Area

(d) Unit Kitchen

(e) Public areas

(f) Public Toilets

4. General Service & Services

(a) Reservations

(b) Check-in & Check-out

(c) Porter Service

(d) Friendliness & Attitude

(e) General Efficiency

(f) Public Area Service

(g) Guest Service

(h) Staff Appearance

(i) Tourist Information

(j) Access to Communication Laundry & Drying Facilities
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REQUIRED OVERALL SCORE FOR EACH GRADING BAND:

 

GRADING BAND WHATTHE STARS MEAN?
 

5-Stars

wok ok ok or
Overall score of 91% - 100%

Items fo score 9 or 10

No morethan 3 items to score 8

Number ofunacceptable items 0

OUTSTANDING
Thecategory has exhibit an exceptionally

high degree of service and hospitality,

striking and luxurious facilities with
attention to fine detail.

 

4-Stars

we Ww
Overall score of 81% - 90%

EXCELLENT
The property has added luxury and
comfort; a high emphasis is placed on
quality, décor, service, hospitality,

additionalfacilities. i

 

Items to score 8 or more

No more than 3 items to score 7

All service elements to score 8,9 or 10

Numberofunacceptable items 0

VERY GOOD

3-Stars The property has additional services and

ty ok ook

Overall score of 71% - 80%

facilities with greater emphasis on comfort,

quality décor, expanded amenities,

hospitality and services such as, but not
limited to, room service and optional
turndownservice.

 

Items to score 7 or more

No more than 4 items to score . 6

All service elements to score 8, 9 or 10

Numberofunacceptable items 0

: GOOD .

2-Stars The property maintains theattributes

ee
tr ok
Overall score of 61% - 70%

offered at the |-star level, while showing
noticeable enhancements in room décor
and quality of furniture,fittings and
equipment. It must meet needs of comfort

 

Items to score 6 or more and cleanliness. It must provide good,

No imore than 4 items to score 5 expanded and reliable service and

All service elements to score 7,8, 9 or 10 hospitality.

Numberof unacceptable items 2

FAIR :

1-Star A property that provides a modest

ey
Overall score of 51% - 60%
Items to score 5 or more
No morethan 4items to score ~---. 4
All service elements to score -7, 8,9 or 10
Numberof unacceptable items 3  accommodation. The establishmentis

functional, emphasizing clean and
comfortable roomsand reliable, limited but

good service and hospitality.
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ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS:

The minimum requirements for lodges for registration purposesas set outin the “The Registration
ofAccommodation Establishments Regulations, 2008" is adequate for general registration and

grading purposes. Some additional minimum requirements for the top grades (4 and 5_
’ star) are specified below and must be adhered to in order for lodges to achieve a four or
five star grading:

 

Description | 4 Star 5 Star

 

General « For 4 Star units a higher level of general
ambience and spaciousness shal} be

Tequired in all areas of the unit.e.g.
spacious corridors, bedrooms with no
narrowareas, etc.

e For4 Star units the lounge, dining area
and kitchen may be open plan.

¢ New, purpose built 4-star self caterings
that have more than 3 floors, should

have {ifts installed.

e Ifnot inthe nearby vicinity (easy
walking distance), 4-star self caterings
should offer a utility shop open daily
fromat feast 24 hours.

* For 5 Star units a higher level of general
ambience and spaciousness shall be
required in all areas of the unit e.g,
spacious corridors, bedrooms with no
narrowareas,etc.

® For 5-star units the lounge, dining area
and kitchen may be open plan.

¢ New, purposebuilt 5-star self caterings
that have more than 3 floors, should have

lifts installed. .

if not in the nearby vicinity (easy walking
distance}, 5-star self caterings should

offer a utility shop open daily from at
least 24 hours.

 

Reception * facsimile service on the premises;

¢ stamps & mailing facilities; and

¢ Messages for guests to be recorded & and
handed over whencollecting keys,etc.

¢ A 24 hour wake-up call service should be
made available by telephone.

¢ facsimile service on the premises;

© stamps & mailing facilities, and

e Messages for guests to be recorded & and
delivered when collecting keys, or key
cards ete.

* A 24 hour wake-up call service should be
made available by telephone.

 

Food &
Beverage
Services

 
¢ Units must be self-contained and serviced

daily.

¢ The following must be provided with each
unit (if

appropriate): .

¢ Television (if appropriate to market)Oven
and/or convection microwave (if
appropriate for location)

* Microwave (if appropriate for location)

« Refrigerator with decent size freezer (more

than
just an ice compartment) Telephone (if

appropriate to the market)

« Hi-fi (if appropriate to market)

* Washing machine and dryer (or
laundry/ laundry service/ Laundromat

in Vicinity) Lounge area, with
adequate seating to accommodatethe
number of advertised guests (this

dining facilities) 
a]

seating should be over and above the  
e Units must be self-contained and

serviced -

daily.

« The following must be provided with
eachunit (if appropriate):

Television (if appropriate to market} Oven
and/or convection microwave(if appropriate
for location)

¢ Microwave(if appropriate for location)

* Refrigerator with decent size freezer
(more

than just an ice compartment) Telephone
(if appropriate to the market)

e Hi-fi-Cif appropriate to market)

@ Washing machineand dryer (or laundry/
laundry service/ Laundromatin vicinity)
Lounge area, with adequate seating to
accommodate the numberof advertised

guests (this seating should be over and
abovethe dining facilities) _
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Kitchen ¢ For 4 star units the kitchen must be open

plan and spacious(not a kitchenette)

For 5 star units the kitchen must be open

plan and spacious (not a kitchenette)

 

Bedrooms All bedrooms must be separate from the

lounge, kitchen and dining areas.

Room size must be comfortable and

adequately accommodateall the furniture

provided.

If appropriate and fit for the purpose

televisions must have a remote control

and a wide choice of channels should be

provided.
All 5-star self catering rooms should

have air-conditioning.

e For4-star self caterings there should be a

safe in each room.

There should be a hairdryer in each

room.

All bedding/linen should be clean and
debris and stain free. A top-sheet, under-

sheet and a base cover should be on each

bed.

Clean, white linen should be provided at

each newlet.

All bedrooms mustbe separate from the

lounge, kitchen and dining areas.

Room size must be comfortable and

adequately accommodateall the furniture

provided.

If appropriate and fit for the purpose

televisions must have a remote control

and a wide choice of channels should be

provided.
All 5-star self catering rooms should have

air-conditioning.

For 5-star self caterings there should be a

safe in each room.

There should be a hairdryer in each room.

All bedding/linen should be clean and

debris and stain free. A top-sheet, under-

sheet and a base cover should be on each

bed.

Clean, white linen, should be providedat

each newlet.

 

Bathrooms A bath and showershould be available

(the shower may beover the bath).

e Ifswimmingfacilities are provided a
separate

towel to be used should be madeavailable

for each guest.

e All units must have private bathrooms

with one bathroom per 4 guests or

less.

A bath and showershouldbe available

(the

shower may be over the bath).

e All units must have private bathrooms

with one

bathroom per4 guests orless.

If swimming facilities are provided a

separate towel to be used should be

madeavailable for each guest.

 

Stationary   ¢ Stationary folders containing stationary,

writing paper, envelopes and a directory of

services should be provided.  ¢ Stationary folders containing stationary,

writing paper, envelopes and a directory

of services should be provided.
 

1. PHYSICAL FACILITIES - EXTERIOR

1.1 Exterior
 

a) Signage

 

Grading |Description

Score
 

9-10

Signs in excellent condition (like new). Attractive and blends well

into the environment. Providesclear indication of location of

establishmentand facilities. Signs are visible from all directions and

during the day andat night.
 

Signs in good condition (butclearly not new). Reasonablyattractive

and blends reasonably with the environment. Providesindication of

location of establishment andfacilities. Signs are visible from ail

directions and during the day andat night.
 

  during the day.

Signsin reasonable condition, but clearly ageing. Inappropriate for the

environment. Provides indication oflocation of establishment and
facilities. Signs are not visible from all directions and only visible
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Signs in poor condition (some letters no longervisible or difficult to

read). Inappropriate for the environment. Location of establishment

and facilities not clear (i.e, arrows in wrong directions or fades,etc).

Signs are not visible from all directions and are not even clearly
visible during the day.
 

1-2
Limited or No signage.

 

b) Driveway (including
access to units, if

relevant) - maybetar,

brick, gravel, or any
otherfit for purpose

surface.

9-10 Driveway in excellent condition, with well-maintained road surfaces
and excellent drainage. Accessible byall types of vehicles and/ or
only 4x 4 (as required by market). Driveway width conducive to

traffic moving in both directions (either by two way driveway or

specific passing nodes).
 

Driveway in good condition, with maintained road surfaces and good

drainage but showing somesigns of decay. Accessible byall types of

vehicles and/or only 4x 4 (as required by market). Driveway width

conducive to traffic moving in both directions (either by two way
driveway or specific passing nodes).
 

6-7
Drivewayin reasonable condition, but some small potholes/puddles
or uneven road surfaces. Reasonable drainage. Accessible by all
types of vehicles and/or only 4x 4 (as required by market). Passing

areas have been allowed for but are not clearly marked.
 

3-4-5
Driveway in poor condition, with many uneven surfaces or some large

potholes/ puddles. However drivewayis still drivable. Not accessible

byall types of vehicles, mainly 4x 4, but acceptable if that is transport

of primary source markets. No passing areas have been allowed for.

 

Driveway in a terrible condition - poorly surfaced with many large
potholes/ puddles. Drivewayis barely drivable. Only accessible by 4x4
vehicles, but acceptable if that is transport of primary source markets.
Nopassing areas have been allowed for.
 

c) Guest Parking Clearly marked parking bays.in a secure environment. External security
lighting (if appropriate to environment).
 

Organised and secure parking. Marked bays where appropriate. Some

external security lighting (if appropriate to environment).
 

6-7
Parking in secure environmentbut not necessarily organized or clearly
marked. Limited external security lighting provided.

 

3-4-5

Little attempt to control parking. Owners/ staff vehicles taking up most

of the available parking space.
 

Limited or No parking available.

 

  
d) Grounds & Gardens

underthe control or
management ofthe

establishment may

include a swimming
pool.

9-10 Evidence of systematic programmeof maintenance- well tended

formal gardensorattractive "natural” environment. Tidy and well-lit

pathways (as appropriate to location/ lighting source). Attractive

appearance throughout the year. No disorder or rubbish and no

evidenceoflitter. No clutter/ disorder around service areas(if

accessible/ visible to guests).
 

High standards of maintenance in formal gardens. Outlying areas may
be, more “natural”. Pleasant and tidy appearance throughoutthe year.
Noclutter/ disorder around service areas(if accessible/ visible to

guésts). Good external lighting (as appropriate to location/ lighting

source).
 

6-7  Noovergrown, tangled areas (whether formal or natural garden).
Immediate surrounds kept tidy and well maintained (whether formal or

natural garden. Lawns,if any, cut regularly through the season and

edges trimmed. Evidence of someattempt to producea pleasing effect

with someinteresting design. Uncluttered access to accommodation.
Someexternallighting (as appropriate to location/ lighting source).
Clear access.    
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Gardens and enclosed area around establishment are kept under
control. Little attempt at interesting design. Domestic disorder kept to
a minimuin,
 

Neglected and overgrown appearance, weeds in most areas. Rubbish
and clutter visible and untidily stacked, Disorderly appearance. Poor -
lighting (as appropniate to location/ lighting source).
 

e€) Outdoor guest
iting/ relaxation areas

(this may include private
terraces adjacentto the
rooms or general seating areas)

9-10 Provision of high quality outdoor furniture/ seating facilities
appropriate to the nature of the marketattracted to the establishment
and the numberof guests catered for. Furniture/ seating facilities in
excellent condition. Outdoor seating area to have an attractive

appearance throughout the year - no disorder or rubbish and no
evidence of litter.
 

Provision of good quality outdoor furniture/ seating facilities
appropriate to the nature of the marketattracted to the establishment

and the numberof guests catered for. Furniture/ seating facilities in
good condition but showing some wear. Outdoorseating area to have
an attractive appearance throughoutthe year -no disorder or rubbish
and no evidenceoflitter.

 

Provision of reasonable quality outdoor furniture/ seating facilities
appropriate to the nature of the marketattracted to the establishment,
but insufficient to cater for all guests, Furniture/ seating facilities in
reasonable condition - showing some wearbut evidence of
maintenance. Outdoor seating area has an attractive appearance for
most of the year, however some evidence of disorder or rubbishy litter.

 

3-4-5
Provision of poot quality outdoor furniture/ seating facilities and
insufficient to cater for all guests. Furniture/ seating facilities in poor

condition - showing significant wear and no evidence of maintenance.
Outdoorseating area has an unattractive with evidence of disorder or

rubbish/ litter,
 

Limited or No outdoorrelaxation areas provided, 
  f) RecreationalFacilities

(Only the quality/condition of

actual facilities offered)

Recreationalfacilities (either provided on the premises or offered on

other premises) provided of excellent quality and in excellent

condition.

  Recreational facilities (either provided on the premises or offered on

other premises) provided of good quality and in good condition

(showing some wear but evidence of maintenance). Orofhigh quality

but only reasonable condition. 
 

6-7 Recreational facilities (either provided on the premises or offered

on other premises) provided of reasonable quality and in

reasonable condition (showing wear and maintenance seem

haphazard).
 

Recreational facilities (either provided on the premises or offered

on other premises) provided of poor quality and/or in poor

condition (showing considerable wear and maintenance seem

haphazard).
 

Recreational. facilities (either provided on the premises or offered on
other premises) provided of poor quality and/orin total state of

disrepair. No evidence of maintenance.

 

  
g) Appearance of

Buildings

9-10 Absence of weathering,fresh well-maintained paintwork, and an

overall clean and "néw" Iook, no unsightly staining and well-

maintained paintwork or wall finishing. Visible outbuildings or

annexes to be of a similar standard. Extemal lighting. Addition of

attractive architectural features (applicable to market), etc.

 

High quality maintenance of paintwork and stone /brickwork though

somenatural weathering may bepresent. All areas of paintwork to be

in sound condition. Some additional external features to enhance
appearance.
 

6-7 Paintwork, windows, drains, etc in goodstate of repair, though not

necessarily recent. No obviousstructural defects or damage. "Plain"
architectural features butstill appropriate to the market. 
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Woodwork generally in sound condition, though some areas ofpaint

3-4-5 may be ageing and rather weathered. Small defects, damage, crack,
etc. No evidenceof recent repairs, paintwork,etc.
 

Generally neglected buildings. Obvious structural defects or damage
1-2 (crumbling brickwork, cracked stone): Flaking paint, illegible signs,

rotting exposed wood.    
 

2. PHYSICAL FACILTIES - INTERIOR

2.1 BEDROOMS

 

a) Bedding Grading Description

Score
 

High quality linen, laundered and wel! toned. Comfortable
9-10 linen fit in relation to bed size. A good supply ofpillows,

cushions. Thick, weighty blankets with spares available

(season and location dependent). Good quality duvet (season
and location dependent) coordinated with bedroom décor and
softs if no separate bedcover. Bedcoversthickly quilted or

similar high quality, coordinated with bedroom decor and
other soft furnishings.
 

All bed linen to be of high quality though maynot be in a
8 brand new condition - coordinated with othersoft

furnishings.
 

Sheets well toned, but not necessarily best quality linen.

6-7 Medium quality bed covers/ spreads but free from stains,

holes and wear.
 

Linen of cheaper polyester mixture, thinning, faded. Thin

 

 

3-4-5 pillows/ duvets.

Cheaplinen with fraying edges, holes, faded. No pillows or
1-2 stained pillows with holes. : :

b) Beds 9-10 Bedsizes frequently larger than standard single size. Bed of
high quality with sound mattresses. In excellent condition.
Decoration or interesting bed frames(if appropriate; excellent

quality). If headboards, offering a degree of comfort and free

froin heador otherstains.

 

Very good firm mattresses and sound base. Bedto be of high

8 quality though maynot be in a brandnew condition. If

appropriate, bed frames may be ofan older style, but in good

condition and good quality.
 

Standard domestic quality bed frames, divans and

6-7 mattresses - all in sound condition. If appropriate,

headboards may be a simple wooden board or continental

pillow.

 

Doméstic mattresses that are well used, thin on divan base.
3-4-5 ° Tendency to move or creak. Noflaccid, broken struts, uneven

legs, wobbly headboards(if appropriate) or sloping frames(if

appropriate).
 

Concave mattress shape withlittle or no resistance or bounce.

1-2 Legsloose, caster/ s missing, stains marks and holes.

Creaking frame, flaccid support.     
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c) Decoration High quality wall covering (paint or wallpaper). Attention to
detail, thoughtful coordination of patterns, colours and

textures. If plain décor then addition of high quality pictures,
art objects, etc. All work should look professional and be
well executed,
 

High quality wall covering, but need notbe in excellent
condition. Signs of wear and tear(i.e. scratches, water
splashes, finger marks, etc). Room décor may range from
excellent to good.

 

Competentjob of applying wall covering of average quality.
Somepictures in good frames. Attempt to coordinate patterns
and colours. No jarring mismatch ofcolours and styles.
Décor may be someyears old but not damaged, scratched,

torn or stained, Room decor may range from excellent/ very
good to good.
 

Ageing décor that is only of an average quality to begin with
Sub standard application of paint/ wallpaper.Little attention t
detail. Plain style with no adornment. Some wear andtear.
 

Low-grade materials poorly executed. Mis-match ofstyles and
colours. Noticeable wearandtear, stains, splashes, scratches,

tears, etc. Few pictures/ graphics(if any) or wall hangings.
Unsightly pipe work, exposed wiring. Signs of damp.
 

 
d) Furniture andFittings Excellentintrinsic quality and in excellent condition. Furniture

of sound construction, attractive professionalfinish and

detailing. Little or no sign of ageing, wear andtear orill-use.
Ample hanging space.Attractive comfortable easy seating
with upholstery in excellent condition (inside or on patio).
Full, well-lined curtains with appropriate accessories,in
working order. Blinds/ shutters in excellent condition and of
excellent quality. Curtains/ blinds/ shutters blocking external
light. Electronic goodsof excellent quality and in excellent

condition.
 

High intrinsic quality of materials may show some signs of

use. Alternatively new, good (as opposed to excellent) quality
furniture and fittings. Curtains to be full and good quality/
condition. Blinds/ shutters in good condition and of good
quality. Curtains/ blinds/ shutters blocking external light. Good

quality electronic goodsin good condition.
 

Furniture andfittings which may have been "excellent" or

“very good", but through ageing, showing signs of wear and
tear. Alternatively medium quality range of materials and
construction in sound and useable condition. There should be

no damage,stains or fraying furniture. No jarringly
uncoordinated styles - all furniture to be of a broadly similar

standard. Medium quality electronic goods in good working

order.
  Furniture of average quality and in well-used condition. Little

coordination of styles, someslight damage may be apparent,

but all items capable of use. Surfaces not well maintained,
Thin, short, skimpy curtains. Somestains, marks on soft

fittings. Out-dated electronic equipment but in good working
order or new equipmentin poorstate of repair.     
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Low quality materials, poor construction, damaged, marked or

scratched. Uncoordinated styles. Thin unlined curtains,
stained, wom upholstery. Electronic goods: Very old, not

working, components broken, badly tuned, channels not

conform to directory, etc.

 

¢) Flooring If fitted carpets, high quality fitted carpets (high percentage
wool content), good thick pile and underlay, professionally
laid and in pristine condition. High quality woodenortiled
flooring, professionally laid and in pristine condition with high

guality occasional rugs or mats. Screed flooring acceptable if

of excellent quality and fits with overall design. Artistically

finished cementfloors of high quality and workmanship

acceptable - merely painted cement floors not acceptable.

 

High quality carpet beginning to show somesigns of ageing

(flattening or wearing). No stains, burns or marks, etc.
Alternatively carpet with higher percentage of man-madefibre

but in new condition, Woodenortiled flooring in need of

buffing but with high quality rugs (if used). Screed flooring

acceptable if of good quality and fits with overall design.

Artistically finished cementfloors of good quality and
workmanship acceptable - merely painted cementfloors not

acceptable.
 

High quality carpet with flattening in areas of most traffic but

all in sound condition - may be some small discolouration in

places. Alternatively, cheaper new carpet. Wooden ortiled

floorsa little scratched in places. Screed flooring acceptable if
ofgood quality and fits with overall design - may show signs

of ageing or lack of maintenance. Painted cement floors

acceptable, if of good quality and fits with overall design.
 

3-4-5 Carpets show considerable use - flattened spots, bleaching by

windows, some thinning. Unprofessionalfitting - ripples,

rough ill-fitting edges thin or no underlay. There should be no

holes, tears, burnsof other defects that render the carpet

unsound. Viny! or low quality flooring. Chipped wooden or

tiled floors. Screed flooring acceptable if of reasonable quality

(but not necessarily in good condition) and fits with overall

design. Painted cementfloor acceptable, but must be in

reasonable condition.
 

Distinct signs of wearing - visible canvas/backing fabric,
patches,stains, discolouration, obvious seams. DIY fitting -

gaping joints, gaps betweencarpet and wall. Several

unmatched styles or newer carpets laid on top of damage or

worn- through older ones. Wooden floors that need a new coat

of varnish with ageing, worn and stained rugs. Missing tiles
and obviouschips. Screed flooring in poor condition. Painted

cement floors in poor condition.

 

 
f) Ceiling / Roofing

9-10 All types of ceiling/ roofing acceptable as longas it is of

excellent quality, in good condition and professionallyfitted.

Noflaccid ceilings/ beams/ poles or evidence of water

leakage, seeping, crackingor splitting. Professionally painted/
stained/ treated with no marksorstains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted no

flaccid ceilings / beams / poles or evidence of water leakage,

seeping, cracking or splitting. Professionally painted/

stained/ treated. ,
 

6-7
Competent job of ceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/

roofing of average quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment

competently applied, although not necessarily professionaily

done.
 

3-4-5
Poor quality ceiling/ roofing, adequatelyfitted, but no
evidence offlaccid or splitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly

stained paintwork / treatment poorly done.
  Poor quality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places,

evidence of water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/

treatment old and adequately done. 4 
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2) Floor space/Layout 9-10 A spacious, well-planned room with furniture in convenientplaces.
Ease of accessto all furniture, cupboards, wardrobes, drawers,etc. A

sitting area with sufficient space to relax (if market appropriate). Space
to put luggage so thatit does notclutter the room and obstruct access.
Easy accessto all facilities. TV visible from sitting area or bed.
Unrestricted view offull mirror. All plug points functionally located.

 

8 Reasonably spacious room with good accessto all furniture and
facilities. No areas of restricted access or obstruction. Not necessary to
have a separate sitting area but room must be large enough to
comfortably contain.an easy chair in addition to the standard bedroom
furniture (if market appropriate). All plug points functionally located.
 

6-7 Roomlarge enough to contain all necessary furniture and to aliow
accessto all facilities but there may be some slightly restricted areas, A
chair may serve a dual purpose - easy seating and dressing table. To
allow access some care may betakenin the positioning and design of
furniture. Notall plug points are functionally located. 
 

_ 3-4-5 Cluttered feel to room. Overlarge furniture for floor space. Need to

move some things to get to others. Awkward opening of drawers,

cupboards, wardrobes, etc. Little room for luggage. Few plug points
are functionally located.
 

Furniture too large or plentiful for room. Access to mostfacilities

1-2 restricted or awkward. No plug points are functionally located.
 

h) Temperature Control 9-10 Thermostatically and individually controlled heating and/or cooling
system capable of maintaining a comfortable room temperature.
Appropriate to size and location of room. Apparatus in excellent

condition.
 

Individual control by guestat all times. Ageing but excellent
8 . japparatus. Good quality and quiet wall mounted air-conditioners.

 

Effective heating and/or cooling provided in rooms when appropriate
6-7 (under individual control). Not necessarily the most up to date system.

Large, slightly noisy, wall mountedair conditioners apply here.

 

Free standing apparatus able of maintaining a reasonably
3-4-5 comfortable temperature in room. Ageing appliances.
 

Old Jow quality appliances. Heat/cold only available close to
1-2 apparatusi.e. apparatus unable to maintain a comfortable

temperature throughout the room.
 

 
i) Lighting 9-10 Overall high standard ofillumination in room. Controllable dimness/

glare - either through dimming switches or a number of individually
controlled lights/ lamps. Light sources in all appropriate places-
especially for shaving, make-up, contactJenses, reading, etc. Bedside

lighting control separate for each occupant. All lights and shades of
high quality manufacture and in excellent order. No wobbly
connections, burnt shades, flimsy basesthat fall over, etc.

 

Provision of more sourcesoflightthan is strictly necessary i.e. more

 

 

 

8 than just centre and bedsidelights. High quality fittings, lamp bases,
. etc.

‘, Provision of more sources oflight than is strictly necessary i.e. more
6-7. than just centre and bedside lights. High quality fittings, lamp bases,

ete.

Minimumillumination in room. Restricted natural light. Fittings
3-4-5 ageing, beginning to look scruffy.

1-2 Dim, gloomy lighting. Low quality fittings and appliances. Light in
inappropriate places. Poor natural light. Hidden controls. Shades
burnt, scruffy, stained, etc.  
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j) Accessories 9-10 A wide range to be providedofthe followinglist of high quality
extras for guests e.g. fruit bowl, plants,satellite television, remote
controls, books and magazines, mending kit, potpourri, shoe

polishing cloth or pad, biscuits, mineral water, sweets/ mints/
chocolates, tea tray with variety ofteas/ hot chocolate/ coffees/ milk,
comprehensive well presented room information, minibar, ton and
toning board (on request), hair dryers (on request), plug adaptors (on

 

  
 

 

request),

A reasonable proportion of the above.

8

A small selection of the above.
6-7 .

Oneor two items only of average quality.
3-4-5

Oneor two items only of very poor quality.
1-2 4:    
 

2.2 BATHROOMS

All bathroomsshould havesufficient space to allow freedom ofmovement for guests and access
to ail fittings.

All grades must have en-suite bathrooms which shall include only a bath or only a shower. 4 and
5-star B&B's must havea bath and shower; showercould bein the bath.

 

a) Towelling Grading Description

Score
 

Full range of towelsizes - bath towel, (bath sheet optional), hand

9-10 towel, face cloth for each guest, Provision of towelling robes.

Thick, heavy, fluffy quality with plenty ofpile. Replace daily or

after each use (unless guest requests otherwise with particular
reference to environmentalissues).
 

Range of towels including bath sheet/ towel and hand towel per

8 guest but not quite such heavy quality as found in excellent.

Changed frequently or at guest’s request.
 

Good quality bath and hand towels in sound condition.

 

 

 

 

 

 

AnT

Moderate quality towels, showing age. Rather thin, fraying edges,

3-4-5 small size. Faded.

Very thin, small, scratchy, old, fraying, some holes, stained, faded.
1-2 Low absorbency.

b) Decoration 9-10 Highest quality wall coverings. Tiles well fitted. Grouting in excellent

condition. No marks, stains, condensation damage. No peeling

wallpaper or flaking paint. In excellent condition.

Maybe high quality finish but not always recent - some signs ofwear
8 but all in sound condition. Alternatively, may be recently decorated

but not with the highest quality materials, though a good and

professionaljob. 7

Not necessarily recently decorated though in sound condition and

6-7 reasonable quality materials used. Some signs of wear.

Lower quality materials, ageing, and evidence ofpoor standard of

3-4-5 DIY. Poor condition with some evidence of damp and marks.

 

No decoration or very tired and old style. Damp/ condensation
vee . 1-2 marks, Cheap very Jow quality finish, unprofessionally applied.
- TOT ee ~ Sealant or grouting mouldy. For paintwork significant chipping or

flaking and for wallpapersignificant peeling. °     
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c) Fixtures and fittings 9-10 High quality, solid, well-made fittings in excellent order and
matching style. High quality finish. High quality bath. Attractive
showersercen in excellent condition if separate shower, Attractive
shower curtain/ scrcen in excellent condition if shower/ bath are

combined. Good sized washbasin. Easily used, responsive controls,
Elot waterat all times (dependent on location and energy/ water
supply).
 

Generally high quality fittings throughout, bul not necessarily new.
Good-sized bath. Showerscreen or good quality curtain (if necessary
to keep surrounding area free from water). All porcelain in good
order - no cracks, crazing or dull finish, no stains. Matching and
coordinated styles.
 

Standard domestic range of bathroom fittings. Sturdy steel or acrylic
bath. Bathroom may have a shower or a bath. May be showing some

| wear but in sound, clean condition. No small baths or under-sized
showers with awkward access, Hot waterat all reasonable times.

 

3-4-5 Ageing fittings - dull finish to porcelain,chrome wearing off. Weak
shower pressure. Intermittent hot water or at restricted hours. Fittings
not matching, Out ofdate style or colour, well used. Rough DIY

grouling/ sealant. Some “module” bathrooms with very restricted
space and inconvenient layout.

  

 

Bath enamel chipped,stained, dull and cheap plastic bath that moves
and creaks. Very-smali shower with trickle of water. Stained or
mouldy grouting/ sealant and cheap, thin shower curtain, Cracked
washbasinortoilet. Ii] fitted cheap plastic toilet and cover.
Discolouredplastic cistern. Plastic taps, loose or broken towelrail.
Evidence of cigarette burns, damage, etc.
 

d) Flooring 9-10 Highest quality floor coverings. Tiles well fitted. Grouting in
excellent condition. No marks, stains, condensation damage.
Flooring well-fitted and free from stain or water damage.
 

High quality floor covering ortiles but not always recent - some
signs of wear but all in sound condition. Alternatively, may be
recently decorated but not with the highest quality materials,
though a good and professional job.
 

6-7

Standard quality bathroom flooring. Some signs of wear but no stains
or marks. Not necessarily recently decorated though in sound
condition.
 

3-4-5
Lower quality materials, ageing, and evidence of poor standard of
DIY. Poor condition with some evidence of damp and marks.

 

Very tired and old style. Damp/ condensation marks.
Cheap very low quality finish, unprofessionally applied.

Sealant or grouting mouldy, carpet rotting, smelly. Area
around toilet discoloured, damp.

 

e) Ceiling/Roofing 9-10 Ceiling/ roofing to be of excellent quality and professionally fitted,
no flaccid ceilings/ beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage,
seeping, crackingor splitting or damp/ condensation marks.
Professionally painted/ stained/ treated with no marksorstains.

 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted, no flaccid
ceilings/beams/poles or evidence of water leakage, seeping,
cracking or splitting or damp/ condensation marks. Professionally
painted/ stained/ treated.
 

6-7

Good job ofceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/ roofing of
average quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment competently
applied, although not necessarily professionally done. In sound
condition but some evidence of damp/ condensation marks.
 

3-4-5

Poor quality ceiling/ roofing, adequately fitted, but no evidence of
flaccid or splitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained paintwork /

treatment poorly done. Some evidence of damp/ condensation

marks. .
 

Poor quality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places, evidence of
water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/ treatment old and

adequately done. Significant evidence of damp/ condensation marks.

 

f) Lighting Lighting effectiveness for al] purposes - shaving, make-up, and
contact lenses, particularly at washbasin/ shaving point. Excellent

quality fittings.
 

High standard oflightfittings - centre, main light plus adequate

shaving light, possibly supplementary lights.

   Centre light and shaving light, well positioned providing adequate

light.
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3-4-5 Dim centre light and awkwardly placed shaving light. Stark
fluorescent tube on ageing fittings.

1-2 Gloomy,badly placed, ageing, damagedlightfittings.

g) Floor Space/ Layout 9-10 Conveniently laid out bathroom with easy accessto all facilities.
Plenty of provision for laying outtoiletries and hanging up clothes,
etc. A high level of spaciousness.
 

Good-sized rooms with access to all facilities. May be room for only
8 one personat a time. No awkward cornersor obstructed parts. Good

spacefortoiletries.
 

Adequate size of room for one person, but no awkward access or

 

 

 

6-7 inconvenient position of facilities, etc. Adequate space fortoiletries.

Restricted space leading to small bath or shower, small washbasin

3-4-5 and awkward access. Limited spacefortoiletries.

Very smnall room withfacilities in separate small rooms, Very
1-2 awkward access. Limited room for drying/ dressing. Small

washbasin, cramped accesstotoilet.

h) Accessories 9-10 Highquality toilet paper (for example 2-ply). A wide range ofthe
following list of excellent quality accessories provided in the
bathroom e.g. wrapped soap, shampoo, moisturiser, aftershave,
cologne, shower gel, conditioner, tooth brushes, tooth paste, shower

cap,toilet bags,tissues, cotton woolballs, cotton buds,ete.
 

A reasonable proportion of excellent quality items from the above
8 list. No well-used ageing bottles, scrappy sachetsor sticky

containers. High quality toilet paper.

A small range from the above, all in good condition and of good
 

 

    
 

 

 

6-7 quality. Medium quality toilet paper.

Oneor two items from the above fist of average quality (wrapped
3-4-5 soap or shower gel is compulsory).

Oneor two items from the abovelist of poor quality (wrapped soap
1-2 tor showergel is compulsory).

2.3 PUBLIC AREAS

a) Signage (Internal) —Internal Grading Description

signage may be verbal on arrival Score

and/orboard signs may be Signs in excellent condition, Signs easily readable. Signage

P , 9-10 fits in with the décor. Areas open and not open to guests are

clearly indicated.
 

Signs in good condition (although clearly not brand new).
8 Signs readable. Signage fits in with the décor. Areas open and

not open to guests are clearly indicated.
 

Signs in reasonable condition but showing somesigns of

6-7 ageing and decay. Notall areas open and not open to guests

are clearly indicated. Signagefits in with the décor.

Signs in poor condition with clear signs of ageing and decay.

3-4-5 Areas open and not open fo guests are not indicated. Signs do

not fit in with the décorof the establishment.

 

 

Limited or No signage within the establishment.

1-2

b) Decoration 9-10 High quality wall covering in excellent condition. Evidence of
coordinated design. Artwork, art objects, etc which fits with

the design ofthe establishment. No evidence of ageing, wear

and tear, High quality professional finish.

: : Use of high quality materials, though not necessarily in

: 8 pristine condition, Alternatively more moderate quality

materials if recently decorated. Attempt to coordinate

design with additional attractive features. No scratches,

chips,stains, or scuffs. Professional workmanship.
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6-7
Standard "domestic" style and quality of décor, some ageing
but no major wear and tear. Use of wall hangings, pictures,
etc. Competent workmanship.
 

*|3-4-5
Moderate quality, ageing. Some slight damage, wear and
tear. Dated style. Sub standard application of décor.Little
design input or coordination. Tired.
 

Very old, faded, damaged wall covering. Evidence of damp/

water penetration. Grubby marks. Evidence ofneglect.

Unsightly paintwork or exposed wiring.
 

c) Furnitureandfittings High degree of comfort and luxury. High quality in excellent
condition. Attractive, coordinated extras. Decorative,

occasional pieces in public areas and corridors.
 

High quality furniture but not necessarily new. All in sound

condition. Alternatively, more moderate quality furniture in

excellent condition. Comfortable easy seating.
 

6-7
Mediumto high quality of manufacture but showing some
wear and tear. May be rather dated but sound. Alternatively,
new furniture of medium quality.
 

3-4-5
Uncoordinated style. Ageing seating. May show marks, sparse

arrangement. Notparticularly comfortable or attractive. Low
quality.
 

Low quality, uncomfortable, ageing furniture. May show some
damage- scratched, loose arms/legs. Stained or grubby
upholstery. Dated, jaded, unattractive.
 

d) Flooring 9-10 if fitted carpets, high quality fitted carpets (high percentage
wool content), good thick pile and underlay, professionally
laid andin pristine condition. High quality woodenortiled
flooring, professionally laid and in pristine condition with
high quality occasional rugs or mats. Screed flooring
acceptable if of excellent quality and fits with overall design.
Artistically finished cementfloorsof high quality and
workmanship acceptable - merely painted cementfloors not
acceptable.

 

High quality carpet beginning to show some signs of

ageing (flattening or wearing). No stains, burns or marks,

etc. Alternatively carpet with higher percentage of man-
made fibre but in new condition. Wooden or tiled flooring

in need of buffing but with high quality rugs (if used).

Screed flooring acceptable if of good quality and fits with

overall design. Artistically finished cement floors of good

quality and workmanship acceptable — merely painted

cement floors not acceptable.
 

6-7

High quality carpet with flattening in areas of mosttraffic but

all in sound condition - may be some small discolouration in

places. Alternatively, cheaper new carpet. Woodenortiled

floors a little scratched in places. Screed flooring acceptable if

of good quality and fits with overall design - may show signs

of ageing or tack of maintenance. Painted cementfloors

acceptable,if of good quality and fits with overall design.

  3-4-5 Carpets show considerable use - flattened spots, bleaching by

windows, some thinning. Unprofessionalfitting - ripples,

roughill-fitting edges thin or no underlay. There should be no

holes, tears, burns of other defects that render the carpet

unsound. Vinyl or low quality flooring. Chipped wooden or

tiled floors. Screed flooring acceptable if of reasonable quality

(but not necessarily in good condition) andfits with overall

design. Painted cement floor acceptable, but must be in

reasonable condition.     
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Distinct signs of wearing- visible canvas/backing fabric,

1-2 patches,stains, discolouration, obvious seams. DIYfitting -
gaping joints, gaps between carpet and wall, Several
unmatched styles or newer carpetslaid on top of damage or
worn- through older ones. Woodenfloors that need a new coat
of varnish with ageing, worn and stained rugs. Missing tiles
and obvious chips. Screed flooring in poor condition. Painted
cement floors in poor condition.

 

e) Ceiling/Roofing 9-10 All types of ceiling/ roofing acceptable as long asit is of
excellent quality, in good condition and professionally fitted.
No flaccid ceilings/ beams/ poles or evidence of water Jeakage,
seeping, crackingorsplitting. Professionally painted/ stained/
treated with no imarksorstains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted no
8 flaccid ceilings / beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage,

seeping, cracking orsplitting. Professionally painted/ stained/
treated.

 

Competentjob of ceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/

6-7 roofing of average quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment
competently applied, although not necessarily professionally
done.

 

Poorquality ceiling/ roofing, adequately fitted, but no
3-4-5 evidenceofflaccid or splitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly

stained paintwork/ treatment poorly done.
 

Poor quality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places,

 

1-2 evidence of water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/

treatment old and adequately done.

f) Lighting 9-10 Overall high standard ofillumination giving sufficient light
for all appropriate purposes butalso designed for good effect

- showingoff features of rooms/ corridors, All lights and
shadesof high quality manufacture and in excellent order. No
wobbly connections, burt shades, flimsy bases that fall over,

etc. No harsh fluorescent tubes.
 

8 High quality fittings with more adequate spread illumination
for practical use, though no orlimited sophisticated use of
lighting "effects". Occasional lamps, reading lights, perhaps

picture lights,

 

More than ininimal lighting. Medium quality fittings in sound
6-7 condition, No burnt shades, ageing lamps, etc. Main light plus

one or two smal! occasional lamps. Noextra lights for effect.
 

Enoughlight for practical use, but nothing more. No
3-4-5 occasional lamps,etc.Fittings dated, ageing, discolouration.

Stark, unattractive, harsh lighting. Low quality fittings in poor

condition - exposed, fraying wires, wobblyfittings, loose
plugs. Dim, gloomyeffect with dark areas. Glaring,irritating,

harsh fluorescent lights with no diffuser.
 

Lowquality fittings in poor condition - exposed, fraying
1-2 wires, wobblyfittings, loose plugs. Dim, gloomy effect with

-.Jdark areas. Glaring,irritating, harsh fluorescentlights with

no diffuser.
  g) Atmosphere & Ambience 9-10 Harmonious combination ofdécor, lighting and comfortable

furniture. Soothing coordinated effect. Interesting
architectural features, spacious rooms. Nointrusive noise.
 

Comfortable, relaxed feel. May be some busy activity or

8 music background butnotintrusive. Coordinated décor,
finishing, etc. |    
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Comfortable seating area but may be used for other things at

6-7 times. A degree ofactivity/ noise butnotirritating.

 

Busy area with numerousactivities going on - "corridor"
3-4-5 effect. Harsh lighting, intrusive noise. Awkward seating,

cooking smells, not particularly comfortable.
 

Uncomfortable, awkward seating in an area clearly used for
1-2 other purposes. Loud noise, very loud TV/ radio/ noise.

Smoky,old, persistent cooking smells. Draughty. No
personal touches, nothing to look at or read.     
 

2.4 UNIT LOUNGE, DINING AREA, VERANDA

(4 and 5-star establishments must have inside dining areas not just outside - and must be
separate area from lounge/kitchen)

 a) Decoration . Grading Description
Score
 

High quality wall covering in excellent condition. Evidence of
9-30 coordinated design. Artwork,art objects, etc which fits with

the design ofthe establishment. No evidence of ageing, wear
andtear. High quality professionalfinish.

Use of high quality materials, though not necessarily in
8 pristine condition, Alternatively more moderate quality

materials if recently decorated. Attempt to coordinate
design with additionalattractive features. No scratches,
chips,stains, or scuffs. Professional workmanship.

 

 

Standard "domestic" style and quality of décor, some ageing
6-7 but no major wear andtear. Use of wall hangings, pictures,

etc. Competent workmanship.
 

Moderate quality, ageing. Some slight damage, wear and
3-4-5 tear. Dated style. Sub standard application of décor, Little

designinput or coordination. Tired.

Very old, faded, damaged wall covering. Evidence of
1-2 damp/water penetration. Grubby marks. Evidenceofneglect.

Unsightly paintwork or exposed wiring.

 

 b) Furniture andfittings 9-10 High degree of comfort and luxury. High quality in excellent
condition. Attractive, coordinated extras, Decorative,

occasional pieces in public areas and corridors,
 

Highquality furniture but not necessarily new. All in sound
8 condition, Alternatively, more moderate quality furniture in

‘_jexcellent condition. Comfortable easy seating.

Mediumto high quality of manufacture but showing some
6-7 wearand tear. May be rather dated but sound.

Alternatively, new furniture of medium quality.

Uncoordinated style. Ageing seating. May show marks,
3-4-5 sparse arrangement. Notparticularly comfortable or

attractive. Low quality.

 

 

 

Low quality, uncomfortable, ageing furniture. May show some

 

1-2 damage - scratched, loose arms/legs. Stained or grubby
upholstery. Dated, jaded, unattractive.

c)- Flooring 9-10 If fitted carpets, high quality fitted carpets (high percentage
woolcontent), good thick pile and underlay, professionally
laid and in pristine condition. High quality woodenortiled/
flooring, professionally laid and in pristine condition with
high quality occasional rugs or mats. Screed flooring

— . acceptable if of excellent quality and fits with overall design.
Attistically finished cementfloors of high quality and
workmanship acceptable - merely painted cement floors not
acceptable,     
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High quality carpet beginning to show somesigns of ageing

(flattening or wearing). No stains, burns or marks,etc.

Alternatively carpet with higher percentage ofman-made fibre
but in new condition. Wooden ortiled flooring in need of
buffing but with high quality rugs (ifused). Screed flooring

acceptable if of good quality and fits with overall design.

Artistically finished cement floors of good quality and

workmanship acceptable - merely painted cement floors not

acceptable.

 

High quality carpet with flattening in areas of mosttraffic but
all in sound condition - may be some small discolouration in
places. Alternatively, cheaper new carpet. Woodenortiled
floorsa little scratched in places. Screed flooring acceptableif
of good quality and fits with overall design - may show signs
of ageing or lack of maintenance. Painted cementfloors

acceptable,if of good quality and fits with overall design.
 

3-4-5
Carpets show considerable use- flattened spots, bleaching by
windows, somethinning. Unprofessional fitting - ripples,
Tough ill-fitting edges thin or no underlay. There should be no
holes, tears, burns of other defects that render the carpet

unsound. Vinyl or low quality flooring. Chipped wooden or
tiled floors. Screed flooring acceptable if of reasonable quality
(but not necessarily in good condition) and fits with overall
design. Painted cement floor acceptable, but. must be in

reasonable condition.
 

Distinct signs of wearing- visible canvas/backing fabric,

patches,stains, discolouration, obvious seams. DIY fitting -
gaping joints, gaps between carpet and wall. Several
unmatched styles or newer carpets laid on top of damage or

worn- through older ones. Woodenfloors that need a new coat

of varnish with ageing, worn and stained rugs. Missingtiles
and obvious chips. Screed flooring in poor condition. Painted

cementfloors in poor condition.

 

d) Ceiling/ Roofing 9-10 All types ofceiling/ roofing acceptable as long asit is of
excellent quality, in good condition and professionally fitted.
No flaccid ceilings/ beams/ poles or evidence of water

leakage, seeping, cracking orsplitting. Professionally painted/
stained/ treated with no marksorstains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted no

flaccid ceilings / beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage,

seeping, cracking orsplitting. Professionally painted/

stained/ treated.
 

6-7

Competentjob ofceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/
roofing of average quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment

competently applied, although notnecessarily professionally

done,
 

3-4-5

Poor quality ceiling/ roofing adequately fitted, but no evidence

offlaccid orsplitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly stained

paintwork / treatment poorly done. >
 

Poorquality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places,
evidence of water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/

treatment old and adequately done.

  e) Lighting  Overall high standard ofillumination giving sufficientlight for

all appropriate purposesbutalso designed for good effect-

showing off features of rooms/ corridors. All lights and shades

of high quality manufacture and in excellent order. No wobbly

connections, burnt shades;flimsy bases that fal! over, etc. No
harsh fluorescent tubes.   
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High quality fittings with more adequate spread illumination
for practical use, though no orlimited sophisticated use of

lighting "effects". Occasional lamps, reading lights, perhaps

picturelights. :
 

6-7
Morethan minimallighting. Medium quality fittings in sound
condition. No burnt shades, ageing lamps, etc. Main light plus
one or two small! occasional lamps. No extra lights for effect.
 

3-4-5 Enoughlight for practical use, but nothing ore. No occasional
lamps,etc. Fittings dated, ageing, discolouration. Stark,
unattractive, harsh lighting. Low quality fittings in poor
condition - exposed, fraying wires, wobbly fittings, loose
plugs, Dim, gloomyeffect with dark areas. Glaring,irritating,

harshfluorescent lights with no diffuser.
 

Lowquality fittings in poor condition - exposed, fraying wires,

wobblyfittings, loose plugs: Dim, gloomyeffect with dark
areas, Glaring,irritating, harsh fluorescent lights with no
diffuser.
 

 

f) Temperature Control 9-10 Thermostatically and individually controlled heating and/oy

cooling system capable of maintaining. a comfortable room

temperature. Appropriate .to. size and location of room

Apparatus in excellent condition. If location/energy supp!
does not allow for air conditioning, significant other meansof

temperature control applied, ie many opening windows, shad

trees, fans, fireplaces.
 

Individual control by guest at all times, some ageing of

excellent apparatus, Good quality and quiet wall mounted air-
conditioners(if appropriate). If location/energy supply does

not allow for air conditioning, several other means of
temperature control applied, ie many opening windows, shady

trees, fans,fireplaces.
 

6-7

Effective heating and/ or cooling provided in rooms when

appropriate (under individual control). Not necessarily the

most up to date system. Large, slightly noisy, wall mounted air

conditioners apply here (if appropriate). If location/energy
supply doesnot allow for air conditioning, some other means

of temperature control applied,i.e. many opening windows,
shady trees,fans, fireplaces.
 

3-4-5
Free standing apparatus able of maintaining a reasonably
comfortable temperature in room. Ageing appliances.If
Location/energy supply doesnot allow for air conditioning,

one or two other means of temperature control applied,ie

many opening windows,shadytrees,fans,fireplaces.
  Old low quality appliances. Heat/cold only available close to

apparatusi.e. apparatus unable to maintain a comfortable

temperature throughoutthe room.If location/energy supply

doesnot allow for air conditioning, no other means of
temperature control applied, i.e. many opening windows,

shadytrees, fans, fireplaces.   
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a) Decoration Grading
Score

Description

 

High quality wall coverings, wallpaper,tiles or other suitable

finish in.excellent condition: free from discolouration,

cooking marks, splashes, stains, burns. There may be some

pictures, decoration, etc.
 

High standard wall coverings which may not be neworofthe
same excellent standard. High standard of workmanship in
application of covering. Coveringstill in very good condition.
 

Good quality workmanship. Wall coverings of average
quality: some signs of use. An attempt at interesting design.
 

Ageing décor of medium to low quality. Sub standard finish.
Notable wear and tear/ stains/ discolouration.
 

Low-grade materials, poor standard of workmanship. Very
noticeable cooking marks/splashes. Unsightly wiring/

exposed pipes.
 

b) Fixtures andfittings High quality manufactured units,fitted professionally with
ample storage space. Doors and drawers open easily. Easily

cleaned durable surfaces. Co-ordinated or matching designs.
All in excellent order. May be moretraditional kitchen with

original features for interest but all sound and well

maintained.
 

High quality kitchen fittings, which may not be new,but are

still in sound condition. Some evidenceof use (knife cuts on

surface, slight discolouration).
 

Middle of the range domestic fittings. DIY assembly
competently, carried out. Doors and drawersfitted correctly.

Possibly former high standardfittings that have deteriorated
through long use, but still basically sound. Traditional fittings

in reasonable order.
 

Medium to low quality fittings, not professionally fitted;

doors badly hung; drawers do notslide smoothly. Much wear

and tear. Cheap quality materials
 

12

Very well used, chipped, broken,stained, badly fitted units in

need of replacement. Old fashioned style in bad condition.

 

c) Flooring 9-10 Highest quality floor coverings, Tiles well fitted. Grouting in
excellent condition. No marks, stains, condensation damage.

Flooring well-fitted and free from stain or water damage.
 

High quality floor covering ortiles but not always recent-

some signs of wearbutall in sound condition. Alternatively,

may be recently decorated but not with the highest quality

materials, though a competent and professionaljob.
 

6-7

Standard quality kitchen flooring. Somesigns of wear but no
stains or marks, Not necessarily recently decorated though in

sound condition.
 

3-4-5

Lowerquality materials, ageing, and evidence ofpoor
standard of DIY. Poor condition with some evidence of damp

and marks. 
     

Verytired and old style. Damp/ condensation marks. Cheap

very low quality finish, unprofessionally applied. Sealant or

grouting mouldy, carpetrotting, smelly. Area aroundtoilet

discoloured, damp.
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d), Ceiling/ Roofing 9-10 All types ofceiling/ roofing acceptable as longasit is of

excellent quality, in good condition and professionally fitted.

Noflaccid ceilings/ beams/ poles or evidence of water ‘

leakage, seeping, crackingorsplitting. Professionally

painted/ stained/ treated with no marks or stains.
 

Ceiling/ roofing of good quality and professionally fitted no

flaccid ceilings / beams/ poles or evidence of water leakage,

seeping, cracking or splitting. Professionally painted/

stained/ treated.
 

6-7

Competent job of ceiling/ roofing application and ceiling/

roofing of average quality. Paintwork/ staining/ treatment

competently applied, although not necessarily professionally

done.
 

3-4-5
Poorquality ceiling/ roofing, adequately fitted, but no

evidence offlaccid or splitting. Ceilings/ roofing slightly

stained paintwork / treatment poorly done.
 

Poor quality ceilings/ roofing flaccid/ splitting in places,

evidence of water seepage. Stained paintwork, paintwork/

treatment old and adequately done.
 

e) Lighting 9-10 Overall high standard ofillumination giving sufficient light

for all appropriate purposes. All lights of high quality

manufacture and in excellent order. No harsh fluorescent

tubes.
 

High quality fittings with more adequate spread illumination

for practical use.
 

6-7

More than minimal lighting. Medium quality fittings in sound

condition.
 

3-4-5
Enoughlight for practical use, but nothing more. Fittings
dated, ageing, discolouration. Stark, unattractive, harsh

lighting.
 

Low quality fittings in poor condition - exposed, fraying

wires, loose plugs. Dim, gloomy effect with dark areas.

Glaring,irritating, harsh fluorescentlights with no diffuser.

 

f) Electrical Equipment(In some

areas this may not apply }
Extensive range ofelectrical equipment with emphasis on
automation. Recent model, high quality equipment with up to

date technology. All in excellent working order. Operation

manuals close at hand for all equipment.
 

Very good range of equipment, possibly of mixed ages and
quality. Some old but all in excellent working order.

Alternatively a small range of new high quality equipment.
 

6-7

Mixture of old and new equipment, some showing evidence
of use over time. Alternatively excellent range of older

equipment. All equipmentin good working order.
 

Minimum range of basic equipment. May be showing signs of
considerable wear and tear.

 

Old fashioned, outdated in poorcondition.

  g) Stove/ Oven/Microwave(type
and

technology dependent on energy

supply and location; in some areas

Modern, high specification model incorporating new
technology. New or nearly new. In immaculate order. With
timing facility. Good capacity and storage, plate warmer,

large grill. Possibly with two ovens, combination microwave.

   Topofthe range model, but not new - somesignsofusage.
Very good modelin excellent condition, but lacking some
refinements.
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6-7 Good domestic cooker with all normal functions in sound

condition.

 

Lowerquality domestic cooker of dated style and design.

3-4-5 Basic functions with no refinements, Looking well used.
Small oven capacity.

Bottom of the range, old-fashioned model showing evidence
 

 

 

1-2 of considerable wear and tear. Oven doorill fitting, enamel

extensively scratched or chipped. Difficuit to use.

h) Crockery & Utensils 9-10 Wide range of kitchen and dining equipmentofhigh quality.
Fine china or pottery cups and plates of matching styles with

ancillary items over and above the basic requirements ofthe
inventory. High standard of cooking pots, casseroles, flan
dishes, possibly stainless steel, ceramic or enamelled. All of
matching or coordinated design. Thoughtful provision of
"extras" such as garlic press, lemon squeezer. No chipped,
cracked or "crazed" crockery. There may be two or more

styles of crockery - for "every day" and "special" use. Possibly
some high specification "professional"utensils.

f

 

Substantial range of high quality equipment, which may not be
8 new - may show someslight signs of wear and tear. Very

good domestic crockery in excellent order. Mixed range of

utensils of varying styles but all very good quality.

 

Domestic middle-range pots, pans, crockery in good order.
6-7 Perhaps somehigher quality items that shows signs of good

use, but still in sound condition

 

Mixture ofstyles and quality, mostly middle to low standard,

3-4-5 showing evidence of considerable use. Worn pattern on some
crockery; dull finish, scratches on utensils. Dated style.
 

Lowquality, cheap domestic, mass-produced crockery and

1-2 utensils, showing wear and tear. Well-used pyrex plates with

discolouration from long use. Utensils jumbled,ill assorted,

having the appearance ofbeing cast-offs, secondhand,

discarded.  
 

HOUSE KEEPING

 

 

a) Unit Bedrooms Grading |Description
Score
 

High standard ofcleanliness, attention to detail. Well-made

9-10 beds, gleaming surfaces, no smears or marks. Evidence of
thorough, not just superficial cleaning. No blow bulbsor
broken equipment. Turndown service, room tidied, any trays
taken away. Lights on and curtains drawn in the evening.

High standardofcleanliness but attention to detail may not
8 come up to the same standard as "excellent". One or two

small areas of maintenance missed.

No dust, efficient vacuuming. Equipment and room
6-7 accessories not perhaps quite as tidy and well arranged as

they might be. Occasional lapse in maintenance - odd bulb
blown. All surfaces free from dirt and polished.

Surfaces smeary/ dusty. Evidence of neglect ofvacuuming

 

 

 

 

3-4-5 under beds and in inaccessible corners. Pieces of paper,
; debris in corners and under furniture, blown bulbs, dusty

- Bee - light shades.

Very heavy dust on surfaces, high and low. Debris in

4-2 wardrobe/ drawers. Bits of paper, threads and other items,

grit, etc on carpet. Long-term neglect.   
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b) Unit Bathrooms Meticulous attention to hygiene. All surfaces gleaming.

Clean, fresh smell. High level ofefficiency.
 

Generally very high standard, but perhaps oneor twoslight
lapses.
 

No evidenceof dust/ hairs/ grime. Surfacesail clean. Floor
vacuumed and free from dust. Slight discolouration of

enamel/ grout.
 

3-4-5
Generally clean but lacking attention to detail - dust on low

and high surfaces and in inaccessible places. Surfaces and

enamel dull. Flooring discoloured.
 

Low standard of housekeeping - dust on all surfaces. Long-

term encrusted grime in inaccessible places, dirt and hairs on

floor, in comers. Flooring aroundtoilet stained, smelly.
 

c) Unit Lounge/ Dining.Area /

Veranda

High standardofcleanlinessin all areas - no evidence of

previous meal.Efficient vacuuming. Tables alwaysset-up to
high standard.
 

Generally high standard of cleanliness - no dust, etc. May be

some clutter, Pile of menus,winelists,etc.

 

6-7
Alwaystidy and clean in time for beginning of meal service.

Generally good standardsofdusting,tidiness.
 

3-4-5
Not alwaysatits tidiest. Bottles, glasses, menus on surfaces.

Generally clean but may be some dust on high or low surfaces.

Sometables remain unset during meal service. Pot plants and

flowers neglected.
 

Dusty, crumbs oncarpet, surfaces smeared, ring marked,
dead/ dying flowers. Untidy piles of menusetc scattered

around. Marks, stains on tablecloths, dirty ashtrays.
 

d) Unit Kitchen High standard ofcleanliness, attention to detail. No dust. All

surfaces polished with no smears. Contents of kitchen
cupboard and drawerstidily laid out. Interior of fridge clean

and polished and freezer compartment regularly defrosted.
 

Generally very high standard of cleanliness andtidiness.
Kitchen equipmentsorted betweenlets.

 

Good standard overall, though possibly some evidence of
dust, cobwebs in high and low or inaccessible places.
Kitchen equipment not sorted betweenlets.
 

3-4-5
Kitchen equipment in complete jumble. Crumbs in
drawers. Some cooking itemsfrom previous guests (cans,
bottles, sauces) left in cupboard. Unclean/ damp smell.
Condensation marks/ mould showing in places. Grouting
marked/ stained.
 

Unsatisfactory standard. Dust and cobwebs. Long-term
neglect,

  e) Public Areas i.e. Reception,
Office, Shop, Laundry, Bar,
Restaurant, etc)

All well vacuumed. All surfaces, high and low, dust free, no
cobwebs. Table surfaces well polished no smears. Ashtrays
clean. No fingerprints on doorplates,light switches,etc.
flowers well arranged. Newspapers, books, etc up to date
andtidy.
 

Generally very good level of vacuuming and dusting.
Everything tidy and well arranged.
  6-7 High level of cleanliness. Easy seating area -some books,

magazines, etc on tables.   
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Clean but with some dust on high and low surfaces. Personal
clutter. Books andmagazinesout ofdate, in untidy piles.

Dying houseplants. Smears on surfaces.
 

Generally neglected housekeeping - carpet badly vacuumed.

All surfaces dusty. Cobwebs,dead insects. Dead/ wilting
plants. Ashtrays unemptied. Newspapers/ books onfloor.

Dirty glasses/ cups on tables.
 

f) Public Toilets(Often not
applicable in the Bed & Breakfast

situation)

9-10 Meticulousattention to hygiene. All surfaces gleaming.
Clean,fresh smell. High level ofefficiency.

 

Generally very high standard, but perhaps one or two slight .

 

 

 

8 lapses.

No evidence of dust/ hairs/ grime. Surfacesall clean. Floor
6-7 vacuumed and free from dust.

Generally clean but lacking attention to detail - dust on low
3-4-5 and high surfaces and in inaccessible places.

Lowstandard of housekeeping- dust onall surfaces. Long
1-2 term encrusted grime in inaccessible places, dirt and hairs on

floor, in corners. Flooring aroundtoilet stained, smelly.
 

4, GENERAL SERVICE & SERVICES

 

a) Reservations Grading

Score
Description

 

9-10

Efficient, friendly and helpful reservation process- all details

taken down correctly and checkedand ail necessary
information given and confirmation provided or offered.
Reservation completely correct on check-in.
 

Reservation dealt with promptly and friendly although not
totally efficient. All necessary information taken and
provided. Confirmation provided or offered. One or two errors

on reservation on check-in.
 

6-7
Reservation dealt with reasonably well and friendly but not
efficient. Only most necessary information taken and

provided. Confirmation provided or offered. Some errors on
reservation on check-in.
 

3-4-5

Reservation dealt with poorly. Only minimal information
taken and provided. Many errors onreservation upon

arrival. No confirmation ofreservation provided/ offered,
 

Not possible to make a reservation or reservation process

totally unfriendly andinefficient. No confirmation of
reservation provided/ offered. No booking found on arrival,
 

b) Check-in & check-out 9-10 Prompt thorough check-in. All necessary information given
fo guests - Jayout of property, available facilities, meal

times, etc (on request). Prompt attention. Bill correctin all

details. Items explained by receptionist on request. Guests
asked if they enjoyed their stay. Positive last impression.
 

Efficient check-in. Perhaps not always given full information
about facilities. Prompt attention. Attemptat excellence, but

perhaps lacking professional polish. Cheerful, bill correct.
 

6-7
Registered, given key and directed to room.Bill correct.

Staff obviously shalling and tryingto be helpful.
 

3-4-5

Name and address taken. Minimal information given. Key
given, no directions to room. Bill unclear (some charges not

explained). Arithmetic wrong. Staff unable to explain why

charges made but sort things out in time. Lack training.
  Administrative errors not proficiently rectified. Surly manner.

Bill wrong and unexplained. Staffs have no idea andare
unshalling to assist customer. Long wait. Staff unable to cope

with some forms of payment. 
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c) Friendliness & Attitude 9-10 Warmfriendly smile. Helpful attitude. Help with luggage and
provision of information about the establishment. All

establishments attempt to establish a good rapport and show
shallingness to please.

Cheerful demeanourandattitude. Guests shall be shown to

8 room and given necessary information told to ask if
anything else required.

L Pleasant appearance. Shallingness to help when asked.
6-7

Neutral behaviour- no particular enthusiasm - just doing

3-4-5 the job.

Surly or rude behaviour. Clear indifference to guests,irritation
1-2 at being asked for anything.

d) GeneralEfficiency Grading Description
Score

Excellent level of efficiency. Any messages forwarded .
9-10 promptly. Efficient communication with other departments

summoning porter, bookingrestauranttable, etc.

Very goodlevel of efficiency. Good responses to any

8 requests, but guest’s needs aren’t anticipated.

Goodlevel of efficiency. All requests dealt with pleasantly.
6-7

Fairlevel of efficiency. Rather unshalling response to any
3-4-5 requests.

Poorlevel of efficiency. Marked reluctanceto give any help.
1-2

€) Staff Appearance (uniforms 9-10 Clean, neat, appropriate clothes. A general smart, well-
with name tags are a necessity to groomed appearance, Sleeves andtrousers the right length.

identify staff) Clothing fresh and well toned. Hair clean and undercontrol.
Hands and finger nails clean. Polished shoes.

8 Approaching excellent, but lacking the final touch. Perhaps
someitemsa little ill fitting. All clothing clean.

6-7 A noticeable attempt to be smart. Nostains,tears, etc but

dressed for comfort rather than smartness.

3-4-5 Clothesstarting to look worn, rumpled, lived in, but basically

clean. Hair a bit uncontrolled.

1-2 Dirty, stained, frayed, holed clothes, dirty shoes. Hands and
finger nails grubby. Hair unwashedand out of control.
Unshaven. Smelly

f) Tourist Information (could be |9-10 Information packs in bedroomsorin reception/ lounge on
hard copies of different brochures
or verbal; in units or in general

guest area)

immediate and surrounding area as well as accommodation

specific information. Books, pamphlets on matters of local

interest, leisure facilities, etc. Personally prepared information.
Staff wel) versed on relevanttourist information. Staff shalling
to assist and inform tourists on the local area. High attention to

personalised itineraries and personalinterest in guest’s
information requirements.

 

 

 

 

8 As for excellent but limited range. Staff not as well versed.

6-7 Few pamphlets available on surroundingarea. Staff able to
assist but not well versed.

3-4-5 Limited informationat reception only. Staffs have very limited
knowledge. —~ . -

1-2 No information or out-of-date information. Staff unable to assist. 
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g) Access to Communication 9-10 Information packs in bedroomsorin reception/ founge on

immediate and surrounding area as well as accommodation

specific information.. Books, pamphiets on matters of local

interest, feisure facilities, etc, Personaily prepared information.
Staff well versed on relevant tourist information. Staff shalling

to assist and inform tourists on the local area. High attention

to personalised itineraries and personalinterest in guest’s

information requirements.
 

Good access to external and internal communication

throughout the day e.g. telephone,internet, etc either in

bedroomor in establishment. Communicationfacilities and
equipmentin good condition. Clear and visible communication

to guests on the availability of communication facilities and

how to accessit. Friendly and helpful (but not necessarily

knowledgeable) assistance to guests in the use of

communication,

 
6-7 Reasonable access to externai and internal communication

throughout the day e.g. telephone,internet, etc either in

bedroomor in establishment. Communication facilities and
equipmentin reasonable condition. Somecommunication to

guests on the availability of communication facilities and how
to access it, but inconsistent. Friendly and helpful (but not
necessarily knowledgeable) assistance to guests in the use of
communication.
 

3-4-5
Poor access to external and internal communication
throughout the day e.g. telephone,internet etc either in

bedroomor in establishment. Communicationfacilities and

equipment in poor condition. No communication to guests

onthe availability of communication facilities and how to

access it. No assistance to guests in the use of

communication.

 

Limited or No access to communication,

 
h) Laundry Or Drying Facilities

 
9-10 Well-equipped premises in excellent order. Spotlessly clean.

Generous provision of top quality, modern equipment,

together with clear instructions. Sufficient, strong practical
drying lines. Good quality ton and toning board provided.
Alternatively a very good outsourced Jaundry service offered.
 

Provision of good quality premises and equipment. Perhaps
not new some signs of use. Equipment may not be of
highest specification, or the most modern but all in very

good order. Sufficient drying lines.
 

6-7

Standard domestic equipment in sufficient quantity for
convenient use. Suitable premises in good decorative order.
Clean and organised. Modest length of drying lines.
 

3-4-5
Ageing equipment. Either professional or domestic, showing
signs of wear, chipped enamel, scratched, loose hinges.
Insufficient provision for all potential users, without queuing.
Premises getting shabby. Insufficient drying lines.

 

  Very’old inadequate equipment. Unsuitable premises needing

refurbishments. No drying lines available.   
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